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ABSTRACT 

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is currently the third leading cause of cancer-

related deaths in the US. Although surgery remains the most effective treatment option, only a few 

PDACs are resectable at diagnosis. Further, only a few PDAC patients respond to conventional 

chemotherapy making long-term survival notably challenging. Therefore, the identification of 

novel therapeutic targets is needed to improve PDAC treatment efficacy. Here, we investigated the 

role of glutathione S-transferase pi-1 (GSTP1) in PDAC pathogenicity. We postulated that a higher 

expression of GSTP1 provides selective advantages to PDAC cells by scavenging excessive 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) and promoting survival. Using shRNAs, we knocked down the 

expression of GSTP1 in metabolically diverse PDAC cells. We show loss of GSTP1 reduces 

PDAC cell growth and causes oxidative stress. Our results provide evidence that GSTP1 

knockdown activates apoptotic signaling by phosphorylating c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) and 

c-Jun. Further, supporting in vitro data, nude mice bearing orthotopically implanted GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells showed a significant reduction in tumor size and volume and reduced 

Ki67 staining.  

Further, using multi-omic techniques, we show that GSTP1 knockdown significantly 

changes the global transcriptomic and proteomic signatures of PDAC cells. Gene set enrichment 

analyses revealed that cellular metabolism and energy production pathways are most affected in 

GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. Specifically, we report a reduction in the mRNA and protein 

expression of aldehyde dehydrogenase 7A1 (ALDH7A1) and solute carrier 2A3 (SLC2A3) in 

GSTP1 knockdown cells compared to the control. We propose that the growth-inhibitory effects 

of GSTP1 knockdown are due to redox imbalance and impaired energy production pathways. Our 

data are the first steps of validating GSTP1 as a potential therapeutic target for PDAC. 
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Collectively, our results provide evidence that GSTP1 inhibitors combined with conventional 

chemotherapy can be an effective treatment for PDAC patients. However, understanding the 

function of GSTP1 in cancer cell metabolism requires further investigations. Because GSTP1 

knockdown affects various metabolic genes, we will evaluate the bioenergetic changes in GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells. Additionally, comparative evaluation of metabolites and lipids in control 

and GSTP1 knockdown cells will expand our knowledge of GSTP1 in cancer cell physiology and 

metabolism. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: GLUTATHIONE S-TRANSFERASES IN CANCER1 

Abstract 

In humans, the glutathione S-transferase (GST) protein family is composed of seven 

members that present remarkable structural similarity and some degree of overlapping 

functionalities. GST proteins are crucial antioxidant enzymes that regulate stress-induced 

signaling pathways. Interestingly, overactive GST proteins are a frequent feature of many human 

cancers. Recent evidence has revealed that the biology of most GST proteins is complex and 

multifaceted and that these proteins actively participate in tumorigenic processes such as cell 

survival, cell proliferation, and drug resistance. Structural and pharmacological studies have 

identified various GST inhibitors, and these molecules have progressed to clinical trials for the 

treatment of cancer and other diseases. In this review, we discuss recent findings in GST protein 

biology and their roles in cancer development, their contribution in chemoresistance, and the 

development of GST inhibitors for cancer treatment. 

Introduction 

Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) are a multigene family (EC 2.5.1.18) of eight dimeric 

enzymes that are classified based on their amino acid sequences and substrate specificity as alpha 

(A), kappa (K), mu (M), omega (O), pi (P), sigma (S), theta (T), and zeta (Z) [1]. Depending on 

their subcellular location, GSTs are grouped as cytoplasmic (A, P, M, S, T, Z), mitochondrial (K), 

or membrane-bound (Membrane Associated Proteins in Eicosanoid and Glutathione metabolism) 

[2].  

 
1 The content of this chapter is based in part on the following references: 

Singh, R.R.; Reindl, K.M. Glutathione S-Transferases in Cancer. Antioxidants (2021), 10, 701.  
R.R.S. and K.M.R. conceived the review. R.R.S. searched for previously published literature and selected studies for citations. 

R.R.S. wrote the manuscript with the supervision of K.M.R. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the 

manuscript. 
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GSTs are phase-II detoxification enzymes found in most life forms and vital for 

maintaining cellular homeostasis [3]. GSTs play a cytoprotective role primarily by catalyzing the 

conjugation reaction of reduced glutathione (GSH) and reactive electrophiles generated by 

cytochrome P450 metabolism to form GSH conjugates [4]. The resulting GSH conjugates are 

either excreted via bile or transported to the kidney where: (1) the γ-glutamyl moiety is cleaved by 

γ-glutamyl transpeptidase; (2) the glycine is cleaved by dipeptidase; and (3) the cysteine is N-

acetylated [5]. 

In addition to their detoxification roles, GSTs are known for their functions in cell 

signaling, post-translational modification, and resistance to chemotherapeutic agents [6]. For 

example, the pi and mu classes of GSTs regulate the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase 

pathway that governs cell survival and cell death signals via direct interactions with c-Jun  N-

terminal kinase 1 (JNK1) and apoptosis signal-regulating kinase (ASK1) [7]. Additionally, GSTs 

form complexes with an array of intracellular proteins for their post-translational modification [8]. 

For instance, protein disulfide isomerase (PDI), peroxiredoxin-VI (Prdx VI), and p53 are common 

substrates of GST-mediated glutathionylation [9]. Similar to the detoxification process described 

above, antineoplastic drugs bound to GSH are expelled out of the cells by the membrane-bound 

GS-X pump, making cancer cells resistant to chemotherapy [10].  

Since their discovery in 1961 in rat liver [11], GSTs have gained attention among cancer 

researchers. The expression of GSTs in all cell types and their abundance in aggressive cancer 

cells suggest that they play a key role in tumor progression and cancer pathogenicity [12]. Recent 

developments in the field of redox oncology have shed light on novel functions of GST proteins 

in cancer cells [13, 14]. This review summarizes newly identified functions of GST proteins and 

their roles in the cellular signaling, metabolism, and survival of cancer cells. 
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Structure of GSTs 

Because GSTs are pivotal in drug metabolism, they were among the first cytosolic proteins 

to be structurally characterized. Porcine GST Pi-1 (GSTP1) was the first member of the family 

whose structure was determined [15]. Crystallographic studies have revealed that the catalytic 

GSTs display analogous tertiary structures and exist as homodimers in mammals (Figure 1.1A) 

[16]; however, heterodimers of a few cytosolic GSTs have been identified in plants [17]. Currently, 

no enzymatically active monomers of GST proteins are known [15]. Subsequent structural 

analyses revealed that all principal GST family members have a basic protein fold consisting of 

two domains: the N-terminal domain and the C-terminal domain. The GST N-terminal domain 

fold is similar to other cellular homeostasis and detoxification proteins such as glutathione 

peroxidases and glutaredoxins. The N-terminal domain constitutes approximately one-third of the 

protein structure and is made up of a β-α-β-α-β-β-α motif. The β-β-α motif in the N-terminal 

domain, also known as the G-site, is most conserved among the isoforms and provides the binding 

site for reduced glutathione (GSH) by recognizing the γ-glutamyl fragment of GSH (Figure 1.1B). 

Interestingly, a proline residue, found at the N-terminal end of strand β3, is conserved 

among all cytosolic and mitochondrial GSTs. This proline forms hydrogen bond interactions with 

the backbone amine group of the GSH-cysteinyl moiety (Figure 1.1C) [16, 18, 19]. Global 

characterization of sequence and structure similarity of GST proteins show two major subgroups: 

(1) tyrosine-type GSTs (Y-GSTs), which use tyrosine to activate GSH; and (2) S/C-GSTs, which 

use serine (or cysteine in the case of GST Omega (GSTO)) to interact with GSH [20]. However, 

the C-terminal domain of GSTs constitutes the other two-thirds of the protein structure and is made 

up of a unique all-α-helical domain [19]. The hydrophobic substrates bind to a cleft between the 

N- and C-terminal domains known as the H-site. Unlike the G-site, the H-site is highly variable in 
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shape and chemical constitution between classes [21]. This variability in H-site structure 

determines the substrate selectivity of various GST isozymes [22]. 

 

Figure 1.1. Structure of Glutathione S-transferase Pi-1 (GSTP1) (Protein Data Bank ID: 

6GSS). (A) Homodimer assembly of GSTP1 showing G- and H-sites. (B) Magnified view of the 

G-site that is occupied by the ligand glutathione (GSH) (shown in light green). (C) Glutathione  

forms hydrogen-binding interactions with the surrounding amino acids found in the G-site pocket 

of GSTP1. 
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Metabolism of xenobiotic compounds 

Exposure to several natural and manufactured substances in the environment accounts for 

more than two-thirds of all cancer cases in the United States [23]. These environmental factors 

range from lifestyle choices such as smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, and poor diet to 

exposure to certain medical drugs, radiation, and environmental chemicals present in the air, water, 

or food. Environmental carcinogens are known to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the 

cells [24]. Strong evidence exists suggesting that oxidative stress promotes damage to the cellular 

components, including proteins, lipids, membranes, and DNA, that play a crucial role in cancer 

development [25]. 

Aerobic organisms have a cellular defense system composed of several enzymes that 

scavenge ROS and protect cells from macromolecular damage [26]. Phase-I detoxification 

enzymes process the primary steps of xenobiotic detoxification. For these reactions, an array of 

cytochrome P450 enzymes are utilized, and detoxification is achieved by a series of oxidation-

reduction reactions. Due to their electrophilic nature, phase-I metabolites have a high affinity to 

form adducts with nucleic acids and proteins [27]. However, these cytotoxic intermediate 

metabolites are readily conjugated to hydrophilic moieties such as reduced glutathione (GSH), 

glucuronate, and sulfate by phase II enzymes, such as GSTs, uridine 5′-diphospho-

glucuronosyltransferases (UGTs), sulfotransferases, and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

phosphate-oxidase:quinone oxidoreductase (NQO) [28]. 

Carcinogens, industrial intermediates, pesticides, and environmental pollutants are the 

most common substrates for GSTs [29]. Environmental carcinogens such as polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAHs) that are converted to epoxides via P450 metabolism are pervasive in the 

modern industrial world and are a threat to general health [30]. PAHs, commonly found in engine 
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exhaust fumes and cigarette smoke, are conventional substrates of GSTs [31]. GSTs primarily 

carry out the catalytic detoxification of the above-mentioned exogenous compounds via synthesis 

of mercapturic acids [32]. The γ-glutamyl and the glycine fragment of the resulting glutathione 

conjugate are trimmed, followed by N-acetylation of the cysteine S-conjugates [33]. It is important 

to note that GSTs are a part of a unified cellular defense system. They rely on glutathione synthase 

activity to supply GSH [34] and transporter proteins to export the GSH conjugates [35, 36]. 

The tripeptide, γ-l-glutamyl-l-cysteinyl-glycine, known as glutathione (GSH), is an 

essential antioxidant in the cell [37]. The synthesis of GSH is a two-step enzymatic reaction 

mediated by: (1) γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase combining cysteine with glutamate; and (2) 

glutathione synthetase adding glycine to the dipeptide to produce GSH. The above reactions are 

coupled with adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis [38]. GSH is primarily found in the cytosol 

with concentrations ranging from 1–3 mM [39]; however, it has also been reported in mitochondria 

[40] and the nucleus [41], where it functions in regulating apoptosis and cell division, respectively. 

Its primary role is to act as a free-radical scavenger and trap ROS that would otherwise cause 

irreparable damage to proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids [42]. The significance of the detoxification 

properties of GSH has been illustrated by depleting its intracellular levels and demonstrating the 

increased in vitro toxicities of compounds that depend on GSH metabolism, such as chromium 

[43], cadmium [44], arsenic [45], bleomycin [46], and mitomycin [47]. The detoxification reaction 

involving GSH is primarily catalyzed by glutathione peroxidases (GPx) through the following 

reaction: 

 2GSH + H₂O₂ → GSSG + 2H₂O (1) 

where hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a low molecular weight, reactive oxygen species and GSSG is 

glutathione disulfide, the oxidized form of GSH. H2O2 is primarily produced by the superoxide 

anion via a dismutation reaction [48] and plays critical roles in hypoxia [49], inflammation [50], 
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apoptosis [51], and autophagy [52]. It is important to note that oxidized glutathione (GSSG) is 

reduced back to GSH by glutathione reductase and at the expense of NADPH through a GSH-

restoring system [53] via following reaction: 

 GSSG + NADPH + H⁺ → 2GSH + NADP⁺ (2) 

Cellular signaling 

Besides their glutathione-conjugating activity, GSTs are known to bind structurally distinct 

non-substrate molecules. Several GST isozymes interact with the members of mitogen-activated 

protein kinase (MAPK) pathways involved in cell-survival and cell-death signaling mechanisms. 

This non-enzymatic function of GSTs is achieved by binding to the kinase protein in complex, 

thus preventing the activation of downstream targets. A specific subtype of the GST protein family, 

GSTP1, binds to the JNK complex [7, 54, 55]. Through fluorescence resonance energy-transfer 

measurements, it was revealed that the C- terminus of the JNK protein is essential for its interaction 

with GSTP1 [56]. Studies have revealed that dimerization of GSTP1 is critical for enzymatic 

activity and its interaction with JNK. It was shown that under non-stressed, normal conditions, 

monomeric GSTP1 binds to JNK and prevents its phosphorylation. However, under oxidative 

stress conditions, the GSTP1-JNK complex dissociates, allowing phosphorylation of JNK and 

dimerization of GSTP1 [7, 56]. In other words, GSTP1 acts as a sensor of oxidative stress and 

modulates the JNK signaling pathways for cell survival or apoptosis depending on the level of 

ROS encountered [56] (Figure 1.2A). The interaction between GSTP1 and JNK has also been 

demonstrated in vivo [7]. A higher and constitutive JNK activity was reported in the liver and lungs 

of transgenic mice in which GSTP1/2 were deleted (GSTP1/2(-/-)) compared to the wild-type 

control. In the same model system, increased DNA-binding activity of the transcription factor AP-

1 was reported. In addition to establishing the role of GSTP1 as a JNK inhibitor, this study also 
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demonstrated the role of GSTP1 in regulating the expression of specific down-stream targets of 

the JNK signaling pathway [7]. 

 

Figure 1.2. Multifarious roles of GSTP1 in cell signaling. (A) Under oxidative stress, the 

interaction between GSTP1 and c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1 (JNK1) is deterred and leads to 

phosphorylation of c-Jun and transcription of target genes. Similarly, in the absence of GSTP1, 

tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-receptor-associated factor 2 (TRAF2) and apoptosis signal-regulating 

kinase (ASK1) interact and cause phosphorylation of c-Jun. (B) Phosphorylation of 5’ adenosine 

monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK) in GSTP1 knockdown cells inhibits the 

mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway and impairs protein synthesis.  

Additionally, GSTP1 interacts with and inhibits the activity of tumor necrosis factor 

(TNF)-receptor-associated factor 2 (TRAF2), a member of the TNF receptor-associated factor 

protein family [57]. Human cervical cancer HeLa cells overexpressing GSTP1 suppressed TRAF2-

induced activation of both JNK and p38. Further, GSTP1 attenuated autophosphorylation of 

apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1 (ASK1) and inhibited TRAF2-ASK1-induced apoptosis [58]. 

On the contrary, silencing of GSTP1 triggered TRAF2-ASK1 association and hyper-activation of 
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ASK1 and JNK [58]. Similar findings have been reported about the interaction of GSTM3 and 

TRAF6 in cervical cancer cells [13]. Further, GSTP1 knockdown in pancreatic [59] and GSTM 

knockdown in cervical cancer cells [13] showed reduced phosphorylation of extracellular signal-

regulated kinase (ERK1/2), which plays a pivotal role in promoting cell growth and proliferation 

in many mammalian cell types. We have previously reported that GSTP1 knockdown pancreatic 

ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) cells have impaired growth compared to the control [59]. We 

hypothesize this phenotype is attributed to the reduced ERK activity upon GSTP1 knockdown. In 

addition, genetic and pharmacological inactivation of GSTP1 in triple-negative breast cancer 

showed increased phosphorylation of 5’ adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase 

(AMPK) and acetyl-coenzyme-A carboxylase [12]. Phosphorylation and activation of AMPK have 

previously been demonstrated to reduce growth in breast cancer cells, primarily by inhibiting the 

mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR)-signaling pathway [60] (Figure 1.2B). Interestingly, 

GSTP1-knockdown mediated growth inhibition in these cells can be partly rescued by treatment 

with the AMP kinase inhibitor, dorsomorphin [12]. 

Other GST isozymes, such as GSTA1, are also known to negatively regulate the mTOR-

signaling pathway. Liu et al. showed that overexpression of GSTA1 in hepatocellular carcinoma 

cells can increase AMPK activity and inhibit the mTOR pathway [61]. They found that 

hepatocellular carcinoma patients with higher GSTA1 had better prognoses, and GSTA1 

overexpression can impair liver cancer cell proliferation and metastasis. Further, in human 

neuroblastoma cells, Saisawang et al. demonstrated that GSTO1 modulates protein kinase B and 

MAPK1/2 activation [62]. Using the GSTO1-specific inhibitor, ML175, they showed that GSTO1 

enzyme activity inhibits the activation of these kinases and indirectly regulates the survival, 

growth, and metabolism of neuroblastoma cells. 
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Cellular metabolism 

Cancer is often referred to as a metabolic disease, and aberrant metabolism is known to 

drive the pathogenicity of various neoplasms [63, 64]. Escalated aerobic glycolysis and lipid 

biosynthesis are key in generating cancer cell biomass and regulating signaling mechanisms [65]. 

Using a reactivity-based chemoproteomic platform, GSTP1 was identified as a chief player that 

controls cancer cell metabolism in triple-negative breast cancer cells [12]. Genetic or 

pharmacological inactivation of GSTP1 resulted in reduced lactic acid, ATP, nucleotides, and 

increased acylcarnitines and lysophospholipids. Upon mapping to metabolic pathways, it was 

found that inactivation of GSTP1 leads to impaired glycolytic metabolism resulting in reduced 

ATP as well as reductions in the levels of macromolecular building blocks. It was concluded that 

GSTP1 interacts with glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and increases its 

enzymatic activity in breast cancer cells [12]. Recently, Hildebrandt et al. [66] and Moellering et 

al. [67] showed that GAPDH-mediated conversion of 3-phosphoglycerate to 1,3-

bisphosphoglycerate is a rate-limiting glycolytic reaction in cancer cells that have heightened 

aerobic glycolysis. These studies validate that GSTP1-arbitrated GAPDH activation is a critical 

metabolic hub and, therefore, GSTP1 inhibitors are promising therapeutics for breast cancer 

patients. 

Additionally, tetra-hydroxynonenal (4-HNE), a common byproduct of lipid peroxidation, 

was found to be reduced in GSTP1-positive prostate cancer patients compared to GSTP1-negative 

patients, indicating that GSTP1 protects lipids from oxidative damage [68]. The reactive 4-HNE 

adducts are mutagenic and are often accumulated in various pathological conditions [69, 70]. 

Further research is needed to identify and comprehensively characterize additional metabolic 

changes that are influenced by GST activity. 
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Chemoresistance 

Ambiguous early symptoms and the lack of early diagnostic tools for many cancers results 

in a late diagnosis for many patients [71]. While surgery is the preferred line of treatment, only a 

small fraction of patients are eligible for resection surgery, especially for pancreatic cancer [72], 

non-small cell lung carcinoma [73], and glioblastoma [74]. Chemotherapy is used for patients with 

advanced and metastatic disease [75]. However, chemotherapy has largely been ineffective in 

many cancers, such as pancreatic ductal adeno-carcinoma [76, 77]. The primary reason for the 

dismal performance of various chemotherapies is the development of intrinsic or extrinsic 

resistance to antineoplastic reagents [78]. Several cellular signaling pathways are known to play 

critical roles in the development of chemoresistance. Pathways commonly associated with cell 

growth [79, 80], proliferation [81, 82], and detoxification [83] have a direct impact on drug 

efficacy in cancer cells. 

Recent evidence supports that enzymes involved in maintaining cellular redox 

homeostasis, such as GSTs, can detoxify chemotherapeutic drugs [84]. For example, GSTP1′s role 

in chemoresistance is well established in human ovarian cancer. In Chinese ovarian cancer 

patients, positive correlations have been reported between the overexpression of GSTP1 and 

chemoresistance [85]. Interestingly, the response rate to chemotherapy for GSTP1-positive ovarian 

tumors was significantly lower than the GSTP1-negative tumors in a different cohort [86]. 

Similarly, an independent epidemiological study identified a drug-resistant phenotype in GSTP1-

expressing ovarian tumors in Japanese women [87]. In this cohort, out of the eleven GSTP1-

positive samples, ten were drug-resistant, and out of the seventeen GSTP1-negative samples, six 

showed the drug-resistant phenotype. Further, in the same group, the GSTP1-positive ovarian 

cancer patients showed shorter survival post-diagnosis than the GSTP1-negative cohort. They 
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concluded that GSTP1 expression in tumor cells is related to drug resistance of patients with 

epithelial ovarian cancer. Besides, GSTP1 knockdown ovarian cancer cells showed heightened 

sensitivity (IC50) to cisplatin and carboplatin by 2.3- and 4.8-fold, respectively. They reported that 

cell cycle progression was unaffected; however, cell invasion and migration were significantly 

reduced in GSTP1 knockdown cancer cells. 

In addition to ovarian cancer, GSTP1 is involved in the chemoresistance of other cancer 

types. Proteomics analysis revealed that GSTP1 is overexpressed in cisplatin- and irinotecan-

resistant glioma [88, 89], fluorouracil (5-FU)- and cisplatin-resistant gastric cancer cells [90], 

doxorubicin-resistant prostate cancer cells [91], and adriamycin-resistant breast cancer cells [92]. 

Further, Yang et al. demonstrated that small RNA-mediated knockdown of GSTP1 significantly 

increased the apoptosis and DNA damage in adriamycin-treated breast cancer cells [93]. 

Additionally, breast cancer cells were rescued from apoptosis by overexpressing GSTP1. GSTP1 

was found to be upregulated in CLDN6-overexpressing and multidrug-resistant estrogen-receptor 

positive (ER+) breast cancer cells. Knockdown of CLDN6 reduced the expression and the enzyme 

activity of GSTP1 and increased the cytotoxicity of adriamycin, 5-FU, and cisplatin in ER+ breast 

cancer cells. Similar observations were made in triple-negative breast cancer cells [93]. 

Complementing the observations mentioned above, Ogino et al. found that the subcutaneous 

tumors generated from GSTP1 knockdown esophageal squamous cancer cells treated with 

cisplatin showed an impressive reduction in size compared to the GSTP1 knockdown and cisplatin 

treatment group alone [94]. Li et al. made similar observations where they showed GSTP1 

inhibition sensitizes lung cancer stem cells to cisplatin treatment [95]. Small RNA-mediated 

knockdown of GSTP1 in lung cancer cells showed increased activation of JNK and increased 

camptothecin-induced apoptosis [96]. Camptothecin is a naturally occurring alkaloid that is known 
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for its antineoplastic activity because of its ability to target DNA topoisomerase I specifically. 

These emerging pieces of evidence suggest that the efficacy of chemotherapy and the overall 

outcome in cancer patients could be significantly improved if used in combination with GSTP1 

inhibitors. 

Tumor relapse has been linked to a small number of therapy-resistant cells known as cancer 

stem cells that survive treatment or develop during post-therapeutic remission [97]. Growing 

evidence suggests that cancer stem cells are responsible for tumor initiation [98], progression [99], 

metastasis [100], and drug resistance [101–103]. Higher protein levels of GST isoforms have been 

reported in cancer stem cells, which is a primary reason for their drug-resistant phenotype. Tanaka 

et al. observed that knockdown of GSTP1 in colorectal cancer stem cells significantly reduced 

tumor growth [104]. Further, increased chemo-resistance of stem-like non-small cell lung cancer 

cells is also linked to increased protein expression of GSTP1 [105]. Abundant levels of GST 

isozymes in cancer and cancer stem cells are correlated to the multidrug-resistant phenotype [106, 

107]; however, most antineoplastic agents are poor substrates for GST isozymes [108]. Thus, the 

GST-mediated drug resistance could be explained by alternative roles of GSTs other than 

detoxification of chemotherapeutic drugs [6]. These studies have established the role of GSTP1 in 

the chemoresistance of anatomically diverse cancer cells. This has led to an increased focus on 

targeting the GST isozymes to increase the efficacy of chemotherapeutic drugs and improve patient 

survival [109–111]. The role of GSTP1 in resistance to chemotherapy and the respective cancer 

model is summarized in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1. The role of glutathione S-transferases (GST) proteins in the chemoresistance of 

different cancer model systems is summarized below. 

Tumor model Anti-neoplastic agent Outcome Reference 

Ovarian cancer Cisplatin, doxorubicin Response rate lower in GSTP1-positive patients [85–87] 

Glioma Cisplatin, irinotecan GSTP1 is overexpressed in resistant tumors [88, 89] 

Gastric cancer 
Fluorouracil (5-FU), 

cisplatin 
GSTP1 is overexpressed in resistant tumors [90] 

Prostate cancer Doxorubicin GSTP1 is overexpressed in resistant tumors [91] 

Breast cancer Adriamycin GSTP1 is overexpressed in resistant tumors [92] 

Breast cancer Adriamycin 
Increased apoptosis and DNA damage upon GSTP1 

knockdown 
[93] 

Esophageal squamous 

cancer cells 
Cisplatin 

Synergistic effect of GSTP1 knockdown and 

cisplatin treatment 
[94] 

Lung cancer stem 

cells 
Cisplatin 

Synergistic effect of GSTP1 inhibition and cisplatin 

treatment 
[95] 

Lung cancer Camptothecin 
Increased apoptosis upon GSTP1 knockdown and 

camptothecin treatment 
[96] 

Lung cancer stem 

cells 
Cisplatin 

miRNA-mediated inhibition of GSTP1 reverses 

cisplatin resistance 
[105] 

 

Antineoplastic agents such as cisplatin [112, 113], cytarabine [114], and gemcitabine [115, 

116] induce cell death via JNK and p38 MAPK pathways. Given that GSTP1 is a direct inhibitor 

of JNK activity, it is speculated that GSTP1 overexpression is associated with many drug-resistant 

tumors [90–92]. Elevated levels of GSTP1 are shown in pancreatic [59] and triple-negative breast 

cancer cells [12], where it interferes with the cellular signaling processes that influence cell 

survival, proliferation, and apoptosis. These non-enzymatic functions of GSTP1 provide an 

explanation for drug-resistance in GSTP1-overexpressing tumors to chemotherapeutic agents that 

are poor substrates for this enzyme [108]. 

GSTs glutathionylate various proteins 

S-glutathionylation occurs through the reversible addition of a glutathione donor to the 

thiolate moiety of cysteines in target proteins [117]. Like other post-translational modifications, 

glutathionylation can change the charge, mass, structure, and function of fully translated proteins 

[118]. Glutathionylation occurs primarily through a thiol-disulfide exchange reaction, as shown 

below, where ProSH represents the protein with a free cysteine residue [119]. 
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 ProSH + GSSG → ProSSG + GSH (3) 

Glutathionylation is also known to occur via direct oxidation of a target protein as 

represented below: 

 GSH + ProSH → ProSSG + 2e- + 2H+ (4) 

The GST-protein family members are known to post-translationally modify several target 

proteins by catalyzing the forward S-glutathionylation reaction [9]. The earliest evidence of their 

role in post-translational modification comes from GSTP1 knockout mice. Zhi-Wei et al. showed 

that GSTP1 knockout mice had reduced global protein glutathionylation levels compared to wild-

type animals [120]. Additionally, they reported that cells expressing mutated GSTP1 polymorphic 

forms and lacking the catalytically active tyrosine residue had reduced glutathionylation activity. 

Peroxiredoxins (Prxs), a family of thiol-specific peroxidase enzymes, are known targets 

for GSTP1-mediated reversible glutathionylation [121]. Ubiquitously expressed Prxs are found in 

all kingdoms and are located in all cellular components [122]. These enzymes perform their 

antioxidant function by reducing H2O2 and organic peroxides utilizing the intracellular thiols 

[123]. However, the catalytic cysteine in Prx enzymes is susceptible to oxidation and subsequent 

loss of peroxidase activity. GSTP1 facilitates the glutathionylation of the previously oxidized 

cysteine residue, thereby restoring the peroxidase activity [124]. The two major subclasses of Prxs, 

1-cys Prx (also known as Prdx VI) and 2-cys Prx, are substrates for glutathionylation [121, 125].  

Prdx VI, a multi-tasking antioxidant enzyme, is the only mammalian peroxiredoxin that 

can reduce phospholipid hydroperoxides through its glutathione peroxidase activity [126]. The 

catalytically active cys-47 residue is buried in the hydrophobic core of the Prdx VI protein. 

Following peroxide reduction, the oxidized cys-47 is accessed by GSH-loaded GSTP1 to reactivate 

Prdx VI [127]. Persuasive evidence suggests that different polymorphic forms of GSTP1 can 

differentially mediate Prdx VI activation and thereby affect the response to ROS/reactive nitrogen 
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species (RNS). For instance, GSTP1-1A, the most abundant polymorphic form of GSTP1, has a 

higher affinity for Prdx VI compared to GSTP1-1B or 1D [128]. Moreover, breast cancer cells 

transiently transfected with GSTP1-1A showed significantly higher peroxidase activity than those 

transfected with GSTP1-1B [128]. The differences in the activity can be attributed to the variation 

in the relative distance between oxidized cys-47 and the activated GSH bound to the GSTP1 

molecule in the different polymorphic forms. 

GST-mediated glutathionylation affects the function of additional proteins such as nitric 

oxide synthase (NOS). NOS contains highly conserved cys-689 and cys-908 residues that are 

susceptible to S-glutathionylation [129]. NOS activity is reduced upon glutathionylation, resulting 

in lower nitric oxide (NO) levels and impaired endothelium-dependent vasodilation [129]. Further, 

using in vivo hypertensive rat models, it was validated that endothelial-NOS glutathionylation 

increases with oxidative stress and has direct implications in vascular dysfunction [129]. 

Post-translational modification and folding of secretory and transmembrane proteins occur 

in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). However, if the influx of nascent, unfolded polypeptides 

outpaces the folding capacity of ER and the homeostasis of ER is impaired resulting in unfolded 

protein response (UPR) [130]. Studies have shown that UPR is an underlying cellular mechanism 

of various human diseases such as ischemia, Friedreich’s ataxia, Alzheimer’s disease, type 2 

diabetes, and cystic fibrosis [131–133]. Evidence increasingly shows interrelations between S-

glutathionylation and UPR [134]. Protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) is a principal component of 

the cellular protein folding machinery [135]. Utilizing mass spectrometry and circular dichroism, 

Townsend et al. showed that S-glutathionylation decreases the isomerase activity of PDI and is 

potentially an upstream signaling event in UPR [134, 136]. 
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Exposed thiol groups determine the supramolecular structure of cytoskeletal proteins 

[137]. It has been shown that glutathionylation of these sites can affect protein function by 

protecting them from irreversible oxidation [138] or inhibiting polymerization [139]. Actin has 

been identified as a common substrate for glutathionylation in endothelial [140] and gastric 

mucosal cells [138]. In response to oxidative stress, Dalle-Donne et al. reported that S-

glutathionylation of cys-374 impairs the rate of actin polymerization [139]. The authors added that 

a reduced rate of actin polymerization was partially due to the slow addition of actin monomers to 

the growing actin filament chain. S-glutathionylation of actin deregulates the soluble:filamentous 

protein ratios and affects various cytoskeletal functions. In the ischemia-reperfusion injury rat 

model, Chen et al. described that glutathionylated ac-tin affects cell adhesion and has a weaker 

affinity for tropomyosin [141].  

Additional cytoskeletal proteins are targets of glutathionylation. Rapid and reversible 

glutathionylation of beta-tubulin was observed in oxidation-stressed human endothelial cells 

[140]. In addition, using two-dimensional electrophoresis and mass spectrometry fingerprinting, 

Fratelli et al. reported that cytoskeletal proteins such as vimentin, cofilin, myosin, and profilin are 

glutathionylated in human T-cell blasts exposed to oxidative stress [8]. Further, using atomic force 

microscopy, electron microscopy, and hydrogen-deuterium exchange mass spectrometry, Kaus-

Drobek et al. demonstrated that glutathionylation of cys-328 of human vimentin inhibits filament 

elongation [142]. In brief, S-glutathionylation of cytoskeletal proteins disrupts their 

polymerization and contributes to anti-metastatic activity in cancer cells. 

p53, a principal transcription factor, plays a pivotal role in DNA repair, cell cycle control, 

differentiation, and tumor suppression through transcriptional activation of an array of target genes 

in response to a variety of endogenous and exogenous stimuli [143]. Functional inactivation of 
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p53 gives rise to various unstable genomes that cause more than 60% of all human cancers [144]. 

Human p53 is constituted of ten cysteine residues that reside in its DNA binding domain [145]. 

Velu et al. reported that p53 is a substrate for glutathionylation, and this post-translational 

modification reorganized p53′s structure and reduced its affinity for DNA binding [146]. 

Interestingly, Yusuf et al. observed that oxidative stress and DNA damage treatments increased 

the levels of glutathionylated p53 [147]. Moreover, using immunohistochemistry, they reported 

abundant levels of glutathionylated p53 in human prostate adenocarcinoma and melanoma tissues. 

Overall, glutathionylation of p53 might be a physiologically relevant phenomenon that occurs as 

a cellular defense mechanism in response to stress stimuli. This modification is known to re-vamp 

gene expression for cancer cell survival [148]. Further, increased GST activity in tumor cells could 

promote oncogenesis through glutathionylation and inhibition of key proteins such as p53. 

Protein kinase C (PKC) isozymes are major cellular signaling molecules that play 

important roles in proliferation, invasion, tumorigenesis, and metastasis [149]. The earliest 

evidence suggesting the role of PKC in tumor progression was its identification as a cellular 

receptor for phorbol esters [150]. Since then, studies have shown that the overexpression of PKC 

drives tumor development via synergistic activation of several cell-survival and mitotic pathways, 

including nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB), signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (Stat3), 

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/protein kinase B (PI3K/Akt), and extracellular signal-regulated 

kinase (ERK) [151, 152]. Ward et al. showed that PKC isolated from the rat brain is inactivated 

by glutathionylation in the presence of diamide and glutathione [153]. Importantly, they concluded 

that the antagonistic role of GSH in tumor progression is mediated via oxidative inactivation of 

PKC isozymes. 
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Glutathionylation is additionally known to inhibit the activity of various enzymes involved 

in energy metabolism. Complex I [154], cytochrome oxidase [8], ATPase [14], carbonic anhydrase 

[155], and pyruvate dehydrogenase [156] are known targets of glutathionylation. Glutathionylation 

inhibits the activity of these metabolic enzymes. These, and additional proteins that are post-

translationally modified by glutathionylation, are summarized in Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2. Proteins that are susceptible to glutathionylation and the resulting effects on their 

activity are summarized below. Prx, peroxiredoxins; NOS, nitric oxide synthase; PDI, protein 

disulfide isomerase; PKC, protein kinase C; ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinase; GAPDH, 

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 

Protein Impact of Glutathionylation Reference 

1-cys Prx (Prdx VI) restores peroxidase activity [121, 157] 

2-cys Prx restores peroxidase activity [121, 127, 128] 

NOS inhibits activity [129] 

PDI inhibits isomerase activity [134, 136] 

Actin inhibits polymerization [138–140] 

Vimentin inhibits elongation [8] 

Cofilin reduces depolymerization activity [8, 158] 

Myosin increases Ca2+ sensitivity [8, 159] 

β-tubulin inhibits polymerization [140, 160] 

p53 reduces DNA binding [146, 147] 

PKC inhibits activity [153] 

Complex-I inhibits activity [154] 

Cytochrome oxidase inhibits activity [8] 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-ase inhibits activity [14] 

Carbonic anhydrase inhibits activity [155] 

Pyruvate dehydrogenase inhibits activity [156] 

ERK inhibits activity [153] 

protein-tyrosine phosphatase (PTP1B) inhibits activity [14] 

Phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) inhibits activity [161] 

Aldolase inhibits activity [140] 

Adenylate kinase 2 inhibits activity [8] 

Vimentin inhibits activity [8] 

c-Jun inhibits activity [155] 

NF-κB subunits 65 and 50 inhibits activity [162] 

HSP60 inhibits activity [8] 

HSP70 inhibits activity [8] 

S100 A1, S100 A4, S100 B increases activity [163] 

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

hydrogen (NADH) ubiquinone reductase 
inhibits activity [164] 

Inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa B kinase 

(IKK) β-subunit 
inhibits activity [165] 

GAPDH inhibits activity [166] 

Caspase 3 inhibits activity [155, 167] 

SerpinA1 and A3 inhibits activity [168] 

TRAF2 inhibits activity [134] 
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Table 1.2. Proteins that are susceptible to glutathionylation and the resulting effects on 

their activity are summarized below (continued). Prx, peroxiredoxins; NOS, nitric oxide 

synthase; PDI, protein disulfide isomerase; PKC, protein kinase C; ERK, extracellular signal-

regulated kinase; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 

Protein Impact of Glutathionylation Reference 

STAT3 inhibits activity [169] 

Src homology region 2 domain-containing 

phosphatase 1 and 2 (SHP-1, SHP-2) 
inhibits activity [170] 

Thioredoxin (Trx) inhibits activity [171] 

p12 inhibits activity [167] 

p17 inhibits activity [167] 

Sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-

ATPase (SERCA) 
increases activity [172] 

CCAAT/enhancer-binding homologous 

protein (CHOP) 
inhibits activity [134] 

Protein kinase B (Akt) increases activity [62] 

Calreticulin inhibits activity [166] 

Enolase 1 (Eno1) inhibits activity [166] 

High mobility group box 1 (HMGB1) inhibits activity [173] 

Ras increases activity [174] 

 

GST inhibitors and their therapeutic implications 

Considering the roles of GST proteins in promoting tumor pathogenicity and chemo-

resistance, attempts have been made to develop specific GST inhibitors to reduce tumor growth 

and enhance the cytotoxic properties of chemotherapeutic drugs [109, 110, 175]. GST inhibitors 

are classified based on their binding activity and structure. Molecules that can bind to the G- or H-

site of GST proteins, glutathione peptidomimetics, and several natural compounds have been 

identified as GST inhibitors. Some of the commonly studied GST inhibitors are discussed below. 

Inhibitors that bind to the G-site 

Crystallographical studies have found that different GST isoforms have unique G-site 

structures [176]. This information was instrumental in developing inhibitors for specific GST 

subtypes. Interestingly, the G-site accepts only glutathione as a substrate, and as a result, 

glutathione is used as a prototype to develop G-site inhibitors. However, the high intracellular 

concentration of glutathione presents the biggest challenge for the development of competitive G-
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site inhibitors for GST proteins. Because the Tyr7 in the active site of GSTP1 extracts the thiol 

proton of glutathione, Shishido et al. designed GSTP1 inhibitors by placing the electrophilic 

reactive group around the thiol group of GSH [177]. CD spectral analysis revealed no structural 

modifications in the presence of the inhibitor, validating no evidence of protein denaturation. 

Liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) confirmed the covalent 

binding of the inhibitor to GSTP1. To circumvent using high concentrations of the inhibitors, cell 

membrane permeable benzene sulfonyl fluoride (BSF)-type covalent inhibitors (Figure 1.3A) were 

developed by the same research group [178]. BSF-type covalent GST inhibitors used 1-chloro-

2,4-dinitrobenzene (CDNB), a major substrate of GST proteins, as a structural backbone (Figure 

1.3B). 

The irreversible binding of the BSF-type inhibitors was analyzed by washout assays, and 

inhibition of GST enzymatic activity upon treatment by these compounds was analyzed in human 

non-small cell lung adenocarcinoma cells. Interestingly, covalent inhibitors showed prolonged 

inactivation of GST enzymes and hold promise for use as antineoplastic agents against GSTP1-

overexpressing tumors. Additionally, amitriptyline, a commonly prescribed drug for clinical 

depression, significantly inhibits the activity of GSTP1 and GSTA1 by binding to their G-sites; 

however, the binding of amitriptyline to the GST proteins is reversible [179].  
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Figure 1.3. Structure of inhibitors that bind to the G-site of GST proteins. (A) Covalent 

inhibitor benzene sulfonyl fluoride (BSF)-type ligand (X=Cl, F) and (B) 1-chloro-2,4-

dinitrobenzene (CDNB). 

Using fluorescent-activity-based probes, Bachovchin et al. reported the identification of α-

chloroacetamide compounds as specific GSTO1 inhibitors [180]. These compounds, specifically 

ML175 (Figure 1.4A) and KT53 (Figure 1.4B), react irreversibly with the cysteine in the active 

site of GSTO1. Interestingly, Tsuboi et al. demonstrated that the co-treatment of KT53 and 

cisplatin significantly decreased cell survival compared to KT53 and cisplatin alone [181]. Similar 

findings have been reported in cisplatin-resistant ovarian cancer cell lines [182, 183]. 

 

Figure 1.4. Structure of covalent inhibitors that specifically bind to the active site of 

Glutathione S-transferase Omega-1 (GSTO1) protein. (A) ML175 and (B) KT53. 
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Inhibitors that bind to the H-site 

Several compounds can bind to the H-site of GST proteins and inhibit the enzymatic 

activity of the same. Since the H-site can be occupied by a variety of substrates, it is particularly 

difficult to develop specific inhibitors for GST subtypes targeting the H-site. Recently, a potent 

inhibitor of GSTs, 6-(7-nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-ylthio)hexanol (NBDHEX) (Figure 1.5A), 

was identified that showed anti-proliferative properties in various cancer cells [184,185]. 

Structural analysis of GSTP1 and GSTM1 bound to NBDHEX showed that it binds to these 

subtypes in a similar manner by interacting with aromatic side chains (Tyr108 of GSTP1 and 

Tyr115 of GSTM2) [186]. The inhibition of GST activity by NBDHEX was demonstrated by the 

release of GSTP1 from the GSTP1-JNK and GSTP1-TRAF2 complexes upon NBDHEX treatment 

[57, 187]. Further, increased caspase-dependent apoptosis was reported in NBDHEX treated 

cancer cells [3], including MDR1-expressing leukemia cells [185]. It was concluded that 

doxorubicin-resistant cancer cells are susceptible to drug treatment if treated with GSTP1 

inhibitors such as NBDHEX. An additional H-site binder, ethacrynic acid (Figure 1.5B), has also 

been investigated for its GSTP1-inhibitory properties [188]. Li et al. reported significant cytotoxic 

effects of ethacrynic acid derivatives in human leukemia cells [189]. 

Furthermore, Crawford et al. synthesized a library of twenty dichlorotriazine probes via 

tosylating 4-pent-yn-1-ol [190]. Of the twenty compounds investigated, LAS17 (Figure 1.5C) was 

reported to specifically inhibit GSTP1 activity by covalent modifications. Moreover, Louie et al. 

showed that LAS17 treatment of triple-negative breast cancer cells impaired GSTP1 activity and 

reduced cell growth and proliferation [12]. Further, LAS17 treatment of the immunodeficient mice 

bearing xenograft breast tumors showed an impressive reduction in tumor weight and volume 

compared to the untreated controls.  
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Figure 1.5. Structure of inhibitors that bind to the H-site of GST proteins. (A) 6-(7-nitro-

2,1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-ylthio)hexanol (NBDHEX), (B) ethacrynic acid, (C) LAS17, and  

(D) MC3181 (2-(2-(2-((7-nitrobenzo[c][1,2,5]oxadiazol-4-yl)thio)ethoxy)ethoxy)ethanol), an 

NBDHEX analogue. 

Glutathione peptidomimetics 

γ-glutamyl-S-(benzyl)cysteinyl-R-(−)-phenyl glycine diethyl ester, commonly known as 

TER199, is the well-studied peptidomimetic analog of glutathione. O’Brien et al. demonstrated 

that TER199-treated mouse fibroblast cells showed increased expression of the multidrug 

resistance-associated protein, MRP1, and γ-glutamyl cysteine synthetase. They concluded that 

GSTP1 inhibition could increase the efficacy of chemotherapeutic drugs and glutathione 

biosynthesis [191]. Another glutathione peptidomimetic, TLK117 (Figure 1.6A), has been studied 

intensively in the context of lung fibrosis. McMillan et al. demonstrated that TLK117-mediated 

inhibition of GSTP1 blocked lung fibrogenesis through JNK signaling [192]. Ezatiostat, or 

TLK199 (Figure 1.6B), is a glutathione analog and a commonly used GSTP1 inhibitor. TLK199 

treatment of mouse fibroblast cells showed disrupted GSTP1 binding to JNK and ERK2 [193]. 
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Currently, TLK199 is commercially sold as Telintra® to treat myelodysplastic syndrome patients 

[193, 194]. 

 

Figure 1.6. Structure of GSH peptidomimetics. (A) TLK117 and (B) Ezatiostat (TLK199). 

Natural compounds 

Chemotherapy is the primary treatment for patients with early and advanced stages of 

cancer. However, it is common for patients to respond poorly to conventional antineoplastic drugs. 

Lately, several independent studies have shown that various dietary agents, commonly used in 

Asian cuisine, show protective effects against multiple diseases, including cancer [195–197]. 

Interestingly, many of these compounds investigated target the cellular antioxidant system. For 

instance, a bioactive alkaloid compound obtained from Piper longum, piperlongumine (Figure 

1.7A), is selectively toxic to cancer cells [198]. Structural and biochemical analyses using x-ray 

crystallography revealed that piperlongumine, upon entering a cell, hydrolyzes to 

hydroxypiperlongumine and binds to GSTP1 as a glutathione conjugate [199]. 

Hydroxypiperlongumine sits deeper into the H-site of GSTP1 that allows four hydrogen-bonding 

interactions overall. This unique positioning additionally mediates the formation of van der Waals 

interactions between the side chain of Ile104 and the aliphatic backbone of 
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hydroxypiperlongumine. Piperlongumine treatment causes oxidative stress by inhibiting the 

activity of GSTP1 and elevating the ROS levels [200]. Hang et al. showed piperlongumine 

treatment in head and neck cancer-xenograft mouse model reduced tumor growth and increased 

oxidative stress [201]. Similar results were found in a pancreatic orthotopic tumor mouse model 

[200]. 

 

Figure 1.7. Structure of natural compounds that bind to the GST proteins and inhibit their 

activity. (A) Piperlongumine is a bioactive alkaloid obtained from Piper longum, (B) Curcumin is 

an anti-oxidant obtained from Curcuma longa, and (C) Carnosic acid is an antioxidant and an anti-

inflammatory agent obtained from Rosmarinus officinalis. 

Additionally, curcumin (Figure 1.7B), a natural compound extracted from Curcuma longa, 

has antioxidant and chemopreventive properties [202, 203]. Duvoix et al. demonstrated that the 

previously observed activation of NF-κB and anticancer properties in curcumin-treated cells is 

because of the inactivation of GSTP1 [204]. Carnosic acid (Figure 1.7C), a phenolic diterpene is 

extracted from Rosmarinus officinalis and is known for its antioxidant and anti-inflammatory 
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properties [202]. Ceylan et al. demonstrated that carnosic acid acts as a competitive inhibitor of 

GSTO1 [203]. 

Drug discovery and development have identified GST inhibitors as promising therapeutic 

agents to counter drug resistance in cancer patients. Convincing data suggest inhibiting GSTP1 

protein levels and activity can increase oxidative stress, impair cancer-cell survival, reduce 

chemoresistance, and improve overall survival in patients [12, 13, 59]. However, one of the 

significant roadblocks that GST inhibitors encounter in clinical trials is their insufficient 

specificity. For example, it was reported that NBDHEX could impair enzyme activity of all GST 

enzymes, and exhibits a higher affinity to GSTM2 than any other GST isoform [186]. Therefore, 

to specifically inhibit GSTP1 and treat drug resistance, novel NDBHEX analogues have been 

developed and tested in human melanoma [205, 206]. Among them, 2-(2-(2-((7-

nitrobenzo[c][1,2,5]oxadiazol-4-yl)thio)ethoxy)ethoxy)ethanol, also known as MC3181, (Figure 

1.5D) significantly reduced cancer growth and metastasis in vemurafenib-resistant melanoma 

[207]. However, little is known about the efficacy of these analogues as stand-alone or 

combination therapeutics. Additionally, the toxicity of GST inhibitors in normal cells is not 

thoroughly investigated. Therefore, efforts are needed to identify and evaluate novel GST 

inhibitors that are isoform-specific, overcome drug resistance, and improve overall patient 

survival. 

Conclusions and future directions 

GST proteins have complex biology and play multifaceted roles in cancer cells. These 

enzymes are a crucial component of the cellular antioxidant system and play critical roles in 

maintaining cellular homeostasis. Under normal physiological conditions, GSTP1 can 

glutathionylate multiple proteins, including various transcription factors and oncogenes. 
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Conversely, under oxidative stress, GSTP1 can trigger MAPK- and caspase-mediated apoptotic 

signaling pathways. Interestingly, recent findings suggest that GST enzymes play important roles 

in cancer development and chemoresistance. However, kinetic and functional studies have 

revealed that most antineoplastic agents are poor substrates of GSTs with a weaker catalytic 

constant for the conjugation reaction. Therefore, researchers have shifted their focus to 

investigating the role of GSTs in various cellular functions, such as regulating kinases and the 

post-translational processes of diverse proteins. 

Multiple studies have demonstrated that GST proteins are overexpressed in many human 

cancers. Their overexpression contributes to poor outcomes and is negatively correlated with 

patient survival. However, GSTP1 is not considered a diagnostic marker in clinical practices. We 

suggest that GSTP1, along with a combination of other biomarkers, may identify a high-risk 

population that is susceptible to developing cancer. In conclusion, recent studies have established 

the role of GSTP1 and other GST isozymes in cancer development, progression, metastasis, and 

resistance to antineoplastic drugs. Active research in the field of antioxidants and redox biology 

has narrowed to GSTP1 as a promising therapeutic target for cancer treatment. GSTP1 inhibitors 

can potentially be used in the future to enhance the efficacy of chemotherapy and overcoming drug 

resistance. However, to use these inhibitors safely for cancer treatment, research is needed to 

characterize their impact on normal cells and the long-term effects. 
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II. A META-ANALYSIS OF GST PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN MAMMALIAN ORGANS 

AND THEIR PROGNOSTIC IMPACTS ON THE SURVIVAL OF CANCER PATIENTS2 

Abstract 

Glutathione S-transferase (GST) enzymes are key components of the antioxidant system. 

Recent evidence shows that these proteins play essential roles in carcinogenesis by contributing to 

cancer cell survival, proliferation, and cell signaling. Although GST proteins are ubiquitously 

expressed, mammalian organs have unique expression patterns. Moreover, it has been reported 

that neoplastic tissues show higher expression of some GST isoforms. In the present study, using 

publicly available datasets, we investigated the mRNA expression of GST isozymes in different 

mammalian organs and compared their relative abundance in normal and neoplastic tissues. We 

report that GST isoforms are differentially expressed in human organs. Further, some GST 

isoforms are overexpressed in human cancer tissues. We additionally found that overexpression of 

some GST isoforms is negatively correlated with survival post-diagnosis for cancer patients. 

Introduction 

Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) are found in most life forms and are ubiquitously 

expressed by most mammalian cells [1]. However, different cell types and mammalian tissues 

express varying levels of GST proteins [2, 3]. Therefore, in mammals, every organ presents a 

unique protein expression profile for GSTs. The complicated themes of organ-specific GST 

isozyme expression teamed up with the isozyme specificity for the substrate determine the 

detoxification potential of various organs for xenobiotic detoxification and their susceptibility to 

chemical carcinogenesis [4, 5]. These expression profiles were characteristic of particular tissue 

 
2   The content of this chapter is based in part on the following references: 

Singh, R.R.; Reindl, K.M. Glutathione S-Transferases in Cancer. Antioxidants (2021), 10, 701.    
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R.R.S. wrote the manuscript with the supervision of K.M.R. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the 
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types, and the tissue specificity of GST expression was found to be consistent in organs from 

different individuals [6].  

GST proteins are of particular interest among cancer biologists because many isozymes are 

expressed at higher levels in various neoplastic tissues than the surrounding healthy tissues [7-10]. 

Further, some GST isozymes, such as GST Pi-1 (GSTP1), are overexpressed in drug-resistant cell 

lines and tumors [11-13]. However, the immediate involvement of GST isozymes with 

chemotherapy resistance is not well explained.  With the established roles of GST proteins in cell 

survival [14], proliferation [7], and apoptosis [15], it is speculated that these proteins indirectly 

contribute to drug resistance.  

We postulate that GST isozymes show varying mRNA expression in different mammalian 

tissues and have higher mRNA expression in neoplastic tissues compared to the healthy tissues. 

Moreover, we speculate that overexpression of GST isozymes is correlated with poor patient 

survival post-diagnosis and dismal overall outcomes for cancer patients.  

Methods 

To compare the GST isoform expression in different human organs and normal versus the 

cancer tissue, we retrieved the publicly available Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) datasets 

submitted in the National Institutes of Health-National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NIH-NCBI). The fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) values 

of GST isoforms for different groups were plotted as jitter plot (for different human organs) and 

dotplot (for normal and cancer tissues) using the ggplot function in RStudio. To investigate the 

survival outcome of GST overexpression in cancer patients, we retrieved the publicly available 

FPKM values for GST genes and the respective patient survival probability from The Human 
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Protein Atlas. We examined the correlation between expression level and patient survival by 

plotting the Kaplan-Meier survival plots. 

Results 

GSTs vary in expression in different organs 

The expression of GST proteins in different organs was analyzed using publically available 

Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) datasets. These datasets compare the mRNA expression of GST 

proteins in various adult human organs. Analysis of the publicly available GEO dataset, GDS1096, 

revealed that GSTA1 (Figure 2.1A) is highly expressed in brain tissues and kidneys in normal 

individuals. In the same dataset, we also noted that GSTK1 (Figure 2.1B) and GSTM1 (Figure 

2.1C) are abundantly expressed in hepatic tissues. However, the highest levels of GSTP1 mRNA 

are found in extra-hepatic tissues (Figure 2.1D). 
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Figure 2.1. Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) vary in expression in different human organs. 

Jitter plot showing the distribution of A) GSTA1, B) GSTK1, C) GSTM1, and D) GSTP1 in 

different human organs. The average of three technical replicates for GSTK1 and GSTP1 are 

shown in red. 
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Figure 2.1. Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) vary in expression in different human organs 

(continued). Jitter plot showing the distribution of A) GSTA1, B) GSTK1, C) GSTM1, and D) 

GSTP1 in different human organs. The average of three technical replicates for GSTK1 and 

GSTP1 are shown in red. 
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Some GST isoforms are overexpressed in human cancer 

We compared the mRNA levels of different GST isoforms in human cancer and healthy 

tissues in the publicly available Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) datasets. We found that GSTP1 

is significantly overexpressed in gastric (Figure 2.2A) and colorectal cancers (Figure 2.2B) 

compared to the respective healthy tissues (GDS1210 and GDS4382, respectively). Similarly, we 

report that GSTK1 is overexpressed in prostate (Figure 2.2C) and pancreatic ductal 

adenocarcinoma (PDAC) (Figure 2.2D) tissues (GDS4824 and GDS4102, respectively). However, 

we did not find significant overexpression of GSTP1 in head and neck (Figure 2.3A), and 

nasopharyngeal cancers (Figure 2.3B) (GDS2520 and GDS3341, respectively), GSTM1 in head 

and neck cancers (Figure 2.3C) (GDS2520), and GSTA1 in colorectal cancer tissues (Figure 2.3D) 

(GDS4382) compared to the respective healthy tissues. 
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Figure 2.2. Some GSTs are overexpressed in neoplastic tissues. mRNA expression of different 

GST isoforms was compared in healthy tissue and the neoplastic tissues in the publicly available 

Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) datasets. Student’s t-test was used to analyze potential 

differences in GST mRNA expression in cancer tissue compared to the normal tissue. Significant 

changes in GST mRNA expression levels are denoted with * (p < 0.05). The data are shown for 

A) GSTP1 in gastric cancer, B) GSTP1 in colorectal cancer, C) GSTK1 in prostate cancer, and D) 

GSTK1 in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC). 
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Figure 2.3. Some GST isoforms are not significantly overexpressed in neoplastic tissues. 

mRNA expression of different GST isoforms was compared in healthy tissue and the neoplastic 

tissues in the publicly available Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) datasets. Student’s t-test was 

used to analyze potential differences in GST mRNA expression in cancer tissue compared to the 

normal tissue. The data are shown for A) GSTP1 in head and neck cancer, B) GSTP1 in 

nasopharyngeal cancer, C) GSTM1 in head and neck cancer, and D) GSTA1 in colorectal cancer. 

n.s.: not significant. 
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Prognostic impact of GST protein expression 

We determined that the overexpression of GSTA1 is negatively correlated with patient 

survival post-diagnosis for renal (n = 877) (Figure 2.4A), stomach (n = 354) (Figure 2.4B), and 

endometrial (n = 541) (Figure 2.4C) cancer. Similarly, a negative correlation was identified 

between overexpression of GSTK1 and patient survival for pancreatic cancer (n = 176) (Figure 

2.4D), melanoma (n = 102) (Figure 2.4E), and glioma (n = 153) (Figure 2.4F) patients. 

Further, identical correlations were found for GSTM1 and GSTP1 for glioma (n = 153) 

(Figure 2.4G), urothelial cancer (n = 406) (Figure 2.4H), ovarian cancer (n = 373) (Figure 2.4I), 

breast cancer (n = 1075) (Figure 2.4J), lung cancer (n = 994) (Figure 2.4K), and pancreatic cancer 

(n = 176) (Figure 2.4L) patients. However, poor patient survival with the overexpression of GST 

proteins is not uniformly corroborated. For example, high GSTP1 expression improved overall 

survival in epithelial ovarian cancer [16] and maxillary sinus squamous cell carcinoma patients 

from China [17]. Similarly, we found GSTK1 overexpression is positively correlated with patient 

survival post-diagnosis for breast (n = 1075) (Figure 2.5A) and renal (n = 877) (Figure 2.5B) 

cancer. 
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Figure 2.4. Expression of GST proteins is negatively correlated with patient survival for some 

human cancers. The Human Protein Atlas was mined for Glutathione S-transferase Alpha 1 

(GSTA1) (A–C), Glutathione S-transferase Kappa 1 (GSTK1) (D–F), Glutathione S-transferase 

Mu 1 (GSTM1) (G–I), and Glutathione S-transferase Pi-1 (GSTP1) (J–L) mRNA expression in 

cancer patients relative to their corresponding years of survival post-diagnosis. The patients were 

divided in high- (red) and low- (blue) GST expressing groups. The Kaplan–Meier survival plots 

were constructed using survminer package in RStudio. 
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Figure 2.5. Expression of GST proteins is positively correlated with patient survival for some 

human cancers. The Human Protein Atlas was mined for Glutathione S-transferase Kappa 1 

(GSTK1) expression in (A) breast and (B) renal cancer patients relative to their corresponding 

years of survival post-diagnosis. The patients were divided in high- (red) and low- (blue) GST 

expressing groups. The Kaplan–Meier survival plots were constructed using survminer package in 

RStudio. 

Discussion 

GSTs are a multigene family of eight isozymes [18]. GSTs are cytoprotective enzymes and 

are the primary components of the cellular antioxidant system [19]. In this study, we found that 

the mRNA of GST isoforms are expressed at varying levels in different human organs. Considering 

that GST proteins detoxify chemical carcinogens and are vital in maintaining cellular homeostasis, 

it is appealing to investigate how organ-specific dissimilarity in GST mRNA expression influences 

susceptibility to cancers. We found isoforms such as GSTK1 and GSTM1 were abundantly 

expressed in hepatic tissues. Given that liver is the epicenter for diverse physiological processes, 

including the catabolism of various xenobiotic compounds [20], it is not surprising to find some 

GST isozymes are overexpressed in hepatic tissues. However, other isozymes, such as GSTP1, 

were primarily found in extra-hepatic tissues. We found organs such as the cerebrum, breast, colon, 

ovaries, and testis show low expression of GSTM1 and GSTP1 proteins. We believe that the organs 

with lower GST activity are more susceptible to tumor development. Complementing our 

inference, Peters et al. demonstrated an inverse relationship between GST activity and cancer 
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incidence in the esophagus, stomach, and colon [21]. However, the interplay between the 

susceptibility of other human organs for tumor development and their unique GST isoform 

expression pattern is not clearly understood. We believe further epidemiological research is needed 

to comprehensively evaluate correlations between organ-specific GST expression, DNA damage, 

and carcinogenesis among populations.  

The process of tumor development is coupled with hyperactive metabolism [22]. 

Consequently, byproducts of oxidative phosphorylation, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS), 

accumulate and cause DNA damage and senescence [23]. To counteract the oxidative stress, the 

cellular antioxidant system is often upregulated in cancer cells to scavenge the high ROS levels 

[24]. We found that GST isoforms such as GSTK1 and GSTP1 are overexpressed in neoplastic 

tissue compared to the surrounding healthy tissue. These observations are per the previous studies 

in ovarian cancer [25] and PDAC patients [7]. Others [14, 15, 26] and we [7] have previously 

shown that overexpression of GST proteins contributes to cell survival, proliferation, and prevents 

apoptosis. Additionally, significant evidence exists suggests that overexpression of GST isoforms, 

especially GSTP1, is associated with resistance to chemotherapy [27, 28]. Thus, we propose that 

GST proteins provide selective advantages to the cancer cells by maintaining cellular homeostasis 

and providing drug resistance. 

Gene polymorphisms within the GST family of proteins are commonly reported in the 

human population [29]. Evidence suggests that the polymeric forms of GST proteins, most often 

arising from single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), have altered enzyme activity. This 

influences the detoxification of carcinogenic compounds, leads to the accumulation of DNA 

damage, and by implication, and increases the risk of cancer development [30, 31]. Although GST 

proteins are overexpressed in many tumor tissues, the analysis of the impact of their 
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overexpression on survival has generated differing results. We found that overexpression of some 

GST isoforms was negatively correlated with poor patient survival post-diagnosis. However, this 

observation was not uniform with all GST isoforms and all cancer types. The contrasting reports 

can be attributed to the patient population, polymeric forms of GST proteins [32], and treatment 

regime variations among the studies. Despite the lack of clarity on the impact of overactive GST 

proteins on the overall survival of cancer patients, there is a widespread consensus that higher 

expression of GST proteins drives tumor pathogenicity and results in poor outcomes [7, 14, 26, 

33]. The conflicting data currently makes GST proteins an unreliable prognostic marker for cancer-

patient survival. 
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III. GLUTATHIONE S-TRANSFERASE PI-1 KNOCKDOWN REDUCES PANCREATIC 

DUCTAL ADENOCARCINOMA GROWTH BY ACTIVATING OXIDATIVE STRESS 

RESPONSE PATHWAYS3 

Abstract 

Glutathione S-transferase pi-1 (GSTP1) plays an important role in regulating oxidative 

stress by conjugating glutathione to electrophiles. GSTP1 is overexpressed in breast, colon, lung, 

and prostate tumors, where it contributes to tumor progression and drug resistance; however, the 

role of GSTP1 in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is not well understood. Using shRNA, 

we knocked down GSTP1 expression in three different PDAC cell lines and determined the effect 

on cell proliferation, cell cycle progression, and reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels. Our results 

show GSTP1 knockdown reduces PDAC cell growth, prolongs the G₀/G₁ phase, and elevates ROS 

in PDAC cells. Furthermore, GSTP1 knockdown results in the increased phosphorylation of c-Jun 

N-terminal kinase (JNK) and c-Jun and the decreased phosphorylation of extracellular signal‐

regulated kinase (ERK), p65, the reduced expression of specificity protein 1 (Sp1), and the 

increased expression of apoptosis-promoting genes. The addition of the antioxidant glutathione 

restored cell viability and returned protein expression levels to those found in control cells. 

Collectively, these data support the working hypothesis that the loss of GSTP1 elevates oxidative 

stress, which alters mitogen‐activated protein (MAP) kinases and NF-κB signaling, and induces 

apoptosis.  

 
3 The content of this chapter is based in part on the following references: 
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In support of these in vitro data, nude mice bearing orthotopically implanted GSTP1-

knockdown PDAC cells showed an impressive reduction in the size and weight of tumors 

compared to the controls. Additionally, we observed reduced levels of Ki-67 and increased 

expression of cleaved caspase-3 in GSTP1-knockdown tumors, suggesting GSTP1 knockdown 

impedes proliferation and upregulates apoptosis in PDAC cells. Together, these results indicate 

that GSTP1 plays a significant role in PDAC cell growth and provides support for the pursuit of 

GSTP1 inhibitors as therapeutic agents for PDAC. 

Introduction 

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is the third leading cause of cancer-related 

mortalities in the Western world and is responsible for more than 45,000 deaths per year in the US 

alone [1]. Less than 9% of PDAC patients survive for five years or more after diagnosis [2]. The 

conventional treatment approaches, such as chemotherapy, radiation therapy, surgery, and any 

combination of these, have had little impact on the course of this aggressive malignancy [3–6]. 

Therefore, new therapeutic strategies based on the unique molecular biology and physiology of 

pancreatic cancer are needed [7–9]. 

The constant need for cellular building blocks drives the overzealous metabolism in cancer 

cells [10]. As a result, abundant byproducts such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive 

nitrogen species persistently accumulate and dysregulate cellular homeostasis, causing DNA 

damage and inducing senescence [11, 12]. To maintain optimal redox balance in the cells, efficient 

and counteractive antioxidant machinery is required. Glutathione (GSH), nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), and redox regulatory proteins such as thioredoxin reductase 

and thioredoxin constitute the antioxidant enzyme system and scavenge the high levels of ROS 

[13].  
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Glutathione S-transferase pi-1 (GSTP1) is a principal component of the antioxidant system 

[14]. It plays a cytoprotective role by catalyzing the conjugation reaction of reduced glutathione 

(GSH) to reactive electrophiles generated by cytochrome P450 metabolism [15]. GSTP1 is 

ubiquitously expressed in mammalian tissues and is overexpressed in human tumors of diverse 

anatomic origin [16, 17], as well as in a wide variety of drug-resistant cell lines [18]. In addition 

to its role in cellular detoxification and glutathionylation, GSTP1 regulates stress-induced 

signaling by binding to and inhibiting the phosphorylation of c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) [19]. 

Additionally, GSTP1 was recently shown to modulate glycolytic metabolism in breast cancer cells 

by enhancing Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) activity [20]. These, and 

additional literature [15, 21–23], suggest that GSTP1 plays versatile roles in cancer cell survival, 

signaling mechanisms, and metabolism. With its established roles in breast [20] and cervical 

cancer [24], we postulate that overexpression of GSTP1 provides selective advantages to PDAC 

cells by scavenging elevated ROS and maintaining cellular homeostasis. In this present study, we 

provide evidence suggesting that GSTP1 contributes to pancreatic cancer cell growth and holds 

promise as a therapeutic target for PDAC. 

Materials and methods 

Chemicals 

Puromycin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. A CellTiter-Glo® 

luminescent cell viability assay kit was purchased from Promega, Madison, WI, USA. Ki67 

antibody was purchased from Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA. GSTP1 antibody was obtained 

from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA. Antibodies to GAPDH, β-actin, phospho-JNK 

(Thr 183/Tyr 185), total JNK, p65, pERK, total ERK, cleaved caspase-3, total caspase-3, phospho-

c-Jun (Ser 73), total c-Jun, and Sp1 were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, 
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USA. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-linked anti-mouse and anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibodies 

were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology. CF633-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG secondary 

antibody was obtained from Biotium, Fremont, CA, USA. CM-H₂DCFDA was purchased from 

Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA. Glutathione was purchased from Calbiochem, Burlington, 

MA, USA. 

Cell culture 

Human PDAC cell lines (MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3) were 

obtained from American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA. hTERT-HPNE cells were 

obtained from Dr. Channing Der’s laboratory at UNC, Chapel Hill, NC. MIA PaCa-2 cells were 

cultured in DMEM (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium) high-glucose media (GE Healthcare Life 

Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA) containing 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals, 

Flowery Branch, GA, USA) and 2.5% (v/v) horse serum (Corning, Corning, NY, USA). PANC-1 

cells were cultured in DMEM high-glucose media containing 10% (v/v) FBS. HPAF-II cells were 

cultured in Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM) (Corning, Corning, NY, USA) 

containing 10% v/v Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). AsPC-1 were cultured in RPMI-1640 (GE 

Healthcare Life Sciences) containing 10% FBS (v/v). Cells were maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2. 

The cell lines were subcultured by enzymatic digestion with 0.25% trypsin/1 mM EDTA solution 

(GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA) when they were 80% confluent. All cell lines 

tested negative for Mycoplasma contamination. 

Constructing knockdown cell lines 

We used two independent short-hairpin oligonucleotides to knock down the expression of 

GSTP1. Lentiviral particles containing the shRNA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA, catalogue# 

SHCLNV-NM_000852) were used to infect the target PDAC cell lines with polybrene (Sigma-
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Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Transfected cells were selected over five days with 5 µg/ml 

puromycin. The short-hairpin sequences used to achieve the knockdown of GSTP1 expression 

were: shGSTP1-1, CCGGCCTCACCCTGTACCAGTCCAACTCGAGTTGGACTGGTACA 

GGGTGAGGTTTTG; shGSTP1-2, CCGGCGCTGACTACAACCTGCTGGACTCGAGT 

CCAGCAGGTTGTAGTCAGCGTTTTTG. Scrambled GSTP1 shRNA, empty vector (pLKO.1), 

and shRNA targeting GFP were used as controls. Knockdown was confirmed by qRT-PCR and 

western blotting techniques. 

Western blotting 

Cells and tissues were lysed in lysis buffer (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) containing both 

protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Denatured proteins were resolved on 11% SDS-

polyacrylamide gel and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (AmershamTM ProtranTM 0.2µM, 

GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA) using the wet electroblotting system (BioRad, 

Hercules, CA, USA). Blots were blocked using 5% BSA in Tris-buffered saline containing Tween 

20 (TBS-T) solution for 1 h at room temperature, washed in TBS-T, and probed with primary 

antibody overnight at 4 °C. Following washes with TBS-T, the blots were incubated with HRP-

linked secondary antibody at room temperature for 1 h. Blots were treated with SuperSignal West 

Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and visualized 

using FluorChem FC2 imaging system. The expression levels were quantified using ImageJ 

software. The data represent average ± standard deviation for three independent experiments. 

RNA extraction and gene expression by qRT-PCR 

Total RNA was extracted using SurePrep TrueTotal RNA purification kit (Carlsbad, CA, 

USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized using 500 ng of total 

RNA and the qScript cDNA synthesis kit (Quanta Biosciences, Beverly, MA, USA). Steady-state 
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RNA levels were determined as described elsewhere [60]. The relative change in gene expression 

was calculated using the 2−ΔΔCt method [61]. HPRT, β-actin, and β-tubulin were used as internal 

controls. The data represent the average ± standard deviation for three independent experiments 

with two technical replicates each. The primer sequences of the genes analyzed are listed in Table 

3.1. 

Table 3.1. Primer sequences used for measuring mRNA expression via quantitative 

polymerase chain reaction. 

Gene Forward Sequence Reverse Sequence 

HPRT 5’-GAA CGT CTT GCT CGA GAT GTG-3′ 5’TCC AGC AGG TCA GCA AAG AAT-3’ 

β-Actin 5’-TTG CCG ACA GGA TGC AGA-3′ 5’-GCC GAT CCA CAC GGA GTA CTT-3’ 

β-Tubulin 5’-GTT CGC TCA GGT CCT TTT GG-3′ 5’-CCC TCT GTG TAG TGG CCT TTG-3’ 

GSTP1 5’-CAG GAG GGC TCA CTC AAA GC-3′ 5’-AGG TGA CGC AGG ATG GTA TTG-3’ 

CDKN1A 

HMOX-1 

5’-GGA CAG CAG AGG AAG ACC ATG T-3′ 

5’-AAT TCT CTT GGC TGG CTT CCT-3′ 

5’-GCC GTT TTC GAC CCT GAG A-3’ 

5’-CAT AGG CTC CTT CCT CCT TTC C-3’ 

Bax 5′-TTG CTT CAG GGT TTC ATC CA-3′ 5′-ACA CTC GCT CAG CTT CTT G-3′ 

Bak 5′-ACA TCA ACC GAC GCT ATG AC-3′ 5′-TGG TGG CAA TCT TGG TGA A-3′ 

Bcl2 5′-CGC CCT GTG GAT GAC TGA GTA-3′ 5′-CCT CAG CCC AGA CTC ATC A-3′ 

 

Cell viability assay 

MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells (3000/well) were seeded in 96-well plates. The 

viability of control and GSTP1 knockdown cells after 24, 48, 72, and 96 h was evaluated by adding 

100 µl of CellTiter-Glo® substrate to each well containing 100 µL of media. The plates were 

incubated for ten min at room temperature. The endpoint luminescence was measured using 

Synergy H1 Hybrid multi-mode plate reader (Winooski, VT, USA) located in the Core Biology 

Facility, Chemistry and Molecular Biology, North Dakota State University. The gain was 

maintained at 135 and the integration time of 1 second using the Gen5 v2.07 software. The data 

represent the average ± standard deviation of three independent experiments with eight technical 

replicates for each treatment. 
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Cell cycle arrest assay 

Control and GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cell lines (MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II) 

were seeded in 6-well plates and incubated for 24 h. Cells were synchronized overnight using 

serum-free medium and harvested by trypsinization, washed, and re-suspended in 70% ethanol 

overnight at 4°C. Finally, 70% ethanol was removed, and cells were re-suspended in PBS 

containing 50 µg/mL propidium iodide (VWR Life Technologies) and 1 µg/mL RNase A 

(Biotium, Fremont, CA, USA). Flow cytometry was performed using BD Accuri C6 equipment to 

determine the cell population in each phase of the cell cycle. The data represent the average ± 

standard deviation of three independent experiments with three technical replicates for each 

treatment. 

Detection of ROS levels by the 2,7-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (CM-H₂DCFDA) 

assay 

Control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells were resuspended in 20 

µM CM-H₂DCFDA (Life Technologies) in PBS and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min before flow 

cytometric analysis using a BD Accuri C6. Three technical replicates were included for each 

experiment, and the experiments were performed in biological triplicates for each cell line. 

FLOWJO software was used to create histograms. The data represent the average ± standard 

deviation of three independent experiments with three technical replicates for each treatment. 

Orthotopic tumor studies 

All animal experimental procedures were performed abiding by the protocol approved by 

North Dakota State University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Six- to 

eight-week-old female athymic nude mice (nu/nu) were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory 

(Bar Harbor, ME, USA). The mice were maintained in sterile conditions using individually 
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ventilated cage (IVC) racks (Allentown and Innovive). The mice were acclimated for 1 week 

before tumor implantation. PDAC cells were washed twice with PBS, trypsinized, and harvested 

in serum-containing medium. Harvested cells were washed with serum-free medium and 

resuspended in PBS. Mice were anesthetized using 3% isoflurane. A small incision was made in 

the left abdominal flank and control or GSTP1 knockdown cells (7.5 × 105 in 25 µL) were injected 

into the pancreas using a 27-gauge needle. The abdomen was closed using chromic catgut and 

ethilon sutures by a 2-layer suture technique. Animals were monitored every day for their food 

and water intake and for the signs of distress and pain. The tumor volumes were estimated every 

ten days by abdominal ultrasounds. The mice in the HPAF-II experimental group were euthanized 

earlier than the previously planned endpoint, as the tumor volumes in the control group were 

approaching the highest acceptable values as defined in the IACUC protocol. Humane endpoints 

defined for removing animals from the project were: (1) if/when the tumor burden was estimated 

to be more than 10–15% of their body weight, if mice demonstrated significant signs of distress or 

pain, (2) if the tumor interfered with ambulation, if mice exhibited decreased eating or drinking, 

or (3) if they showed signs of infection [62]. After 4 weeks (HPAF-II group) or 6 weeks (MIA 

PaCa-2 and PANC-1), animals were euthanized using a CO₂ chamber (Quietek Model 1, Next 

Advantage, Troy, NY) that regulates the flow of CO₂ in the chamber at a rate of 10–30% of the 

chamber volume per minute. The equipment will not exceed 30% of the chamber volume per 

minute. These flow rates are compliant with the AVMA regulations for euthanasia of laboratory 

mice. Animal death was subsequently verified by cervical dislocation. The primary tumor in the 

pancreata was excised and measured for weight. Each tumor was paraformaldehyde fixed and 

paraffin embedded for immunohistochemistry. The data represent the average ± standard deviation 

for the biological replicates. 
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Ethics approval and consent to participate: All the animal experimental procedures were 

approved by North Dakota State University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

(protocol number: A17062). The permitted study period on the protocol was from May-2017 to 

April-2020. North Dakota State University maintains a Registration with the United Stated 

Department of Agriculture (45-R-002) and an Animal Welfare Assurance with the National 

Institute of Health-Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare (D16-00156). 

Murine abdominal ultrasound imaging 

The growth of pancreatic tumors was monitored via abdominal ultrasound imaging every 

ten days for all animals in the treatment groups (for the HPAF-II group, last ultrasound was 

performed on D27). A FUJIFILM Vevo3100 ultrasound imaging system (Toronto, ON, Canada) 

was used to image the pancreata. The animals were anesthetized using 3% isoflurane and were 

maintained at 2% isoflurane for the course of ultrasound. To support the optimal physiological 

conditions, mice were kept on the platform maintained at 37 °C. Intraperitoneal administration of 

2 mL saline was performed to achieve a higher resolution of abdominal organs. Mice were retained 

in the supine position and the tumor volumes were calculated using an Mx250 transducer and Vevo 

Lab Software. The data represent the average ± standard deviation for the biological replicates. 

Immunohistochemistry 

Tumor tissues were collected and fixed for 24 h in formaldehyde. Paraffin-embedded 5-

μm-thick sections of tumor tissues were prepared. Sections were deparaffinized with Histo-Clear 

and ethanol, followed by antigen retrieval in 10 mM sodium citrate buffer (0.05% Tween 20, pH 

6.0) using an autoclave method. The sections were blocked for 20 min in blocking buffer (10% 

normal goat serum in TBS-T) and incubated with Ki67 (1:100) or cleaved caspase-3 (1:100) 

overnight at 4 °C. The following day, sections were incubated with CF633-conjugated goat anti-
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mouse secondary antibody (1:250) for 1 h at room temperature. After mounting a coverslip using 

Hardset Mounting Medium with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Vector Labs, 

Burlingame, CA, USA), slides were visualized using a Zeiss inverted Axio Observer Z1 

microscope. The percentage of Ki67- or cleaved caspase-3-positive cells was measured based on 

the number of pink-stained cells relative to the number of blue DAPI-stained nuclei. 

Immunohistochemistry was performed for all the tumor samples from different treatment groups. 

The data represent the average ± standard deviation for the biological replicates. 

Statistical analyses 

All outcome variables were analyzed using fixed-effects linear models with analysis of 

variance. For relative GSTP1 expression in different human PDAC cell lines, different cell lines 

and experimental replicate were the factors. Cell viability was analyzed separately for each PDAC 

cell line with knockdown line, time, and experimental replicate as the factors. The live and the 

dead cell population in the scrambled controls of three different cell lines were compared to the 

same populations in the GSTP1 knockdown cells. The G₀/G₁ and G₂/M populations of scrambled 

controls were compared to the same populations in GSTP1 knockdown cells. Relative protein 

expressions of p-JNK, p-ERK, and p-p65 in GSTP1 knockdown cells were analyzed with protein, 

knockdown line, and experimental replicate as the factors. The relative expression of 

phosphorylated proteins was compared to total proteins. Relative cleaved caspase-3 expressions 

were analyzed separately for PDAC cell lines with knockdown lines and experimental replicates 

as the factors. Pancreas volume was analyzed separately for each PDAC cell line, with knockdown 

line and day as the factors. Only the results for last ultrasound are presented. The relative tumor 

weight was analyzed separately for each PDAC cell line using fixed-effects models with 

knockdown lines as the factor. Welch’s one-way analysis of variance was performed due to the 
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observed heterogeneity of variances. Relative tumor weight, Ki-67-positive cell population, and 

in vivo cleaved caspase-3 cell population were analyzed separately for each PDAC cell lines using 

fixed-effects models with knockdown lines as the factor. The Pearson correlation test was done to 

analyze the association between GSTP1 expression and the survival of patients, post-diagnosis of 

PDAC. 

For any analysis in which an interaction effect was not significant, the interaction effect 

was dropped from the model for the final analysis. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey 

were performed following significant findings in the overall analysis of variance. All analyses 

were performed using the MIXED procedure in SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute; Cary, 

NC, USA). 

Results 

GSTP1 is overexpressed in human PDAC cells  

GSTP1 is expressed at high levels in many human cancers, including colon, lung, breast, 

and ovarian cancers [25]. A higher expression of GSTP1 is correlated with disease progression 

and resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs [18]. However, the expression of GSTP1 is not well 

documented in human PDAC cells and tissues. We investigated the expression of GSTP1 in 

various PDAC cell lines. Intriguingly, we show that GSTP1 is present at higher levels in pancreatic 

carcinoma cell lines (MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3) compared to normal 

Human Pancreatic Nestin‐Expressing ductal cells (hTERT-HPNE) (Figures 3.1A and B). 

Additionally, we compared the GSTP1 mRNA levels in human PDAC and healthy pancreas tissues 

in the publicly available Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) dataset (GDS4102/200824_at). We 

found that GSTP1 is significantly overexpressed in PDAC tissue compared to the healthy pancreas 

(Figure 3.1C). Furthermore, using gene expression and survival data from The Human Protein 
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Atlas [26], we determined that the overexpression of GSTP1 is negatively correlated with PDAC 

patient survival post-diagnosis (Figure 3.1D). 

 

Figure 3.1. Glutathione S-transferase pi-1 (GSTP1) is overexpressed in human pancreatic 

ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) cells and tissues, and its expression is negatively correlated 

with patient survival. (A) GSTP1 expression in a normal pancreatic cell line (Human Pancreatic 

Nestin‐Expressing ductal cells (hTERT-HPNE)) and a panel of human PDAC cell lines (MIA 

PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3) was determined by western blotting. 

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) protein levels were used as loading 

control. The images are representative of three independent experiments. (B) GSTP1 expression 

in MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3 cells were compared to GSTP1 

expression in hTERT-HPNE cells. Densitometry values were determined using ImageJ software 

and normalized to GAPDH values. Student’s t-test was used to identify potential significant 

differences in expression in the tumor cell lines compared to hTERT-HPNE cells. Significant 

changes in GSTP1 protein expression are denoted with * (p < 0.05). (C) GSTP1 mRNA expression 

was compared in normal pancreas and PDAC tissue in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 

dataset submitted by Liewei Wang et al. (2009). Student’s t-test was used to analyze potential 

differences in GSTP1 mRNA expression for PDAC tissue compared to normal pancreas tissue. 

Significant changes in GSTP1 mRNA expression levels are denoted with * (p < 0.05). (D) The 

Human Protein Atlas was mined for GSTP1 mRNA expression in PDAC patients (n = 176) relative 

to their corresponding years of survival post-diagnosis. The cut-off value of 327 FPKM was used 

to divide patients in high- (red) and low- (blue) GSTP1-expressing groups. The Kaplan–Meier 

survival plot was constructed in RStudio. FPKM: fragments per kilobase of transcript per million 

mapped reads. Unprocessed images for the western blotting results are shown in Figure S1. 
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Figure 3.1. Glutathione S-transferase pi-1 (GSTP1) is overexpressed in human pancreatic 

ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) cells and tissues, and its expression is negatively correlated 

with patient survival (continued). (A) GSTP1 expression in a normal pancreatic cell line (Human 

Pancreatic Nestin‐Expressing ductal cells (hTERT-HPNE)) and a panel of human PDAC cell lines 

(MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3) was determined by western blotting. 

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) protein levels were used as loading 

control. The images are representative of three independent experiments. (B) GSTP1 expression 

in MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3 cells were compared to GSTP1 

expression in hTERT-HPNE cells. Densitometry values were determined using ImageJ software 

and normalized to GAPDH values. Student’s t-test was used to identify potential significant 

differences in expression in the tumor cell lines compared to hTERT-HPNE cells. Significant 

changes in GSTP1 protein expression are denoted with * (p < 0.05). (C) GSTP1 mRNA expression 

was compared in normal pancreas and PDAC tissue in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 

dataset submitted by Liewei Wang et al. (2009). Student’s t-test was used to analyze potential 

differences in GSTP1 mRNA expression for PDAC tissue compared to normal pancreas tissue. 

Significant changes in GSTP1 mRNA expression levels are denoted with * (p < 0.05). (D) The 

Human Protein Atlas was mined for GSTP1 mRNA expression in PDAC patients (n = 176) relative 

to their corresponding years of survival post-diagnosis. The cut-off value of 327 FPKM was used 

to divide patients in high- (red) and low- (blue) GSTP1-expressing groups. The Kaplan–Meier 

survival plot was constructed in RStudio. FPKM: fragments per kilobase of transcript per million 

mapped reads. Unprocessed images for the western blotting results are shown in Figure S1. 

GSTP1 knockdown impairs PDAC cell growth 

To elucidate the role of GSTP1 in PDAC cell survival, we developed two knockdown lines 

of GSTP1 (shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2) in metabolically diverse human PDAC cells. MIA PaCa-

2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells were transfected with GSTP1-specific shRNA and scrambled 
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shRNA control plasmid (scr-shRNA) as described in the Materials and methods section. MIA 

PaCa-2 and PANC-1 are mesenchymal in origin and lie towards the glycolytic end of the metabolic 

spectrum, while HPAF-II cells are epithelial and rely on lipolytic pathways for energy [27]. All 

these PDAC cells carry TP53 and KRAS mutations [28]. Following puromycin selection, the 

antibiotic-resistant cells were screened for GSTP1 knockdown by western blot and quantitative 

real-time (qRT)-PCR analysis. Both shGSTP1-1 and GSTP1-2 resulted in more than a 95% 

reduction in GSTP1 protein expression (Figures 3.2A and B) and mRNA expression (Figure 3.2C) 

in all the three cell lines. To determine if GSTP1 knockdown can impair the viability of PDAC 

cells, we conducted CellTiter-Glo® assays. We show that GSTP1 knockdown impairs cell 

viability for MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1 cells, and HPAF-II cells, by more than 50% for 72 and 96 

hours (Figure 3.2D). Similarly, trypan blue exclusion assays showed that GSTP1 knockdown 

increased the percentage of dead cells for all three PDAC cell lines by 25–30% compared to the 

control (Figure 3.2E). Supporting these results, we also show that GSTP1 knockdown reduces the 

clonogenic survival of PDAC cells (Figure S2). 
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Figure 3.2. GSTP1 knockdown impairs PDAC cell viability. GSTP1 was knocked down in MIA 

PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II PDAC cells using two independent shRNAs (shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2) and expression was confirmed by (A, B) western blotting and (C) quantitative real-

time (qRT)-PCR analysis. Western blot data were normalized to GAPDH for each cell line, and 

relative protein expression is shown for the scrambled control shRNA (scr-shRNA) compared to 

the GSTP1 shRNA sequences. Protein and mRNA levels of GSTP1 in scr-shRNA were compared 

to shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2. The images are representative of three independent experiments. 

Student’s t-test was used to evaluate the significance in the difference of GSTP1 expression among 

different groups. (D) CellTiter Glo® assays were used to detect the average cell viability of control 

and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells for two independent 

experiments with eight technical replicates for each. The y-axis represents the luminescence 

recorded after 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours. The luminescence (cell viability) was compared between 

scr-shRNA and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. Student’s t-test was used to analyze 

the significance between knockdown groups and the control. RLU: relative luminescence units (E) 

50,000 cells for control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II were seeded 

and the number of viable cells was counted using a trypan blue dye exclusion test after 72 h. The 

live and the dead cell populations for shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 were compared to the scr-

shRNA. Student’s t-test was used to analyze for potentially significant differences. * denotes 

statistically significant differences between either GSTP1 knockdown and the control (p < 0.05). 

Unprocessed images for the western blotting results are shown in Figure S1. 
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Figure 3.2. GSTP1 knockdown impairs PDAC cell viability (continued). GSTP1 was knocked 

down in MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II PDAC cells using two independent shRNAs 

(shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2) and expression was confirmed by (A, B) western blotting and (C) 

quantitative real-time (qRT)-PCR analysis. Western blot data were normalized to GAPDH for each 

cell line, and relative protein expression is shown for the scrambled control shRNA (scr-shRNA) 

compared to the GSTP1 shRNA sequences. Protein and mRNA levels of GSTP1 in scr-shRNA 

were compared to shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2. The images are representative of three independent 

experiments. Student’s t-test was used to evaluate the significance in the difference of GSTP1 

expression among different groups. (D) CellTiter Glo® assays were used to detect the average cell 

viability of control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells for two 

independent experiments with eight technical replicates for each. The y-axis represents the 

luminescence recorded after 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours. The luminescence (cell viability) was 

compared between scr-shRNA and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. Student’s t-test 

was used to analyze the significance between knockdown groups and the control. RLU: relative 

luminescence units (E) 50,000 cells for control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, 

and HPAF-II were seeded and the number of viable cells was counted using a trypan blue dye 

exclusion test after 72 h. The live and the dead cell populations for shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 

were compared to the scr-shRNA. Student’s t-test was used to analyze for potentially significant 

differences. * denotes statistically significant differences between either GSTP1 knockdown and 

the control (p < 0.05). Unprocessed images for the western blotting results are shown in Figure S1. 
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GSTP1 knockdown elevates ROS levels in PDAC cells 

GSTP1, being a detoxification enzyme, has a key role in maintaining cellular homeostasis 

by scavenging reactive oxygen species (ROS) and protecting cells from oxidative damage [29]. 

We hypothesized that the growth inhibitory effects of knocking down GSTP1 result from the 

accumulation of ROS in PDAC cells. Control and GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1) MIA PaCa-2 

and HPAF-II cells were stained with the fluorescent dye CM-H₂DCFDA to detect ROS, and 

fluorescence was determined using flow cytometry. We show GSTP1 knockdown elevates ROS 

levels by at least three-fold in PDAC cells (Figures 3.3A and B). 

GSTP1 knockdown prolongs the G₀/G₁ phase of the cell cycle 

Heightened ROS levels can activate transcription factors and several cell cycle regulatory 

proteins that inhibit the progression of cells through the cell cycle [21]. To elucidate the effects of 

GSTP1 knockdown on the cell cycle profile of PDAC cells, we identified the percentage of cells 

in each phase of the cell cycle via PI staining and flow cytometry. A larger percentage of GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells were arrested in the G₀/G₁ phase compared to the control cells (Figure 

3.3C). We found 57% of GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells in G₀/G₁ phase compared to 47% 

of the control cells. Similarly, 38% GSTP1 knockdown HPAF-II cells were found in the G₀/G₁ 

phase compared to 31% of control cells. A complementary decrease in the G₂/M population was 

observed in the GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. These results suggest that GSTP1 knockdown 

prevents PDAC cell proliferation by prolonging the G₀/G₁ phase. 
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Figure 3.3. Effect of GSTP1 knockdown on the cell cycle profile and reactive oxygen species 

levels (ROS) levels in PDAC cells. (A) Histograms showing ROS levels determined using CM-

H₂DCFDA and flow cytometry for control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II 

cells. The figure shows a representative image of three independent experiments. (B) 

Quantification of ROS levels in control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells. 

ROS levels in scr-shRNA were compared to that in shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. 

Student’s t-test was used to identify potential significant differences. (C) Control and GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells were analyzed for the percent cell population in 

different stages (G₀/G₁, S, and G₂/M) of the cell cycle. The data shown represent the average 

percent cell population in the given phases of the cell cycle. The experiment was conducted three 

times for each cell line. The percentage cell populations in G₀/G₁, S, and G₂/M phase of cell cycle 

were compared between scr-shRNA and shGSTP1-2. Student’s t-test was used to identify 

significant differences. * denotes statistically significant differences between GSTP1 knockdown 

groups and control (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 3.3. Effect of GSTP1 knockdown on the cell cycle profile and reactive oxygen species 

levels (ROS) levels in PDAC cells (continued). (A) Histograms showing ROS levels determined 

using CM-H₂DCFDA and flow cytometry for control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and 

HPAF-II cells. The figure shows a representative image of three independent experiments. (B) 

Quantification of ROS levels in control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells. 

ROS levels in scr-shRNA were compared to that in shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. 

Student’s t-test was used to identify potential significant differences. (C) Control and GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells were analyzed for the percent cell population in 

different stages (G₀/G₁, S, and G₂/M) of the cell cycle. The data shown represent the average 

percent cell population in the given phases of the cell cycle. The experiment was conducted three 

times for each cell line. The percentage cell populations in G₀/G₁, S, and G₂/M phase of cell cycle 

were compared between scr-shRNA and shGSTP1-2. Student’s t-test was used to identify 

significant differences. * denotes statistically significant differences between GSTP1 knockdown 

groups and control (p < 0.05). 

GSTP1 knockdown activates oxidative stress-mediated apoptotic signaling in PDAC cells 

GSTP1 has previously been reported to regulate the phosphorylation and activation of 

mitogen‐activated protein (MAP) kinases [30]. GSTP1 inhibits the JNK signaling pathway by 

binding to JNK and preventing its phosphorylation. In response to oxidative stress, the JNK-

GSTP1 complex dissociates [31], JNK is activated, and the downstream signal transduction leads 

to apoptosis [19, 32]. Hence, we examined the effects of GSTP1 knockdown on the activation and 

phosphorylation of JNK1/2. We analyzed phosphorylated JNK1/2 protein expression through 

western blotting. GSTP1 knockdown cells showed elevated phosphorylated JNK1/2 and its target 

protein, c-Jun, compared to the scrambled controls in the PDAC cells (Figures 3.4A–C).  
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To elucidate the role of GSTP1 in cell proliferation and cell survival, we also analyzed the 

expression of extracellular signal‐regulated kinase (ERK1/2), the p65 subunit of NF-κB, and 

specificity protein 1 (Sp1) transcription factor in GSTP1 knockdown cells. GSTP1 knockdown 

cells had low levels of phosphorylated ERK1/2 and p65, and reduced Sp1 compared to the 

scrambled control MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells (Figures 3.4A–C). To explain the cell-cycle 

arrest phenotype of GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells, we also investigated the expression of 

important cell cycle regulators. Interestingly, we found a large reduction in cyclin D1 protein 

expression and a moderate decrease in CDK4 protein expression (Figures 3.4D and E). We also 

found elevated mRNA expression of the cyclin and CDK complex inhibitor, CDKN1A (p21) 

(Figures 3.4F and G). Further, pro-apoptotic protein, cleaved caspase-3 (Figures 3.4D and E), and 

genes, Bax and Bak (Figures 3.4F and G), were up-regulated, while the anti-apoptotic gene Bcl2 

was downregulation in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. HMOX1, an oxidative stress-associated 

gene, was also upregulated in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells (Figures 3.4F and G). 
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Figure 3.4. GSTP1 knockdown activates oxidative stress-mediated apoptotic and survival 

pathways in PDAC cells. (A) Phosphorylated (p-) levels of JNK1/2, c-Jun, extracellular signal‐

regulated kinase (ERK), and p65 and total specificity protein 1 (Sp1) protein expression were 

measured in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells via western blotting. Levels of total JNK/2, c-Jun, 

and ERK1/2 were determined to confirm that changes in phosphorylated proteins were not due to 

changes in total protein level and to normalize the phosphorylated protein levels. GAPDH was 

used as a loading control. Changes in protein expression were quantified using densitometry for 

control and GSTP1 knockdown (B) MIA PaCa-2 and (C) HPAF-II cells. The protein levels were 

compared between shGSTP1-1 or shGSTP1-2 and scr-shRNA groups. The graphs show the ratio 

of phosphorylated proteins to total proteins in the knockdown groups relative to the scr-shRNA 

control. The figures show representative images for three independent experiments. (D) Protein 

levels of cyclin D1, CDK4 and activation (cleavage) of caspase-3 was analyzed in GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells using immunoblotting. GAPDH and total caspase-3 were used as loading 

controls. (E) Cyclin D1, CDK4, and cleaved caspase-3 protein expression was quantified using 

densitometry. The figures show representative images for three independent experiments. The 

protein levels were compared between shGSTP1-1 or shGSTP1-2 and scr-shRNA groups. (F, G) 

Relative mRNA levels of CDKN1A, HMOX-1, Bax, Bad, and Bcl2 were quantified using qRT-

PCR in control (scr-shRNA) and GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2) for MIA PaCa-

2 and HPAF-II cells. Student’s t-test was used to identify significant differences for the above 

experiments. Statistically significant changes in expression levels in GSTP1 knockdown groups 

compared to the control are shown with * (p < 0.05). Unprocessed images for the western blotting 

results are shown in Figure S1. 
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Figure 3.4. GSTP1 knockdown activates oxidative stress-mediated apoptotic and survival 

pathways in PDAC cells (continued). (A) Phosphorylated (p-) levels of JNK1/2, c-Jun, 

extracellular signal‐regulated kinase (ERK), and p65 and total specificity protein 1 (Sp1) protein 

expression were measured in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells via western blotting. Levels of total 

JNK/2, c-Jun, and ERK1/2 were determined to confirm that changes in phosphorylated proteins 

were not due to changes in total protein level and to normalize the phosphorylated protein levels. 

GAPDH was used as a loading control. Changes in protein expression were quantified using 

densitometry for control and GSTP1 knockdown (B) MIA PaCa-2 and (C) HPAF-II cells. The 

protein levels were compared between shGSTP1-1 or shGSTP1-2 and scr-shRNA groups. The 

graphs show the ratio of phosphorylated proteins to total proteins in the knockdown groups relative 

to the scr-shRNA control. The figures show representative images for three independent 

experiments. (D) Protein levels of cyclin D1, CDK4 and activation (cleavage) of caspase-3 was 

analyzed in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells using immunoblotting. GAPDH and total caspase-3 

were used as loading controls. (E) Cyclin D1, CDK4, and cleaved caspase-3 protein expression 

was quantified using densitometry. The figures show representative images for three independent 

experiments. The protein levels were compared between shGSTP1-1 or shGSTP1-2 and scr-

shRNA groups. (F, G) Relative mRNA levels of CDKN1A, HMOX-1, Bax, Bad, and Bcl2 were 

quantified using qRT-PCR in control (scr-shRNA) and GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2) for MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells. Student’s t-test was used to identify significant 

differences for the above experiments. Statistically significant changes in expression levels in 

GSTP1 knockdown groups compared to the control are shown with * (p < 0.05). Unprocessed 

images for the western blotting results are shown in Figure S1. 
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Figure 3.4. GSTP1 knockdown activates oxidative stress-mediated apoptotic and survival 

pathways in PDAC cells (continued). (A) Phosphorylated (p-) levels of JNK1/2, c-Jun, 

extracellular signal‐regulated kinase (ERK), and p65 and total specificity protein 1 (Sp1) protein 

expression were measured in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells via western blotting. Levels of total 

JNK/2, c-Jun, and ERK1/2 were determined to confirm that changes in phosphorylated proteins 

were not due to changes in total protein level and to normalize the phosphorylated protein levels. 

GAPDH was used as a loading control. Changes in protein expression were quantified using 

densitometry for control and GSTP1 knockdown (B) MIA PaCa-2 and (C) HPAF-II cells. The 

protein levels were compared between shGSTP1-1 or shGSTP1-2 and scr-shRNA groups. The 

graphs show the ratio of phosphorylated proteins to total proteins in the knockdown groups relative 

to the scr-shRNA control. The figures show representative images for three independent 

experiments. (D) Protein levels of cyclin D1, CDK4 and activation (cleavage) of caspase-3 was 

analyzed in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells using immunoblotting. GAPDH and total caspase-3 

were used as loading controls. (E) Cyclin D1, CDK4, and cleaved caspase-3 protein expression 

was quantified using densitometry. The figures show representative images for three independent 

experiments. The protein levels were compared between shGSTP1-1 or shGSTP1-2 and scr-

shRNA groups. (F, G) Relative mRNA levels of CDKN1A, HMOX-1, Bax, Bad, and Bcl2 were 

quantified using qRT-PCR in control (scr-shRNA) and GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2) for MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells. Student’s t-test was used to identify significant 

differences for the above experiments. Statistically significant changes in expression levels in 

GSTP1 knockdown groups compared to the control are shown with * (p < 0.05). Unprocessed 

images for the western blotting results are shown in Figure S1. 

Addition of glutathione reverses the effects of GSTP1 knockdown on cell viability and 

oxidative stress-response signaling 

We next evaluated the ability of an exogenous antioxidant, glutathione (GSH), to reverse 

the cytotoxic effects of GSTP1 knockdown in PDAC cells. Control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA 

PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells were treated with 5 mM GSH for 72 h. Our results show that GSH 
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treatment attenuated the effects of GSTP1 knockdown in PDAC cells. The growth inhibitory 

effects of GSTP1 knockdown were significantly diminished upon GSH treatment (Figure 3.5A), 

suggesting that the accumulation of endogenous ROS is a leading cause of reduced cell survival 

in GSTP1 knockdown cells. We not only see the reduced expression of p-JNK in GSH-

supplemented GSTP1 knockdown cells, but also the protein expression of Sp1 was found to be 

restored (Figures 3.5B and C). Overall, these results indicate that the loss of GSTP1 function surges 

ROS levels, activates JNK, and suppresses Sp1, which leads to changes in gene expression 

associated with oxidative stress, cell proliferation, survival, and cell death (Figure 3.5D). 
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Figure 3.5. Exogenous antioxidant rescues the cytotoxic effects of GSTP1 knockdown in PDAC cells. Control 

and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II cells were treated with 5 mM GSH for 72 hours. (A) CellTiter-

Glo® assays were used to evaluate the average cell viability for three independent experiments with eight technical 

replicates for each. The luminescence (cell viability) was compared between shGSTP1-1 with and without GSH 

treatment. Student’s t-test was used to identify significant differences in growth in GSTP1 knockdown cells treated 

with or without GSH. RLU: relative luminescence units (B) Effects of GSH treatment on the phosphorylation of 

JNK1/2 and expression of Sp1 were determined using western blotting. Total JNK and GAPDH were used as loading 

controls for the experiment. The figure shows one representative image of three independent experiments. Similar 

results were obtained in duplicate experiments. (C) Protein expression in two independent experiments was quantified 

using densitometry. p-JNK1/2 and Sp1 protein expression levels were compared between shGSTP1-1 with and 

without GSH treatment. Student’s t-test was used to identify the significant differences in protein expression in the 

GSTP1 knockdown cells treated with or without GSH. (D) Proposed mechanisms underlying the role of GSTP1 in 

pancreatic cancer cell proliferation, survival, and apoptosis based on western blotting and qRT-PCR data. For all 

figures, * denotes statistically significant differences (p < 0.05). Unprocessed images for the western blotting results 

are shown in Figure S1. 
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GSTP1 knockdown impairs the growth of orthotopic PDAC tumors in vivo 

Intrigued by the in vitro growth inhibitory effects of GSTP1 knockdown, we next explored 

these effects in an orthotopic animal model of PDAC. Control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-

2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells were orthotopically transplanted into the pancreata of nude mice 

(Figure 3.6A). The tumor volume was monitored every ten days using FUJIFILM Vevo3100 

ultrasound imaging system and was compared among the control and the GSTP1 knockdown 

groups. At the conclusion of the experiment, we observed decreased tumor growth via abdominal 

ultrasounds in GSTP1 knockdown groups compared to the controls (Figures 3.6B and C). 

Furthermore, our results show that GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells generated significantly smaller 

tumors (p < 0.05) with a 50–80% reduction in tumor weight compared to the control (Figures 3.6D 

and E). 

Tumor cell proliferation is reduced and apoptosis is increased by GSTP1 knockdown in 

pancreatic tumors 

To explain the dramatic reduction in tumor size in GSTP1 knockdown cells, we evaluated 

the expression of the nuclear proliferation marker Ki-67 and the apoptotic marker cleaved caspase-

3 by immunohistochemistry in mouse tumor tissues. The scrambled controls from the two PDAC 

cell lines showed 64% and 67% Ki-67-positive cells (Figure 3.6F). In comparison, tumors obtained 

from GSTP1 knockdown cells showed a notable reduction in Ki-67 expression for MIA PaCa-2 

(37% and 35% for shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2, respectively) and HPAF-II (38% and 29% for 

shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2, respectively) (Figure 3.6G). Additionally, tumors obtained from 

GSTP1 knockdown cells showed an impressive increase in the expression of cleaved caspase-3 

compared to the scrambled controls (Figures 3.6H and I). These data provide additional affirmation 
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that GSTP1 knockdown impedes proliferation and promotes cell death via apoptosis in PDAC 

cells in vivo. 
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Figure 3.6. GSTP1 knockdown impedes the growth and proliferation of PDAC cells in vivo. (A) Schematic representation of animal experiments to assess the 

effects of GSTP1 knockdown on PDAC (MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, or HPAF-II) tumor growth in nude mice for up to 42 days (D42). US1-3: ultrasound imaging was 

performed every 10 days to monitor tumor growth. For the HPAF-II group, the last ultrasound was done on D27 rather than D30. (B) Pancreatic tumor development 

was monitored and imaged using the FUJIFILM Vevo3100 ultrasound imaging system. The data show the tumor volume for one representative mouse for each 

group measured at US3 soon before euthanasia. Blue: healthy pancreatic tissue, white: pancreatic tumor tissue. (C) Total pancreata volumes were calculated using 

3-dimensional ultrasound images for each cell line using the data collected at US3. (D) Size and (E) weight of the pancreata are shown for control and GSTP1 

knockdown tumors. The figures show representative images of the tumor volumes (ultrasound) and tumor sizes of various treatment groups. The tumor volume 

and weight were compared between scr-shRNA and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. Welch’s one-way analysis of variants was performed to analyze 

the significant differences in tumor volume and weight between knockdown groups and the control. Tumor tissue sections from GSTP1 knockdown and scrambled 

controls for MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II were subjected to immunohistochemistry. (F) Ki-67 staining for control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-

II tumors. Scale bar: 200 µm (G) The quantification of the Ki-67-positive cell population. (H) Cleaved caspase-3 staining for control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA 

PaCa-2 and HPAF-II tumors. Scale bar: 200 µm (I) The quantification of cleaved caspase-3-positive cells. One representative image for each treatment group is 

shown. The percentage of Ki-67- and cleaved caspase-3-positive cells was determined by normalizing the number of Ki-67- and cleaved caspase-3-positive cells 

to that of 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained cells. Each value in the graph is the mean ± SD from 5-6 mice from each treatment group. * denotes 

statistically significant differences for all graphs (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 3.6. GSTP1 knockdown impedes the growth and proliferation of PDAC cells in vivo (continued). (A) Schematic representation of animal experiments 

to assess the effects of GSTP1 knockdown on PDAC (MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, or HPAF-II) tumor growth in nude mice for up to 42 days (D42). US1-3: ultrasound 

imaging was performed every 10 days to monitor tumor growth. For the HPAF-II group, the last ultrasound was done on D27 rather than D30. (B) Pancreatic tumor 

development was monitored and imaged using the FUJIFILM Vevo3100 ultrasound imaging system. The data show the tumor volume for one representative mouse 

for each group measured at US3 soon before euthanasia. Blue: healthy pancreatic tissue, white: pancreatic tumor tissue. (C) Total pancreata volumes were calculated 

using 3-dimensional ultrasound images for each cell line using the data collected at US3. (D) Size and (E) weight of the pancreata are shown for control and GSTP1 

knockdown tumors. The figures show representative images of the tumor volumes (ultrasound) and tumor sizes of various treatment groups. The tumor volume 

and weight were compared between scr-shRNA and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. Welch’s one-way analysis of variants was performed to analyze 

the significant differences in tumor volume and weight between knockdown groups and the control. Tumor tissue sections from GSTP1 knockdown and scrambled 

controls for MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-II were subjected to immunohistochemistry. (F) Ki-67 staining for control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 and HPAF-

II tumors. Scale bar: 200 µm (G) The quantification of the Ki-67-positive cell population. (H) Cleaved caspase-3 staining for control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA 

PaCa-2 and HPAF-II tumors. Scale bar: 200 µm (I) The quantification of cleaved caspase-3-positive cells. One representative image for each treatment group is 

shown. The percentage of Ki-67- and cleaved caspase-3-positive cells was determined by normalizing the number of Ki-67- and cleaved caspase-3-positive cells 

to that of 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained cells. Each value in the graph is the mean ± SD from 5-6 mice from each treatment group. * denotes 

statistically significant differences for all graphs (p < 0.05). 
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Discussion 

Our data provide convincing evidence that GSTP1 plays a critical role in regulating PDAC 

cell growth, which was previously unknown. In this study, we show that the GSTP1 knockdown 

impairs the growth and proliferation of PDAC cells in vitro. We show, for the first time, that 

GSTP1 inhibition is associated with enhanced JNK activity and suppressed ERK, NF-κB, and Sp1 

activity in PDAC cells. Furthermore, in an orthotopic pancreatic cancer mouse model, GSTP1 

knockdown tumors showed an impressive reduction in growth compared to control tumors. 

Together, our results indicate that GSTP1 inhibition impairs PDAC cell growth, suggesting that 

GSTP1 is a viable target for PDAC therapy. 

The ubiquitous expression of GSTP1 in a wide array of tissues and organisms provides 

evidence that GSTP1 has important cellular roles. We found GSTP1 protein expression was at 

least two times higher in five PDAC cell lines compared to normal pancreatic epithelial cells. 

Similarly, GSTP1 mRNA was reported in high levels in human PDAC tissue compared to the 

healthy pancreas tissue. Our analysis of The Human Protein Atlas [26] data revealed that elevated 

GSTP1 expression is associated with poor survival of PDAC patients, post-diagnosis of the 

disease. Previous research has shown that GSTP1 is expressed at high levels in a variety of human 

cancers, including colon, lung, breast, and ovarian cancers [25]. GSTP1 overexpression is 

associated with resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs like cisplatin, carboplatin, adriamycin, and 

bleomycin in ovarian and cervical cancer [33]. 

GSTP1 is associated with a variety of cellular processes, including detoxification [15], 

glutathionylation [21], actin polymerization [22], nitric oxide signaling [23], kinase signaling [31], 

and cellular metabolism [20]. To investigate the role of GSTP1 in PDAC cells, we generated two 

GSTP1 knockdown lines for each of the three metabolically diverse PDAC cell lines (MIA PaCa-
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2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II). MIA PaCa-2 and PANC-1 cells are poorly differentiated 

mesenchymal-type PDAC cell lines compared to HPAF-II cells that belong to an epithelial subtype 

[27]. GSTP1 knockdown significantly impaired the in vitro viability of all three PDAC cell lines, 

suggesting that this protein is vital to PDAC growth regardless of metabolic subtype. Our cell 

viability data are in concordance with previous reports where Louie et al. [20] described that 

GSTP1 knockdown impairs the growth of triple-negative breast cancer cells. They concluded by 

demonstrating that GSTP1 inhibition disrupts glycolytic metabolism, resulting in reduced levels 

of lipids, nucleotides, and ATP. Furthermore, recently, Fujitani et al. [34] showed that knocking 

down GSTP1 in cancer cells of various anatomic origins gives rise to mitochondrial stress and 

severely impairs cell proliferation. Interestingly, they found that pancreatic cancer cell growth was 

particularly sensitive to GSTP1 knockdown.  

Attempts have been made to disrupt the cellular redox balance through pharmacological 

regulation in favor of increasing intracellular ROS and inducing apoptosis for the treatment of 

cancer. Arrick et al. [35, 36] showed that specifically inhibiting the synthesis of GSH contributed 

to the destruction of neoplastic cells in vitro. Inhibiting GSTP1, an integral component of the 

cellular antioxidant system, is one avenue to disrupt redox balance. GSTP1 protects cells from 

electrophiles that cause oxidative damage to DNA, proteins, and lipids by conjugating 

electrophiles to GSH [18]. Here, we observed that the knockdown of GSTP1 in PDAC cells 

resulted in elevated ROS levels. Furthermore, the addition of GSH to GSTP1 knockdown cells 

enhanced cell viability and reduced the expression of stress and apoptosis-associated proteins. A 

previous study showed that an antioxidant (N-acetylcysteine) could reduce ROS levels in GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells [34]. We speculate that GSTP1 knockdown impairs the ROS scavenging 

function that leads to ROS accumulation in PDAC cells. Our observations complement a previous 
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report that showed GSTP1 inhibition using siRNAs and a pharmacological inhibitor elevated ROS 

levels and caused DNA damage in prostate cancer cells [29]. Moreover, GSH also restored cell 

viability, reduced ROS, and decreased apoptosis-associated protein expression in PDAC cells 

treated with a GSTP1 inhibitor [37].  

Elevated oxidative stress activates the JNK signaling pathway and triggers apoptosis [31]. 

In a non-stressed environment, GSTP1 binds and inhibits the phosphorylation of JNK preventing 

the transcriptional activation of downstream cell stress pathways. However, under oxidative stress 

conditions, GSTP1 dimerizes into aggregates and its binding to JNK is deterred, enabling JNK 

activation [38]. Previously, we showed that the interaction between JNK and GSTP1 is interrupted 

in PDAC cells treated with a GSTP1 inhibitor [39]. Additionally, complementing our current 

results, it was shown that a JNK inhibitor could restore viability of PDAC cells treated with a 

GSTP1 inhibitor [39]. As expected, GSTP1 knockdown increased the expression of 

phosphorylated JNK and its downstream target, c-Jun, in PDAC cells. This increase could be due 

to elevated levels of ROS that could activate JNK signaling and/or reduced levels of GSTP1 that 

would also result in enhanced JNK signaling. Our data are supported by a previous report that 

suggested GSTP1 knockdown elevated phosphorylated JNK expression in cervical cancer cells 

[24]. The extent and duration of JNK activation can lead to ER stress, mitotic arrest, and eventually 

apoptosis in cancer cells [31].  

To elucidate additional mechanisms through which GSTP1 knockdown impedes growth 

and the proliferation of PDAC cells, we investigated the activation status of ERK, NF-κB, and Sp1 

pathways. GSTP1 knockdown cells displayed reduced phospho-ERK and NF-κB, and reduced Sp1 

protein expression. In support of this, ERK and NF-κB protein expression were reduced in cervical 

cancer cells upon GSTP1 inhibition [24]. Sp transcription factors are upregulated in various cancer 
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cells [40] and act as negative-prognostic markers for patient survival [41]. Our data are supported 

by previous reports that suggest ROS induction by chemotherapy and other anti-cancer agents lead 

to the downregulation of Sp proteins [42–45] and the reduced phosphorylation of ERK1/2 [46]. 

Similar to the previous studies [40, 47], we show that the restoration of Sp1 expression can be 

achieved by supplementing the cells with an exogenous antioxidant such as glutathione. 

Additionally, Sp (1, 3, or 4) knockdown induced similar cellular responses, such as enhanced cell 

death, and gene expression changes (increased apoptosis promoters and decreased apoptosis 

inhibitors) as we observed in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells [48]. Furthermore, we show the 

reduced expression of principal cell-cycle regulators, cyclin D1 [49] and CDK4 [50, 51]. Based 

on these results, we propose a mechanism through which GSTP1 alters MAP kinases and NF-κB 

signaling, averts apoptosis, and promotes cell survival and proliferation (Figure 3.5D). We 

speculate that in the absence of GSTP1, JNK is freely phosphorylated as a result of activating the 

downstream cell death pathways. Moreover, elevated ROS levels reduce the expression of Sp1 

that transcribes Bcl2 [52, 53] and the p65 subunit of NF-κB [52, 54]. Reduced levels of Bcl2 and 

p65 in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells contribute to the apoptotic phenotype and decreased cell 

survival, respectively.  

Intriguingly, we found that the orthotopic implantation of GSTP1 knockdown cells in the 

pancreata of athymic nude mice resulted in drastically smaller tumors compared to scrambled 

controls in terms of both tumor weight and volume. We also observed a lower percentage of 

proliferating cells and a larger population of apoptotic cells in tumors generated from GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells. These results support our in vitro data as well as previously published 

literature. shRNAs targeting GSTP1 were shown to reduce breast cancer xenograft implants by 
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more than three-fold [20]. Similar results were observed when GSTP1 was inhibited using specific 

morpholinos in cervical cancer [24].  

Given GSTP1’s cytoprotective roles in xenobiotic detoxification, chemotherapeutics, and 

modulating oxidative stress, GSTP1 inhibitors emerged as promising anti-cancer compounds [55, 

56] and have been used alone or in combination with chemotherapeutic drugs [57]. The selective 

targeting of GSTP1 using 6-(7-nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-ylthio)hexanol (NBDHEX) has shown 

increased efficiency of chemotherapeutic drugs in melanoma [56]. A potent GSTP1 inhibitor, 

TLK199 (Telik Inc.), has been shown to modulate cell proliferation in human myeloid leukemic 

cells [58] and is under clinical trial for myelodysplastic syndrome [59]. LAS17 was recently 

developed as a highly potent and selective GSTP1 inhibitor that impairs breast cancer 

pathogenicity [20]. The aforementioned GSTP1 inhibitors have shown effective impairment in 

GSTP1 activity; however, their toxicity in normal cells is not well characterized.  

Collectively, our findings illustrate the crucial role of GSTP1 in the growth of PDAC cells. 

The loss of GSTP1 function leads to the activation of oxidative-stress response pathways that 

trigger a cell death mechanism. Taken together, our data suggest that GSTP1 is a potential and 

promising novel therapeutic target to treat pancreatic cancer patients. 

Conclusions 

Currently, pancreatic cancer is the third-leading cause of cancer-related deaths in the US 

and eighth in the world. PDAC continues to be a major unresolvable health issue at the start of the 

21st century. Resistance of PDAC to the conventional treatment approaches has led to an increased 

interest in identifying promising therapeutic targets. GSTP1 has been associated with tumor 

promotion and drug resistance in breast, colon, and cervical cancers. Here, we report that GSTP1, 

a crucial cytoprotective antioxidant protein, plays a critical role in the growth and progression of 
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PDAC cells and tissues. We show that the knockdown of GSTP1 enhances JNK-mediated 

apoptosis and inhibits NF-κB and ERK-mediated cell survival and proliferation. Our findings are 

an important first step towards the validation of GSTP1 as a novel therapeutic target to treat 

pancreatic cancer patients. 
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IV. GLUTATHIONE S-TRANSFERASE PI-1 KNOCKDOWN REDUCES mRNA OF 

GENES ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSLATION AND CAUSES SENESCENCE IN 

HUMAN PANCREATIC CANCER CELLS 

Abstract 

Glutathione S-transferase Pi-1 (GSTP1) is an important phase-II antioxidant enzyme that 

conjugates reduced glutathione with electrophilic compounds. It is well established that GSTP1 

contributes to the process of tumorigenesis by detoxifying xenobiotic compounds such as 

chemotherapeutics. GSTP1 is overexpressed in numerous cancers where its high expression is 

associated with reduced survival. Conversely, a reduction in GSTP1 expression results in reduced 

cancer cell growth and survival. Recently, it was proposed that GSTP1 acts as a metabolic driver 

of triple negative breast cancer by triggering oxidative stress-mediated signaling and impairing 

glycolytic and lipid metabolism. However, the anticancer mechanisms underlying GSTP1 

inhibition have not been comprehensively elucidated. In this study, we report changes in the 

transcriptome of MIA PaCa-2 human pancreatic cancer cells upon GSTP1 inhibition, using RNA-

Sequencing technology. We found 847 genes to be differentially expressed in GSTP1-knockdown 

MIA PaCa-2 cells. The genes related to mRNA translation, ribosome machinery, and cell cycle 

were significantly downregulated, while the ones promoting apoptosis and senescence were 

upregulated. This study suggests that loss of GSTP1 results in significant transcriptomic changes 

in PDAC cells and underlines various potential mechanisms by which GSTP1 inhibition impairs 

cancer cell growth and survival.   

Introduction 

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is the most common type of pancreatic cancer 

and accounts for more than 45,000 deaths annually in the US alone [1]. Due to the lack of specific 
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symptoms at early stages, PDACs are often diagnosed at late, metastatic stages [2, 3]. PDACs are 

preceded by the occurrence of precancerous, hyperplastic lesions known as pancreatic 

intraepithelial neoplasias (PanINs) and intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms (IPMNs) [4]. 

This course of evolution from precancerous lesions to the malignant disease is orchestrated by 

well-characterized genetic alterations: oncogenic KRAS mutation and inactivation of the tumor 

suppressors CDKN2A, TP53, and SMAD4 [5]. In addition, a multitude of other genes and 

metabolic changes contribute to the process of PDAC tumorigenesis [6]. Interpreting how various 

signaling pathways interact in different stages of PDAC progression is crucial for the development 

of selective and competent therapies to treat the disease.  

Similar to other cancer cells, PDAC cells encounter higher oxidative stress due to 

accelerated metabolism [7]. It was previously shown that antioxidant enzymes, such as glutathione 

S-transferase Pi-1 (GSTP1), are overexpressed in PDAC cells and tissues to maintain the optimal 

redox balance [8]. GSTP1 is a primary phase-II detoxification enzyme and is indispensable in 

maintaining redox homeostasis [9]. GSTP1 protects cells from oxidative stress and subsequent 

macromolecular damage by conjugating reactive electrophiles to glutathione (GSH) [10]. Other 

than its cytoprotective functions, growing evidence suggests that GSTP1 plays an important role 

in cell signaling and metabolism [11, 12]. In particular, GSTP1 regulates stress-mediated signaling 

by inhibiting the phosphorylation of JNK [13]. Recent studies show that GSTP1 mediates S-

glutathionylation of diverse proteins [14] and can detoxify antineoplastic drugs [15]. Interestingly, 

evidence suggests that the CRAF/ERK signaling cascade, critical for growth in mutant KRAS-

driven cancers, is controlled by interactions of CRAF with GSTP1 [16]. Because of its emerging 

multifaceted role in cell survival [8, 12, 17], protein maturation [14], and drug resistance [18, 19], 
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it is important to understand the contributions of GSTP1 in tumor progression and cancer 

pathogenicity. 

Genetic knockdown or pharmacological inhibition of GSTP1 resulted in a differential 

metabolic response in triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) cells compared to the control [12]. It 

was concluded that GSTP1 inactivation leads to impaired glycolytic metabolism, reduced ATP 

production, and decreased macromolecules such as phospholipids and nucleotides. Additionally, 

doxycycline-inducible knockdown of GSTP1 showed significant reduction in xenograft models of 

breast, lung, and pancreatic cancer. It was reported that GSTP1 promotes dimerization and 

activation of CRAF protein and contributes to growth and survival of mutant KRAS cancer cells 

[16]. With its established role in cancer cell signaling and post-translational modification, we 

hypothesized that GSTP1 inhibition would alter the transcriptome of PDAC cells. This present 

study provides evidence that loss of GSTP1 expression for prolonged time causes dramatic effect 

on the transcriptome of PDAC cells. We find new evidence that GSTP1 maintains cellular 

homeostasis by contributing to mRNA translation and maturation, cell cycle, and inhibiting 

apoptosis. Furthermore, we report that GSTP1 knockdown causes senescence in PDAC cells. 

Materials and methods 

Chemicals 

Puromycin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. Senescence β-

galactosidase staining kit was purchased from Cell Signaling Technologies, Danvers, MA, USA.  

Cell culture 

MIA PaCa-2 (human PDAC cell line) was obtained from American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC), Manassas, VA. MIA PaCa-2 cells were cultured in DMEM high-glucose 

media (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Chicago, IL) containing 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum 
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(Atlanta Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA) and 2.5% (v/v) horse serum (Corning, Corning, NY). 

Cells were maintained at 37°C with 5% carbon dioxide. The cells were subcultured by enzymatic 

digestion with 0.25% trypsin/1 mM EDTA solution (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Chicago, IL) 

when they were ~75% confluent. All cell lines tested negative for Mycoplasma contamination.  

Constructing GSTP1  knockdown cell lines 

Two independent short-hairpin oligonucleotides were used to knock down the expression 

of GSTP1. Lentiviral particles containing the shRNA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were used to infect 

the MIA PaCa-2 cells with polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Transfected cells were 

selected over with 5 µg/ml puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The short-hairpin 

sequences used to achieve the knockdown of GSTP1 expression were: shGSTP1-1, 

CCGGCCTCACCCTGTACCAGTCCAACTCGAGTTGGACTGGTACAGGGTGAGGTTTTG; 

and shGSTP1-2, CCGGCGCTGACTACAACCTGCTGGACTCGAGTCCAGCAGGTTGTAGT 

CAGCGTTTTTG. Scrambled GSTP1 shRNA, empty vector (pLKO.1), and shRNA targeting GFP 

were used as controls. GSTP1 knockdown was previously confirmed by qPCR and western 

blotting techniques. 

RNA sequencing 

Following GSTP1 knockdown, total RNA was extracted using Fisher SurePrep RNA 

isolation kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) abiding by the manufacturer’s instructions. 

RNA was quantified using a NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Three 

micrograms of total RNA per sample was sent to University of Minnesota Genomics Center, St. 

Paul, MN. All the samples passed quality control with an RNA integrity number (RIN) of ≥ 9.5. 

Illumina TruSeq library kit was used to generate six dual-indexed stranded libraries. Mean quality 
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scores of all libraries was > Q30. The libraries were pooled and sequences in two lanes of the flow 

cell on an Illumina HiSeq 2500. 50 nt single-end reads were generated using v4 chemistry. 

Transcriptome analysis 

The raw fastq files were trimmed using Trim Galore (Babraham Bioinformatics) to remove 

the adaptor sequences. Post-trimming, high-quality reads for each sample were aligned using 

HISAT2 to the most updated reference human genome (GRCh38) provided by the Genome 

Research Consortium. SAMtools and BAMtools were used to convert and sort the BAM files. 

Gene expression was calculated as the total number of reads for each sample that uniquely aligned 

to the reference genome, binned by gene coordinate annotations. Differential expression analysis 

between control and GSTP1knockodwn PDAC cells was performed using the Bioconductor 

package, DESeq2. To account for differences in sequencing depth across samples, raw read counts 

were normalized using methodologies implemented in DESeq2. Differential expression of the 

normalized read counts was performed using the negative binomial test with the Benjamini-

Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) adjustment method as applied by DESeq2. For our analysis, 

an FDR of 0.05 was applied, and any genes with a p-adjusted value of less than or equal to 0.05 

and a log2fold change of less than -1 or greater than +1 were defined as significantly down- or 

upregulated.  

RNA extraction and gene expression by qRT-PCR 

Total RNA was extracted using QIAGEN RNeasy Mini Kit (Germantown, MD, USA) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized using 500 ng of total RNA and 

the qScript cDNA synthesis kit (Quanta Biosciences, Beverly, MA, USA). The relative change in 

gene expression was calculated using the 2−ΔΔCt method [20]. β-actin, β-tubulin, and HPRT were 

used as internal controls. The data represent the average ± standard deviation for three independent 
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experiments with two technical replicates each. The primer sequences of the genes analyzed are 

listed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Primer sequences used for measuring mRNA expression via quantitative 

polymerase chain reaction. 

Gene Forward Sequence Reverse Sequence 

HPRT 5’-GAA CGT CTT GCT CGA GAT GTG-3′ 5’TCC AGC AGG TCA GCA AAG AAT-3’ 

β-Actin 5’-TTG CCG ACA GGA TGC AGA-3′ 5’-GCC GAT CCA CAC GGA GTA CTT-3’ 

β-Tubulin 5’-GTT CGC TCA GGT CCT TTT GG-3′ 5’-CCC TCT GTG TAG TGG CCT TTG-3’ 

CSF2 5’- GTG GCC TGC AGC ATC TC -3′ 5’- AGT GTC TCT ACT CAG GTT CAG G -3’ 

CDKN1A 

CTGF 

5’-GGA CAG CAG AGG AAG ACC ATG T-3′ 

5’- GGC GAG GTC ATG AAG AAG AA -3′ 

5’-GCC GTT TTC GAC CCT GAG A-3’ 

5’- TCT CCG TAC ATC TTC CTG TAG TA -3’ 

CYR61 5′- CTG ACC AGG ACT GTG AAG ATG -3′ 5′- ATG CGG GCA GTT GTA GTT -3′ 

SERPINE1 5′- CTG GTG AAT GCC CTC TAC TTC -3′ 5′- TGC TGC CGT CTG ATT TGT -3′ 

 

Analysis of cellular senescence  

Senescence-associated β-galactosidase staining was performed according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. After removing the growth media from the control and GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells, cells were washed with PBS before fixing. After 15 minutes of 

fixing, cells were washed twice with PBS and then stained with β-galactosidase staining solution 

(pH: 6.0). Cells were incubated overnight at 37 ºC without CO₂ before imaging using a microscope. 

Results 

GSTP1 knockdown induces a differential transcriptome in PDAC cells 

We have previously shown that GSTP1 knockdown impairs the growth and survival in 

poorly differentiated mesenchymal (MIA PaCa-2) and epithelial (HPAF-II) PDAC cells. To 

determine the effects of GSTP1 knockdown on the transcriptome, RNA-Seq was performed for 

GSTP1 knockdown and scrambled-control PDAC cells. A total of 304,202,323 reads of single-
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end, fifty base pair reads were obtained from six samples (three biological replicates of control 

and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells). We obtained an average of 50,683,526 high-quality 

reads for each sample. Approximately 97% of the reads were mapped to the human genome, and 

61% aligned exclusively to the unique regions. The characteristics of the output reads are 

summarized in Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2. Scrambled control (scr-shRNA) and GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1) PDAC cells 

were sequenced using Illumina HiSeq2500 with three replicates each.   

Sample QC Passed 

reads 

Mapped reads % mapped reads Unique alignments % unique alignments 

MIA PaCa-2 scr-

shRNA (Rep 1) 

52,031,458 50,949,148 97.92 29,866,353 58.61 

MIA PaCa-2 scr-

shRNA (Rep 2) 

52,488,084 51,123,371 97.40 28,841,113 56.41 

MIA PaCa-2 scr-

shRNA (Rep 3) 

54,094,932 52,749,516 97.51 29,644,299 57.25 

MIA PaCa-2 

shGSTP1-1 (Rep 1) 

50,292,802 48,904,134 97.24 29,826,699 60.99 

MIA PaCa-2 

shGSTP1-1 (Rep 2) 

49,768,028 48,395,874 97.24 29,494,772 60.94 

MIA PaCa-2 

shGSTP1-1 (Rep 3) 

52,156,706 50,668,940 97.15 30,949,765 61.08 

 

A high correlation was observed between all three biological replicates of each sample, 

which is represented in the principal component analysis (PCA) plot (Figure 4.1A). A total of 2499 

genes had significant changes in expression between control (scr-shRNA) and GSTP1 knockdown 

(shGSTP1-1) cells (Figure 4.1B). Of them, we classified 847 genes as differentially expressed. 

Differentially expressed genes were defined as genes with a log2fold change of less than -1 or 

greater than +1 and the p-adjusted value of less than 0.05. In GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 

cells, 460 genes were upregulated, and 387 were downregulated (Figure 4.1C).  

The most significantly downregulated (Figure 4.1D) and upregulated (Figure 4.1E) were 

selected using DESeq2 with an increased cut-off defined as a p-adjusted value of less than or equal 
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to 0.01 and a fold-change of 2 or higher. The top differentially-expressed genes were visualized 

using the heatmap tool in the ggplot2 library. 

 

Figure 4.1. GSTP1 knockdown induces a differential transcriptome in PDAC cells. (A) 

Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing the divergent transcriptome of GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control cells. (B) MA-plot showing differentially 

expressed genes (red) between GSTP1 knockdown and control cells. (C) Scatter plot showing the 

number of differentially expressed genes (padj <0.01 and log₂-fold <-1 or >1) in GSTP1 knockdown 

cells compared to the control. (D) Heatmap showing the most significant downregulated and (E) 

upregulated genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control. Turquoise 

coloring indicates downregulation of genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to 

the control and red indicates upregulation of genes. 
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Figure 4.1. GSTP1 knockdown induces a differential transcriptome in PDAC cells 

(continued). (A) Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing the divergent transcriptome 

of GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control cells. (B) MA-plot showing 

differentially expressed genes (red) between GSTP1 knockdown and control cells. (C) Scatter plot 

showing the number of differentially expressed genes (padj <0.01 and log₂-fold <-1 or >1) in 

GSTP1 knockdown cells compared to the control. (D) Heatmap showing the most significant 

downregulated and (E) upregulated genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to 

the control. Turquoise coloring indicates downregulation of genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA 

PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and red indicates upregulation of genes. 

GSTP1 knockdown impairs the mRNA translation machinery 

To determine the cellular and molecular changes associated with GSTP1 knockdown in 

PDAC cells, we used Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) software for functional pathway analysis. 

Gene-set enrichment analysis, using Enrichr, revealed that genes involved in mRNA translation 
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and modification were significantly downregulated in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells compared 

to the control (Table 4.3). In particular, cytoplasmic ribosomal proteins (p-value: 9.92E-28), cap-

dependent translation initiation (p-value: 5.12E-18), protein metabolism (p-value: 1.24E-14), and 

activation of mRNA for translation (p-value: 1.12E-07) were among the top ten differentially 

regulated pathways (Figures 4.2A and B). 

We report significant downregulation of ribosomal proteins of the small (RPSs) and the 

large (RPLs) subunits and the eukaryotic initiation factors (eIFs). To be specific, we report 

downregulation of 20 RPS and 41 RPL proteins. Because ribosomal proteins and initiation factors 

are indispensable in mRNA translation, we observe pathways such as translation initiation (Figure 

4.2C), assembly of initiation complex (Figure 4.2D), and translation elongation (Figure 4.2E) to 

be negatively affected upon GSTP1 knockdown. To validate these results, enrichment analyses 

were performed using Reactome [21]. In addition to the above reported differentially regulated 

pathways, Reactome identified post-translation modification (Figure 4.2F), unfolded protein 

response (Figure 4.2G), and protein localization (Figure 4.2H) to be affected by GSTP1 

knockdown in PDAC cells. Further, Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA 4.0.3) revealed a 

negative association of ribosome biogenesis (Figure 4.2I) and translation initiation factor (Figure 

4.2J) with GSTP1 knockdown in PDAC cells. 
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Table 4.3. Significantly enriched pathways in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. The q-value is 

an adjusted p-value calculated using the Benjamini-Hochberg method for correction for multiple 

hypotheses testing. 

term p-value q-value 

Cytoplasmic ribosomal proteins 9.92E-28 1.32E-24 

Influenza infection 2.70E-24 1.79E-21 

Influenza viral RNA transcription and replication 3.25E-23 1.44E-20 

Translation 6.40E-21 2.13E-18 

Cap-dependent translation initiation 5.12E-18 1.36E-15 

Protein metabolism 1.24E-14 2.76E-12 

Disease 1.40E-10 2.66E-08 

Activation of mRNA upon binding of the cap-binding complex and eIFs, and subsequent 

binding to 43S 
1.12E-07 1.86E-05 

MAPK signaling pathway 3.78E-07 5.58E-05 

FSH regulation of apoptosis 4.50E-07 5.98E-05 

Interleukin-5 regulation of apoptosis 6.30E-07 7.61E-05 

BDNF signaling pathway 1.66E-06 0.000184 

MAP kinase signaling pathway 1.06E-05 0.00108 

TGF-beta regulation of extracellular matrix 1.65E-05 0.001569 

Interleukin-1 regulation of extracellular matrix 2.00E-05 0.001774 

Prolactin regulation of apoptosis 3.67E-05 0.003052 

Interleukin-2 signaling pathway 3.99E-05 0.00312 

Gastrin pathway 4.42E-05 0.003261 

Prolactin activation of MAPK signaling 8.29E-05 0.005799 

Toll receptor cascades 0.000255 0.016949 

Keratinocyte differentiation 0.000416 0.026324 

Signal transduction through IL-1R 0.000454 0.026357 

Integrin-mediated cell adhesion 0.000456 0.026357 

TNF-alpha signaling pathway 0.000535 0.029647 

Toll-like receptor signaling pathway regulation 0.000595 0.031626 

RANKL signaling pathway 0.00066 0.03373 

Fas signaling pathway 0.000796 0.038015 

TNFR2 signaling pathway 0.000801 0.038015 

NF-kappaB activation by non-typeable Hemophilus influenzae 0.000871 0.039899 

Focal adhesion 0.001035 0.045836 

TNF-alpha effects on cytokine activity, cell motility, and apoptosis 0.001101 0.047213 

T cell receptor regulation of apoptosis 0.001198 0.049735 

Oncostatin M 0.00182 0.073315 

Selenium metabolism and selenoproteins 0.001922 0.075133 

Post-translational protein modification 0.002059 0.078191 

RIG-I-like receptor signaling pathway 0.002298 0.084818 

MAP kinase pathway regulation through dual specificity phosphatases 0.002466 0.085785 

ERBB1 downstream pathway 0.002539 0.085785 

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) pathway 0.002544 0.085785 

Oxidative stress-induced gene expression via Nrf2 0.002638 0.085785 

RhoA signaling pathway 0.002647 0.085785 

Alternative NF-kappaB pathway 0.002954 0.093457 

Glycosaminoglycan biosynthesis: heparan sulfate 0.003098 0.095738 

CD40/CD40L signaling 0.003341 0.10092 

Netrin-mediated signaling events 0.004324 0.120962 

FRA pathway 0.004329 0.120962 

Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) 0.004347 0.120962 

TGF-beta signaling pathway 0.004369 0.120962 

JNK/MAPK pathway 0.004555 0.123553 

Gene expression 0.00481 0.125206 
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Figure 4.2. GSTP1 knockdown impairs the mRNA translation machinery. (A) The volcano 

plot shows the significance of each gene set versus its odds ratio analyzed using Enrichr. Each 

point represents a single gene set; the x-axis measures the odds ratio calculated for the gene set, 

while the y-axis gives the –log p-value of the gene set. (B) The bar chart shows the top 10 enriched 

terms. The y-axis shows the corresponding p-values. (C) Heatmap showing differential expression 

of genes associated with cap-dependent translation initiation, (D) translation initiation complex, 

(E) eukaryotic translation initiation, (F) post-translational modifications, (G) unfolded protein 

response, and (H) protein localization. Turquoise coloring indicates downregulation of genes in 

GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control, and red indicates upregulation of 

genes. (I) Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) showing enrichment plot for ribosome 

biosynthesis and (J) mRNA translation initiation genes signatures. 
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Figure 4.2. GSTP1 knockdown impairs the mRNA translation machinery (continued). (A) 

The volcano plot shows the significance of each gene set versus its odds ratio analyzed using 

Enrichr. Each point represents a single gene set; the x-axis measures the odds ratio calculated for 

the gene set, while the y-axis gives the –log p-value of the gene set. (B) The bar chart shows the 

top 10 enriched terms. The y-axis shows the corresponding p-values. (C) Heatmap showing 

differential expression of genes associated with cap-dependent translation initiation, (D) 

translation initiation complex, (E) eukaryotic translation initiation, (F) post-translational 

modifications, (G) unfolded protein response, and (H) protein localization. Turquoise coloring 

indicates downregulation of genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the 

control, and red indicates upregulation of genes. (I) Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) 

showing enrichment plot for ribosome biosynthesis and (J) mRNA translation initiation genes 

signatures. 
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Figure 4.2. GSTP1 knockdown impairs the mRNA translation machinery (continued). (A) 

The volcano plot shows the significance of each gene set versus its odds ratio analyzed using 

Enrichr. Each point represents a single gene set; the x-axis measures the odds ratio calculated for 

the gene set, while the y-axis gives the –log p-value of the gene set. (B) The bar chart shows the 

top 10 enriched terms. The y-axis shows the corresponding p-values. (C) Heatmap showing 

differential expression of genes associated with cap-dependent translation initiation, (D) 

translation initiation complex, (E) eukaryotic translation initiation, (F) post-translational 

modifications, (G) unfolded protein response, and (H) protein localization. Turquoise coloring 

indicates downregulation of genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the 

control, and red indicates upregulation of genes. (I) Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) 

showing enrichment plot for ribosome biosynthesis and (J) mRNA translation initiation genes 

signatures. 
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GSTP1 knockdown affects various cell survival pathways 

In addition to mRNA translation, genes related to the cell cycle and programmed cell death 

were significantly enriched in the GSTP1 knockdown group. These included upregulation of cell-

cycle inhibitory genes such as CDKN1A (p21), ATR, and BRCA2 and downregulation of genes that 

promote mitotic entry, such as NEK7 (Figure 4.3A). Additionally, GSEA analysis shows 

enrichment of mitotic cell cycle (Figure 4.3B) and G₂/M checkpoint (Figure 4.3C) associated gene 

signatures.  Further, we report that programmed cell death-promoting genes (STAT3 and CAD) 

were upregulated in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. However, the apoptosis-inhibiting genes, 

such as PTK2 and ADD1, were found to be downregulated in GSTP1 knockdown cells (Figure 

4.3D). Moreover, we report differential expression of genes associated with the JNK signaling 

pathway (Figure 4.3E). In addition, we found downregulation nuclear factor erythroid-derived 2-

like 2, Nfe2l2/NRF2 (Figure 4.3F) that is an important regulator of redox control. 
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Figure 4.3. GSTP1 knockdown affects various cell survival pathways. (A) Heatmap showing differential expression of genes 

associated with cell cycle and (B) Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) showing enrichment plot for mitotic cell cycle and (C) G₂/M 

checkpoint. (D) Heatmap showing the overexpression of programmed cell death-promoting genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 

cells compared to the control. Turquoise coloring indicates downregulation of genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared 

to the control, and red indicates upregulation of genes. (E) Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) showing enrichment plot for c-Jun 

N-terminal kinase (JNK) pathway, and (F) redox responsive transcription factor, nuclear factor erythroid-derived 2-like 2, Nfe2l2/NRF2. 
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GSTP1 knockdown causes senescence in PDAC cells 

Among the differentially expressed genes, the ones that showed the most substantial 

change were found to be associated with cellular senescence. These included upregulation of 

several senescence-promoting genes, such as CYR61, CTGF, CDKN1A (p21), SERPINE1, 

MAPK9, MAP2K3, and MSN. Further, functional pathway analysis using Reactome revealed 

oxidative stress-induced senescence as one of the significantly regulated pathways (Figure 4.4A).  

To validate the RNA-Seq data, we analyzed the mRNA levels of senescence-associated genes. We 

report upregulation of senescence-promoting genes, such as CDKN1A, CTGF, CSF2, CYR61, and 

SERPINE1, in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells compared to the control (Figure 4.4B). 

Additionally, we found increased expression of senescence-associated β-galactosidase, a 

characteristic hallmark of senescent cells, in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells (Figure 4.4C).   
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Figure 4.4. GSTP1 knockdown causes senescence in PDAC cells. (A) Heat map showing the 

genes associated with cellular senescence that are differentially expressed in GSTP1 knockdown 

cells (shGSTP1-1) compared to the scrambled controls (scr-shRNA) as predicted by RNA-

Sequencing. (B) qPCR validation of selected genes associated with senescence. Significant 

changes in mRNA expression levels are denoted with * (p < 0.05) (C) Scrambled control and 

GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells were stained for senescence-associated β-galactosidase. 

0.03% H₂O₂ was used as a positive control. 
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Discussion 

Using in vitro and pancreatic cancer mouse models, we have previously shown that GSTP1 

contributes to PDAC pathogenicity [8]. Genetic knockdown of GSTP1 resulted in impaired cell 

survival and activation of oxidative stress-mediated apoptotic signaling. In this study, our goal was 

to comprehensively understand the underlying mechanisms of reduced cell growth upon GSTP1 

inhibition. We used an RNA-Seq approach to investigate the global transcriptomic changes in 

GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells and then validated the results of a subset of genes using RT-qPCR. 

Our data provide evidence that GSTP1 knockdown reduces cell growth and survival by weakening 

the mRNA translation machinery in PDAC cells.  

Ubiquitous expression of GSTP1 in all mammalian tissues suggests that GSTP1 has 

important cellular roles [9]. Previously, it has been shown that GSTP1 contributes to the process 

of tumorigenesis in the breast [12], cervical [17], and pancreatic cancer [8]. GSTP1 overexpression 

in neoplastic tissue is often associated with resistance to chemotherapy and poor patient survival 

[22-24]. Evidence suggests that GSTP1 promotes the cell cycle [17] and inhibits oxidative-stress 

mediated apoptosis in cancer cells [8]. More recently, studies have shown that the cancer cell 

growth in mutant KRAS-driven neoplasms, such as PDAC [25], non-small cell lung [26], and 

colorectal cancers [27], is determined by the interactions between CRAF and GSTP1 [16]. These 

data have provided compelling evidence that GSTP1 is not only crucial in minimizing oxidative 

stress but plays an important role in cancer cell signaling and drug resistance. In the present study, 

for the first time, we report that GSTP1 knockdown impairs mRNA translation and causes 

senescence in PDAC cells.  

Aberrant signal transduction pathways are important hallmarks of cancer [28]. It is known 

that abnormal activation of these signaling molecules drives tumorigenesis by modifying the 
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activity of translation factors [29]. For example, MYC, a key regulator of protein synthesis, is 

activated in many cancers [30] and transcribes the elements of the translation machinery [31]. In 

particular, MYC drives the transcription of most ribosomal proteins and translation initiation 

factors [32].  

Individual ribosomal proteins have been found to be upregulated in hepatocellular 

carcinoma [33], non-small cell lung cancer [34], and some gynecologic tumors [35]. Interestingly, 

we observe reduced gene expression of various ribosomal proteins upon GSTP1 inhibition in 

PDAC cells. These include RPLP1, RPL3, RPL8, RPL10, RPL11, RPL13A, RPL19, RPL23A, 

RPS3, RPS4X, RPS6, RPS8, RPS11, RPS14, and RPS19. In addition, another transcription factor, 

Sp1, transcribes ribosomal proteins such as RPS24 and RPS27. We have previously shown that 

GSTP1 knockdown activates oxidative stress-mediated signaling and reduces the protein 

expression of Sp1 [8]. Here, in our RNA-Seq experiment, we see downregulation of RPS24 and 

RPS27 that are the targets of Sp1.  

In addition to their crucial role in ribosomal biogenesis and mRNA translation, ribosomal 

proteins have physiological roles independent of the translation machinery. Evidence shows that 

the ribosomal proteins of the large and the small subunit contribute to tumorigenesis by activating 

NF-kB [36, 37], cyclin D1 [38], and ITGB4 [39] and inhibiting the activity of p27 [40] and DNA 

damage-induced p53 [41]. Further, studies have shown that some ribosomal proteins are 

overexpressed in multidrug-resistant gastric cancer cells [42] and inhibit chemotherapy-induced 

cell death [40]. Based on these data, we hypothesize that ribosomal insufficiency and subsequent 

impairment in translation and cell signaling are the underlying causes of reduced growth in 

GSTP1-knockdown PDAC cells. 
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Because mRNA translation is an energy-intensive process [43], exposure to stress results 

in attenuation of global protein synthesis [44]. We have previously reported that GSTP1 

knockdown in PDAC cells causes oxidative stress due to the accumulation of reactive oxygen 

species. Based on the RNA-Seq data, we believe that the GSTP1-knockdown mediated oxidative 

stress results in the reduction of ribosomal proteins and protein synthesis. Since translation is finely 

tuned with cell proliferation and survival [45], decreased protein synthesis is often associated with 

impaired cell cycle and increased apoptosis [46]. In GSTP1-knockdown PDAC cells, we observed 

upregulation of the cell-cycle inhibitory genes, such as CDKN1A (p21), ATR, and BRCA2. In 

normal cells, p21 exerts its antiproliferative effects by inhibiting the cyclin kinases essential for 

cell cycle progression [47]. Studies show that p21 is an effective, universal CDK inhibitor [48]. It 

binds to and inhibits the activity of CDK1, CDK2, and CDK4/6 complexes, therefore functioning 

as a checkpoint regulator during the G1/S phase [49]. Similarly, upregulation of ATR and BRCA2 

in GSTP1-knockdown cells suggests GSTP1 plays an important role in cell cycle regulation [50, 

51].  

We have previously shown that GSTP1 protects the PDAC cells from oxidative-stress 

mediated apoptosis [8]. Complementing the previous findings, our RNA-Seq experiment shows 

an upregulation of the pro-apoptotic gene, STAT3, in GSTP1-knockdown PDAC cells. STAT3 is 

a DNA-binding transcription factor that is activated by the transmembrane receptor tyrosine 

kinase, EGFR [52]. Studies have shown that in EGFR-mediated apoptosis, STAT3 is a key 

regulator of programmed cell death in myeloid leukemia and prostate cancer [53]. Further, we 

found upregulation of caspase-activated DNase (CAD) in GSTP1-knockdown PDAC cells. 

Apoptotic signaling triggers the nucleolytic activity that results in genomic DNA fragmentation 

[54]. Liu et al. [55] and Halenbeck et al. [56] have previously shown that CAD is the primary 
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nuclease that is activated in pre-apoptotic cells. These results suggest that GSTP1 knockdown 

causes apoptosis in PDAC cells. 

Interestingly, GSEA analysis of our RNA-Seq data shows activation of NRF2 signaling 

pathway in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. NRF2 is the principal regulator of cellular antioxidant 

response that has numerous functions in cell growth and survival [57]. It is well known that mutant 

KRAS (G12D) and Myc increase the transcription of NRF2 to activate the antioxidant system in 

cancer cells and promote tumorigenesis [58]. Therefore, dysregulated NRF2 signaling in GSTP1 

knockdown cells suggests that targeting GSTP1 holds the potential to develop standalone or 

combination therapies to effectively treat KRAS-driven cancers. 

In addition to impaired mRNA translation, aberrant cell cycle, and increased apoptosis, 

GSTP1-knockdown PDAC cells also showed increased senescence. Cellular senescence is defined 

as stress-induced, stable cell-cycle arrest [59]. Interestingly, in our RNA-Seq experiment, we see 

an upregulation of the CCN family of proteins (CYR61/CCN1 and CTGF/CCN2). Previously it 

was shown that overexpression of CCN proteins results in premature senescence in fibroblasts; 

however, Ccn dm/dm mice exhibited reduced senescence during maturation [60]. Further, we 

report upregulation of SERPINE1, also known as plasminogen activator inhibitor-1. Studies show 

that SERPINE1 is secreted from senescent cells to trigger cell-cycle arrest and senescence in other 

cells of the microenvironment [61]. Based on our data, we conclude that GSTP1 knockdown 

induces senescence in PDAC cells.    

The dismal response of targeted therapies in the clinic is often attributed to the intra-tumor 

heterogeneity [62]. This is because most drugs are designed to eliminate the cells bearing a specific 

genetic lesion, while the ones that are powered by other mutations survive the treatment and cause 

tumor relapse [63, 64]. Because the mRNA translation machinery is hyperactive in many tumors 
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[29] and integrates almost all oncogenic signals [65], developing therapeutic modalities that target 

the protein synthesis holds promise for disease-free survival in cancer patients. In this study, we 

show that GSTP1 contributes to tumorigenesis by increasing the transcription of the ribosomal 

proteins. Further, loss of GSTP1 induces the oxidative-stress response pathway resulting in a stable 

cell-cycle arrest and activation of the apoptotic signaling pathway. Taken together, our data 

suggest that targeting GSTP1 in combination with conventional antineoplastic drugs is a potential 

therapy to treat pancreatic cancer patients. 
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V. MULTI-OMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF GLUTATHIONE S-TRANSFERASE PI-1 

(GSTP1) KNOCKDOWN PDAC CELLS REVEALS DOWNREGULATION OF 

METABOLIC GENES, ALDH7A1 AND GLUT34 

Abstract 

Glutathione S transferase pi-1 (GSTP1) maintains cellular homeostasis by conjugating the 

reactive electrophiles and by-products of aerobic respiration to glutathione. In addition to 

maintaining redox balance, convincing evidence suggests that GSTP1 promotes tumorigenesis by 

inhibiting the cell death signaling pathways. Although the loss of GSTP1 activity or expression 

reduces cancer cell survival in breast, pancreatic, and cervical cancer models, the anticancer 

mechanisms underlying GSTP1 inhibition remain poorly understood. Here, we show that loss of 

GSTP1 has direct implications on the redox homeostasis of PDAC cells. Further, we performed a 

detailed, multi-omic characterization of GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells. Our results reveal 

unique changes in the global transcriptomic and proteomic signatures associated with GSTP1 

knockdown. Precisely, we found 550 genes and 69 proteins to be differentially expressed in 

GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control. Among them, 41 were similarly 

upregulated or downregulated at the mRNA and the protein level. Pathway analyses using these 

differentially expressed genes revealed that cellular metabolism and energy production are the 

most affected physiological mechanisms in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. Our data suggest that 

impaired energy production in GSTP1 knockdown cells is primarily due to the reduced expression 

of the metabolic genes- ALDH7A1 and GLUT3, which are crucial for fatty acid oxidation and 

glucose uptake, respectively. Thus, this study suggests that GSTP1 knockdown significantly 
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changes the transcriptome and the proteome of PDAC cells and underlines impaired cellular 

metabolism by which GSTP1 inhibition reduces cancer-cell growth and survival. Collectively, our 

data show convincing evidence that GSTP1 is crucial in maintaining optimal redox and metabolic 

homeostasis in PDAC cells and targeting GSTP1 is a potential therapy for PDAC patients.   

Introduction 

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), the most common type of pancreatic cancer, 

is a lethal malignancy [1]. Lack of early detection strategies, rapid metastasis, and resistance to 

conventional chemotherapy compound the ineffectiveness of treating the disease [2]. As a result, 

only 10% of the patients survive for more than five years after diagnosis [3]. Although surgical 

resection followed by radiation therapy is most effective, less than 20% of the patients are eligible 

for surgery due to the progressive nature of the disease at the time of diagnosis [4]. Current 

therapeutic recommendations for locally advanced or metastatic PDAC patients include either 

FOLFIRINOX (leucovorin, 5-fluorouracil, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin) or gemcitabine co-

administered with nanoparticle albumin-bound (NAB) –paclitaxel, which has marginal effects on 

the overall clinical outcomes [5]. Therefore, to improve the efficacy of currently used therapy, 

identification of the novel targets unique to pancreatic cancer physiology is needed.  

Among other avenues of discovering effective therapies, targeting cancer cell metabolism 

has shown remarkable promise [6, 7]. Cancer cells survive and proliferate in an alien environment, 

which is mediated by extensive metabolic rewiring [8]. Similar to oncogene addiction, where 

cancer cells become dependent on the activity of an oncogene for survival and proliferation [9], 

specific cancer cells become addicted to metabolic pathways for energy production and 

macromolecular biosynthesis [10]. Such dependencies can present vulnerabilities specific to 
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cancer cells, and recent studies in the field of pancreatic cancer metabolism have established the 

therapeutic advantage of these addictions [11].  

PDAC is a solid tumor that survives and proliferates in a hypoxic, nutrient-poor 

environment [12, 13]. The hostile tumor microenvironment drives the molecular and physiological 

adaptations in cancer cells to maintain redox and metabolic homeostasis [14-16]. One such 

adaptation is a hyperactive antioxidant system in cancer cells [17]. Glutathione S-transferase Pi-1 

(GSTP1), a primary detoxification enzyme, is overexpressed in various human cancers [18], 

including PDAC [19]. A higher expression of GSTP1 is often associated with tumor progression 

and, therefore, poor clinical outcomes for PDAC patients [19]. The canonical function of GSTP1 

is to conjugate reduced glutathione (GSH) to the reactive electrophiles and xenobiotic compounds 

[20]. However, growing evidence suggests that GSTP1 plays a critical role in cancer cell 

metabolism, signaling, and drug resistance [21, 22].  

Our previous work demonstrated that disrupting the antioxidant system via targeting 

GSTP1 activates apoptotic signaling in PDAC cells. We found that GSTP1 knockdown causes cell 

death primarily by increasing the reactive oxygen species (ROS) in PDAC cells [19]. However, 

little is known about the precise mechanism through which GSTP1 promotes pancreatic cancer 

cell growth and proliferation. Thus, in an effort to target the redox homeostasis and to further 

understand the biological role of GSTP1, we developed the doxycycline-inducible GSTP1-

knockdown PDAC cells. We used multi-omics techniques to determine the global impacts of 

GSTP1 knockdown on the transcriptome and the proteome of the PDAC cells. We show that 

GSTP1 knockdown alters the transcriptomic and proteomic signature of the PDAC cells. Further, 

we report that GSTP1 knockdown impairs the metabolic efficacy of PDAC cells. Because GSTP1 
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is crucial in maintaining redox homeostasis and driving cancer cell metabolism, targeting GSTP1 

and its adjoining metabolic pathways represent therapeutic opportunities for PDAC. 

Materials and methods 

Chemicals 

Puromycin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. Doxycycline was 

purchased from MP Biomedicals, Albany, NY, USA. N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) was purchased 

from Amresco Biochemicals (ELITech group), Logan, UT, USA. GSTP1 and ALDH7A1 

(Antiquitin) antibodies were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA. 

Antibodies to SLC2A3 (GLUT3) and 4-hydroxy nonenal (4-HNE) were purchased from Abcam, 

Waltham, MA, USA. GAPDH antibody was obtained from Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, 

MA, USA. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-linked anti-mouse and anti-rabbit IgG secondary 

antibodies were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology. CellROX™ Deep Red Reagent was 

purchased from Invitrogen (by ThermoFisher Scientific), Eugene, OR, USA.   

Cell culture 

Human PDAC cell lines (MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3) were 

obtained from American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA. hTERT-HPNE cells were 

obtained from Dr. Channing Der’s laboratory at UNC, Chapel Hill, NC, USA. MIA PaCa-2 cells 

were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) high-glucose media (GE 

Healthcare Life Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA) containing 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Atlanta 

Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA, USA) and 2.5% (v/v) horse serum (Corning, Corning, NY, 

USA). PANC-1 cells were cultured in DMEM high-glucose media containing 10% (v/v) FBS. 

HPAF-II cells were cultured in Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium (EMEM) (Corning, Corning, 

NY, USA) containing 10% v/v Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). AsPC-1 were cultured in RPMI-1640 
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(GE Healthcare Life Sciences) containing 10% FBS (v/v). Cells were maintained at 37 °C with 

5% CO₂. All cell-culture growth media were supplemented with 1% HyClone Antibiotic 

Antimycotic (Pen/Strep/Fungizone) Solution (Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ, USA. The cell 

lines were subcultured by enzymatic digestion with 0.25% trypsin/1 mM EDTA solution (GE 

Healthcare Life Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA) when they were 80% confluent. Lentiviral 

transfected (NS control and GSTP1 knockdown) cells were cultured with 5 µg/mL puromycin in 

growth media to maintain the selection. All cell lines tested negative for Mycoplasma 

contamination. 

Western blotting 

Cells were washed in cold PBS, trypsinized, and centrifuged for 4 minutes at 7,000 rpm. 

Cell pellets were resuspended in cell culture lysis buffer (Promega) containing 

protease/phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Cell Signaling Technology) and incubated on ice for 30 

minutes. The cell lysate was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4°C to collect the protein 

supernatant. The total protein concentration was measured using the PierceTM BCA Protein Assay 

Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific). The protein samples (10-80 µg) were prepared in loading buffer 

(Alfa Aesar) with 3-5% BME and subjected to thermal denaturation at 100°C. Samples were 

loaded in 7-10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels and separated at 100 V for 3-3.5 hours at 4°C. Proteins 

were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (GE Healthcare) at 100 V for 70 minutes 4°C. Blots 

were blocked using 5% BSA for 3 hours and incubated overnight at 4°C in primary antibody 

(1:1000). The blots were washed in 1X TBS-T and probed for 1 hour at room temperature with a 

corresponding secondary antibody (1:2000) containing anti-biotin (1:5000). The blots were 

visualized using SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate (ThermoFisher 
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Scientific), and chemiluminescence was detected with the FluorChem® FC2 Imaging System 

(Alpha Innotech). 

Quantitative real-time PCR 

RNA was isolated from cells using the Phenol-Free Total RNA Purification Kit (VWR Life 

Science) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was eluted using 50 µL of nuclease-free 

water. The RNA concentration was measured using the NanoDrop 1000 Spectrophotometer 

(ThermoFisher Scientific), and 2 µg of RNA was used to generate cDNA using the qScript cDNA 

synthesis kit (Quanta Biosciences). Real-time qPCR was performed in triplicate using 10 µL 

PerfeCTa® SYBR® Green Supermix (Quanta Biosciences, 95056), 4 µL nuclease-free water, 4 

µL 1:10 dilution of cDNA, and 1µL 3mM forward and reverse primers (Table 5.1). The 96-well 

PCR microplate (Sigma Aldrich) was run using the Stratagene Mx3000P® Multiplex Quantitative 

PCR System (Agilent Technologies) with the following conditions: 95°C for 2 minutes, then 45 

cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds, 55°C for 30 seconds, and 72°C for 30 seconds. The results were 

normalized using β-actin and β-tubulin as housekeeping reference genes, and data were analyzed 

using the 2-ΔΔCt method [27]. 

Table 5.1. Primer sequences used for measuring mRNA expression via quantitative 

polymerase chain reaction. 

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer 

GSTP1 5′-CAG GAG GGC TCA CTC AAA GC-3′ 5′-AGG TGA CGC AGG ATG GTA TTG-3′ 

ALDH7A1 5′-TTT CCC TGT GGC AGT GTA TG-3′ 5′-CCT CCA GAA CCT TGG CTA TTA TC-3′ 

GLUT3 5′-TAC CAT CCT TCC TGC TAT CCT-3′ 5′-GAC ATC CTT GCA CTC TCA TCT T-3′ 

β-Actin 5′-TTG CCG ACA GGA TGC AGA A-3′ 5′-GCC GAT CCA CAC GGA GTA CTT-3′ 

β-Tubulin 5′-GTT CGC TCA GGT CCT TTT GG-3′ 5′-CCC TCT GTG TAG TGG CCT TTG-3′ 

 

Cell viability assay 

MIA PaCa-2 (125/well), PANC-1 (200/well), and HPAF-II (400/well) cells were seeded 

in 96-well plates. The viability of control (NS) and GSTP1 knockdown cells (shGSTP1-1 and 
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shGSTP1-2) was measured every 24 hours for ten days by adding 10 μl of 10 mg/mL 3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) reagent to each well and 

incubating the plates for 3 hours at 37°C. The MTT reagent was removed, DMSO (100 μL/well) 

was added to solubilize the crystals, and absorbance was measured at 570 nm using a Bio-Rad 

xMark Microplate Absorbance Spectrophotometer. The data represent the average ± standard 

deviation for three independent experiments with twenty-four technical replicates for each 

treatment. 

Detection of ROS 

Following doxycycline treatment for 96 hours, NS control and GSTP1 knockdown PDAC 

cells were harvested and resuspended in complete culture media. CellRox™ Deep Red Reagent 

(Invitrogen) was added to a final concentration of 1000 nM to the samples. The samples were 

incubated for 60 minutes in an incubator at 37 ºC. After staining, cells were washed once with 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The samples were immediately analyzed by flow cytometry 

using BD Accuri C6 system, using 635 nm excitation. Three technical replicates were included for 

each experiment, and the experiments were performed three times for each cell line. The data 

represent the average ± standard deviation of fluorescence values from three independent 

experiments with three technical replicates for each treatment. FLOWJO software was used to 

create histograms. 

RNA-Seq analysis 

RNA extraction and sequencing: Following doxycycline treatment for 96 hours, total RNA 

was extracted from four replicates of NS control and shGSTP1-1 MIA PaCa-2 cells, using RNeasy 

RNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Ann Arbor, MI) following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was 

quantified using a NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Four micrograms of total 
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RNA per sample was sent to University of Minnesota Genomics Center, St. Paul, MN. All the 

samples passed quality control with an RNA integrity number (RIN) of ≥ 9.4. Unique, dual-

indexed, TruSeq stranded mRNA libraries were created. Mean quality score for all libraries was 

greater than Q30.  The libraries were pooled and sequences in two lanes of the flow cell on an 

Illumina NovaSeq 6000. The library pool was gel size-selected to have average inserts of ≈ 200bp. 

Differential gene expression analysis: Reads from each sample were aligned to the most 

updated reference human genome (GRCh38) available on Ensembl. SAMtools [28] was used to 

generate, sort, and index BAM (binary alignment/map) files. Gene expression was calculated as 

the total number of reads for each sample that uniquely aligned to the reference genome, binned 

by gene coordinate annotations. The generated reads were assigned the genomic features using the 

featureCounts function. Differential gene expression analysis between the NS control and 

shGSTP1-1 (GSTP1 knockdown) MIA PaCa-2 cells was performed using the Bioconductor 

package, DESeq2 [29]. To account for differences in sequencing depth across samples, raw read 

counts were normalized using methodologies implemented in DESeq2. Differential expression of 

the normalized read counts was performed using the negative binomial test with the Benjamini-

Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) adjustment method as applied by DESeq2. For our analysis, 

an FDR of 0.01 was applied, and genes with a p-adjusted value of less than or equal to 0.01 and a 

log₂-fold change of less than -1 or greater than +1 were defined as significantly down- or 

upregulated. The pathway analyses were performed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA), 

Enrichr [30], and Reactome [31] tools.  

Proteomics 

Sample preparation: NS control and shGSTP1-1 MIA PaCa-2 cells were treated with 

doxycycline for 96 hours. Five million cells from NS control and shGSTP1-1 MIA PaCa-2 cells 
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were collected for mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics experiment. The samples were 

stored in -80 ºC until the proteomics experiment. Five biological replicates from each group were 

sent to the Proteomics Core Facility, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, 

AR.  

Tandem mass tag (TMT) labeling and HPLC analysis: At the facility, the total protein was 

extracted. Proteins were reduced, alkylated, and purified by chloroform/methanol extraction prior 

to digestion with sequencing grade modified porcine trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI). Tryptic 

peptides were labeled using tandem mass tag isobaric labeling reagents (ThermoFisher, Waltham, 

MA) following the manufacturer’s instructions and combined into one 10-plex sample group. The 

labeled peptide multiplex was separated into 46 fractions on a 100 x 1.0 mm Acquity BEH C18 

column (Waters, Milford, MA) using an UltiMate 3000 UHPLC system (ThermoFisher, Waltham, 

MA) with a 50 min gradient from 99:1 to 60:40 buffer A:B ratio under basic pH conditions, and 

then consolidated into 18 super-fractions. Each super-fraction was then further separated by 

reverse phase XSelect CSH C18 2.5 um resin (Waters, Milford, MA) on an in-line 150 x 0.075 

mm column using an UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano system (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA). Peptides 

were eluted using a 60 min gradient from 98:2 to 60:40 buffer A: B ratio. Eluted peptides were 

ionized by electrospray (2.2 kV) followed by mass spectrometric analysis on an Orbitrap Eclipse 

Tribrid mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) using multi-notch MS3 parameters. MS 

data were acquired using the FTMS analyzer in top-speed profile mode at a resolution of 120,000 

over a range of 375 to 1500 m/z. Following CID activation with normalized collision energy of 

35.0, MS/MS data were acquired using the ion trap analyzer in centroid mode and normal mass 

range. Using synchronous precursor selection, up to 10 MS/MS precursors were selected for HCD 

activation with normalized collision energy of 65.0, followed by acquisition of MS3 reporter ion 
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data using the FTMS analyzer in profile mode at a resolution of 50,000 over a range of 100-500 

m/z. Buffer A = 0.1% formic acid and 0.5% acetonitrile. Buffer B = 0.1% formic acid and 99.9% 

acetonitrile. Both buffers were adjusted to pH 10 with ammonium hydroxide for offline separation.  

Differential protein expression analysis: Protein TMT MS3 reporter-ion intensity values 

were assessed for quality using the in-house ProteiNorm app (University of Arkansas for Medical 

Sciences, Little Rock, AR) a user-friendly tool for a systematic evaluation of normalization 

methods, imputation of missing values and comparisons of different differential abundance 

methods. Popular normalization methods were evaluated including log₂ normalization, median 

normalization, mean normalization, variance-stabilizing normalization [32], quantile 

normalization [33], cyclic loess normalization [34], global robust linear regression normalization 

(RLR) [35], and global intensity normalization [35]. The individual performance of each method 

were evaluated by comparing of the following matrices: total intensity, Pooled intragroup 

Coefficient of Variation (PCV), Pooled intragroup Median Absolute Deviation (PMAD), Pooled 

intragroup estimate of variance (PEV), intragroup correlation, sample correlation heatmap 

(Pearson), and log₂-ratio distributions. The normalized data was used to perform statistical analysis 

using Linear Models for Microarray Data (limma) with empirical Bayes (eBayes) smoothing to 

the standard errors [34]. Proteins with an FDR adjusted p-value < 0.01 and a fold change > 2 were 

considered to be significant. The pathway analyses were performed using Ingenuity Pathway 

Analysis (IPA), Reactome [31], and Enrichr [30] tools. 

Statistical analyses 

For relative GSTP1 expression in different human PDAC cell lines, different cell lines and 

experimental replicate were the factors. Cell viability was analyzed separately for each PDAC cell 

line with knockdown line, time, and experimental replicate as the factors. Relative protein 
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expression of GSTP1, ALDH7A1, and SLC2A3 were analyzed with protein, knockdown line, and 

experimental replicate as the factors. All analyses were performed using the MIXED procedure in 

SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary NC). 

Results 

Establishment of doxycycline-inducible GSTP1-knockdown PDAC cells 

Three PDAC cell lines (MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II) were seeded in 6 cm dishes. 

When the cells reached 50% confluence, they were treated with polybrene and lentiviral particles 

containing non-specific control (NS) and human GSTP1-specific shRNA (shGSTP1-1, shGSTP1-

2, and shGSTP1-3) cloned in SMARTvector™ (Figure 5.1A). After 24 hours, the viral particles 

were removed, and the cells were provided with fresh culture media. The transfected cells were 

selected over five days with 5 µg/mL puromycin. Following puromycin selection, GSTP1 

knockdown was induced by the treatment of 500 ng/mL doxycycline to the growth media. GSTP1 

protein expression was evaluated every 24 hours via western blotting. We report more than 90% 

reduction in GSTP1 protein expression and mRNA expression after 96 hours of doxycycline 

treatment (Figures 5.1B-D). Two sequences with the most potent suppression (shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2) were selected for all in vitro studies. Additionally, we show that GSTP1 protein 

expression can be restored to near untreated levels after 120 hours of doxycycline removal (Figures 

5.1E-J). 
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Figure 5.1. Establishment of the doxycycline (dox) inducible glutathione S–transferase pi-1 

(GSTP1) knockdown pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) cells. (A) Tet (doxycycline)-

driven SMART™ vector for inducible expression of GSTP1 shRNA. GSTP1 was knocked down 

in MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II PDAC cells using two independent shRNAs (shGSTP1-1 

and shGSTP1-2) and expression was confirmed by (B, C) western blotting and (D) quantitative 

real-time (qRT)-PCR analysis after 96 hours of dox treatment. To restore the expression of GSTP1, 

doxycycline was removed for 120 hours (dox +-) and the total protein was collected. Western 

blotting was used to confirm the levels of GSTP1 after doxycycline removal in MIA PaCa-2 (E, 

F), PANC-1 (G, H), and HPAF-II (I, J) cells. Western blot data were normalized to GAPDH for 

each cell line, and relative protein expression is shown for the non-specific control shRNA (NS 

control) compared to the GSTP1 shRNA sequences. Protein and mRNA levels of GSTP1 in NS 

control were compared to shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2. The images are representative of three 

independent experiments. The Student’s t-test was used to evaluate the significance in the 

difference of GSTP1 expression among different groups. Statistically significant changes in 

expression levels in GSTP1 knockdown groups compared to the NS control are shown with * (p < 

0.05). 
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Figure 5.1. Establishment of the doxycycline (dox) inducible glutathione S–transferase pi-1 

(GSTP1) knockdown pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) cells (continued). (A) Tet 

(doxycycline)-driven SMART™ vector for inducible expression of GSTP1 shRNA. GSTP1 was 

knocked down in MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II PDAC cells using two independent 

shRNAs (shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2) and expression was confirmed by (B, C) western blotting 

and (D) quantitative real-time (qRT)-PCR analysis after 96 hours of dox treatment. To restore the 

expression of GSTP1, doxycycline was removed for 120 hours (dox +-) and the total protein was 

collected. Western blotting was used to confirm the levels of GSTP1 after doxycycline removal in 

MIA PaCa-2 (E, F), PANC-1 (G, H), and HPAF-II (I, J) cells. Western blot data were normalized 

to GAPDH for each cell line, and relative protein expression is shown for the non-specific control 

shRNA (NS control) compared to the GSTP1 shRNA sequences. Protein and mRNA levels of 

GSTP1 in NS control were compared to shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2. The images are 

representative of three independent experiments. The Student’s t-test was used to evaluate the 

significance in the difference of GSTP1 expression among different groups. Statistically 

significant changes in expression levels in GSTP1 knockdown groups compared to the NS control 

are shown with * (p < 0.05). 

GSTP1 knockdown reduces PDAC cell growth 

To determine if GSTP1 knockdown impairs cell viability of PDAC cells, we performed 

MTT assays. We show that GSTP1 knockdown impairs cell viability of MIA PaCa-2 and PANC-

1 cells by more than 20% and by 15% for HPAF-II cells (Figure 5.2A).  
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GSTP1 knockdown increases ROS levels in PDAC cells 

GSTP1 is a key antioxidant enzyme that maintains optimal redox environment in the cells. 

We speculated that the loss of GSTP1 could result in an increased accumulation of ROS leading 

to oxidative stress. Non-specific control (NS) and GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-

2) MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells were stained with the fluorescent dye CellROX™ 

Deep Red Reagent to detect ROS, and fluorescence was determined using flow cytometry. We 

show GSTP1 knockdown elevates ROS levels by 2.1, 1.5, and 1.7 fold in MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, 

and HPAF-II cells, respectively. Further, we show that ROS levels can be restored to near control 

levels by removing doxycycline for 48 hours from the growth media (Figures 5.2B and C).  
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Figure 5.2. GSTP1 knockdown reduces PDAC cell growth and increases ROS levels. (A) MTT assays were used to detect the 

average cell viability of NS control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells for three independent experiments 

with twenty-four technical replicates for each. The y-axis represents the absorbance (570 nm) recorded every 24 hours for ten days. The 

absorbance (cell viability) was compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. The Student’s t-test was 

used to analyze the significance between knockdown groups and the control. (B) Histograms showing ROS levels determined using 

CellROX™ Deep Red reagent and flow cytometry for NS control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells 

after 96 hours of dox treatment. GSTP1 was restored by withdrawing dox for 120 hours (dox +-) before analyzing the ROS levels. The 

figure shows a representative image of three independent experiments. (C) Quantification of ROS levels in NS control and GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells. ROS levels in NS control were compared to that in shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. The Student’s 

t-test was used to identify potential significant differences. Statistically significant results in GSTP1 knockdown groups compared to 

the NS control are shown with * (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 5.2. GSTP1 knockdown reduces PDAC cell growth and increases ROS levels (continued). (A) MTT assays were used to 

detect the average cell viability of NS control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells for three independent 

experiments with twenty-four technical replicates for each. The y-axis represents the absorbance (570 nm) recorded every 24 hours for 

ten days. The absorbance (cell viability) was compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. The 

Student’s t-test was used to analyze the significance between knockdown groups and the control. (B) Histograms showing ROS levels 

determined using CellROX™ Deep Red reagent and flow cytometry for NS control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and 

HPAF-II cells after 96 hours of dox treatment. GSTP1 was restored by withdrawing dox for 120 hours (dox +-) before analyzing the 

ROS levels. The figure shows a representative image of three independent experiments. (C) Quantification of ROS levels in NS control 

and GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. ROS levels in NS control were compared to that in shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. 

The Student’s t-test was used to identify potential significant differences. Statistically significant results in GSTP1 knockdown groups 

compared to the NS control are shown with * (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 5.2. GSTP1 knockdown reduces PDAC cell growth and increases ROS levels (continued). (A) MTT assays were used to 

detect the average cell viability of NS control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II cells for three independent 

experiments with twenty-four technical replicates for each. The y-axis represents the absorbance (570 nm) recorded every 24 hours for 

ten days. The absorbance (cell viability) was compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. The 

Student’s t-test was used to analyze the significance between knockdown groups and the control. (B) Histograms showing ROS levels 

determined using CellROX™ Deep Red reagent and flow cytometry for NS control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and 

HPAF-II cells after 96 hours of dox treatment. GSTP1 was restored by withdrawing dox for 120 hours (dox +-) before analyzing the 

ROS levels. The figure shows a representative image of three independent experiments. (C) Quantification of ROS levels in NS control 

and GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. ROS levels in NS control were compared to that in shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. 

The Student’s t-test was used to identify potential significant differences. Statistically significant results in GSTP1 knockdown groups 

compared to the NS control are shown with * (p < 0.05). 
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GSTP1 knockdown induces a differential transcriptomic response in PDAC cells 

To identify the potential mechanisms underlying the impaired growth in GSTP1-

knockdown cells and the effects of increased oxidative stress on the transcriptome of the PDAC 

cells, we performed an RNA-Seq experiment. A total of 211,535,272 single-end, one-hundred and 

fifty base pair reads were obtained from eight samples (four biological replicates each of NS 

control and GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells). We obtained an average of 26,441,909 high-

quality reads for each sample. More than 96% of the reads mapped successfully to the human 

genome, and approximately 90% aligned exclusively to the unique regions. The characteristics of 

the output reads are summarized in the Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2. Non-specific control (NS) and GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1) MIA PaCa-2 cells 

were sequenced using Illumina NovaSeq6000 with four replicates each. The characteristics of 

the raw, output reads are summarized. QC: quality control. 

Sample QC Passed 

reads 

% overall 

alignment 

% unique 

alignments 

% successfully 

assigned alignments 

MIA PaCa-2 NS (Rep 1) 25,776,715 97.07 89.65 71.8 

MIA PaCa-2 NS (Rep 2) 32,194,825 97.05 89.81 73.1 

MIA PaCa-2 NS (Rep 3) 25,783,621 97.02 89.69 72.7 

MIA PaCa-2 NS (Rep 4) 27,552,146 96.84 89.33 72.6 

MIA PaCa-2 shGSTP1-1 (Rep 1) 32,942,440 96.68 89.93 74.3 

MIA PaCa-2 shGSTP1-1 (Rep 2) 21,998,409 96.96 89.96 74.0 

MIA PaCa-2 shGSTP1-1 (Rep 3) 21,904,880 96.81 90.02 74.5 

MIA PaCa-2 shGSTP1-1 (Rep 4) 21,162,205 96.73 89.81 74.6 

 

A high correlation was observed between all four biological replicates of each sample, 

which is represented in the principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 5.3A). We found 1600 

genes that had significant changes in gene expression between the NS control and the GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells. Of them, we categorized 550 as differentially expressed between 

the two groups. Differentially expressed genes were defined as genes with a log₂-fold change of 

less than -1 or greater than +1 and the p-adjusted value of less than 0.01. We found that GSTP1 
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knockdown upregulates the expression of 237 genes and downregulates the expression of 313 

genes (Figure 5.3B). All differentially expressed genes are listed in Appendix A. The top 

differentially expressed genes were visualized using the heatmap tool in the ggplot2 [23] library 

(Figures 5.3C-E). 

GSTP1 knockdown induces a differential proteomic response in PDAC cells 

Encouraged by the transcriptomics results of GSTP1-knockdown PDAC cells, we next 

investigated the effects of GSTP1 knockdown on the global proteomic signature of the PDAC 

cells. We performed the comparative proteomics analysis with the quadrupole and the linear ion-

trap technologies using the Orbitrap Tribrid LC-MS/MS for MIA PaCa-2 cells. In total, 5,965 

proteins could be identified in each group. To identify the differentially expressed proteins, we 

compared the log₂ cyclic Loess normalized exclusive tandem mass tag (TMT) intensities for the 

control and GSTP1 knockdown cells. A high correlation was observed between all five biological 

replicates of each sample, which is represented in the principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 

5.4A). We classified 69 proteins as differentially expressed in GSTP1 knockdown cells compared 

to the control. The proteins with a log₂-fold change of less than -1 or greater than +1 and the 

adjusted p-value of less than 0.01 were categorized as differentially expressed. Out of the 69 

differentially expressed proteins, 17 were upregulated, and 52 were downregulated in GSTP1 

knockdown cells compared to the control (Figure 5.4B). All differentially expressed proteins are 

listed in Appendix B. These differentially expressed proteins were visualized using the heatmap 

tool in the ggplot2 [23] library (Figures 5.4C-E). 
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Figure 5.3. GSTP1 knockdown induces a differential transcriptome in PDAC cells. (A) 

Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing the divergent transcriptome of GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the NS control cells. (B) MA-plot showing upregulated 

(red) and downregulated (blue) genes in GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1) cells compared to the 

NS control (padj <0.01 and log₂-fold <-1 or >1). (C) Heatmap showing the forty most significant 

downregulated and upregulated genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the 

control. White color indicates downregulation of genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells 

compared to the control and dark blue indicates upregulation of genes. The thirty most significant 

(D) downregulated and (E) upregulated genes are represented in the bar graphs. 
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Figure 5.3. GSTP1 knockdown induces a differential transcriptome in PDAC cells 

(continued). (A) Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing the divergent transcriptome 

of GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the NS control cells. (B) MA-plot showing 

upregulated (red) and downregulated (blue) genes in GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1) cells 

compared to the NS control (padj <0.01 and log₂-fold <-1 or >1). (C) Heatmap showing the forty 

most significant downregulated and upregulated genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells 

compared to the control. White color indicates downregulation of genes in GSTP1 knockdown 

MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and dark blue indicates upregulation of genes. The 

thirty most significant (D) downregulated and (E) upregulated genes are represented in the bar 

graphs. 
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Figure 5.4. GSTP1 knockdown alters the global proteomic signature in PDAC cells. (A) 

Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing the divergent proteome of GSTP1 knockdown 

MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the NS control cells. (B) Volcano plot showing upregulated (red) 

and downregulated (blue) proteins in GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1) cells compared to the NS 

control (padj <0.01 and log₂-fold <-1 or >1). (C) Heatmap showing the fifty-two most significant 

downregulated and seventeen upregulated genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells 

compared to the control. Dark blue color indicates downregulated proteins in GSTP1 knockdown 

MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and red indicates upregulated proteins. The fifteen most 

significant (D) downregulated and (E) upregulated proteins in GSTP1 knockdown cells are 

represented in the bar graphs. 
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Figure 5.4. GSTP1 knockdown alters the global proteomic signature in PDAC cells 

(continued). (A) Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing the divergent proteome of 

GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the NS control cells. (B) Volcano plot showing 

upregulated (red) and downregulated (blue) proteins in GSTP1 knockdown (shGSTP1-1) cells 

compared to the NS control (padj <0.01 and log₂-fold <-1 or >1). (C) Heatmap showing the fifty-

two most significant downregulated and seventeen upregulated genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA 

PaCa-2 cells compared to the control. Dark blue color indicates downregulated proteins in GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and red indicates upregulated proteins. The 

fifteen most significant (D) downregulated and (E) upregulated proteins in GSTP1 knockdown 

cells are represented in the bar graphs. 

GSTP1 knockdown impairs the metabolic efficacy of PDAC cells 

Interestingly, our bulk RNA sequencing and LC-MS/MS-based proteomics experiments 

revealed strong overlap in the genes that are differentially expressed at the mRNA and the protein 

levels respectively in GSTP1 knockdown cells compared to the control. To determine the changes 

in the cellular and molecular pathways associated with GSTP1 knockdown in PDAC cells, we 

performed functional pathway analysis using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (Qiagen) software. We 

found cell function, maintenance, and signaling to be the most affected molecular pathways in 
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GSTP1 knockdown cells. Similarly, gene set enrichment analysis, using Enrichr, revealed that 

genes involved in metabolism, oxidative phosphorylation, and cellular signaling were 

differentially expressed in GSTP1 knockdown cells compared to the control. To be specific, 

cellular metabolism, pentose phosphate pathway, tricarboxylic-acid cycle, ATP synthesis, TGFβ 

signaling, and Wnt signaling pathways were among the top differentially regulated pathways in 

GSTP1 knockdown cells (Figures 5.5A and B). The significantly enriched pathways identified in 

our comparative transcriptomics and proteomics experiments are summarized in Tables 5.3 and 

5.4, respectively. 

Table 5.3. Significantly enriched pathways in doxycycline-inducible GSTP1 knockdown 

MIA PaCa-2 cells predicted by the comparative RNA-Seq analysis. The q-value is an adjusted 

p-value calculated using the Benjamini-Hochberg method for correction for multiple hypotheses 

testing. 

Enriched pathway p-value q-value 

Metabolism (Homo sapiens) 8.422E-07 2.671E-04 

Insulin signaling pathway 3.702E-06 1.794E-04 

Extracellular matrix organization 1.204E-06 3.063E-04 

Downregulation of TGFβ signaling 1.646E-05 0.002 

Downstream signal transduction 2.054E-05 0.002 

Signaling by Wnt 4.922E-05 0.003 

Prolonged ERK activation/signaling to ERKs 9.784E-05 0.004 

Cellular senescence 1.042E-04 0.006 

MAPK family cascade signaling 1.557E-04 0.006 

Signaling by interleukins 1.942E-04 0.006 

Post-translational protein modifications 2.113E-04 0.006 

Signaling by NOTCH 2.414E-04 0.006 

Interferon alpha/beta signaling 2.462E-04 0.006 

Ca2+ signaling (Homo sapiens) 2.537E-04 0.006 

Glucose metabolism 4.371E-04 0.008 

Metabolism of carbohydrates 5.316E-04 0.011 

Metabolism of lipids and lipoproteins 7.241E-04 0.013 

Purine metabolism 1.072E-03 0.017 

Metabolism of nucleotides 1.308E-03 0.019 

Metabolism of proteins 1.384E-03 0.021 

Insulin receptor signaling cascade 1.413E-03 0.021 

Lipid digestion, mobilization, and transport 3.731E-03 0.045 

Regulation of insulin secretion 4.099E-03 0.048 

Fatty acid, triglycerides, and ketone body metabolism 4.262E-03 0.049 

Pyruvate metabolism 4.352E-03 0.049 
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Table 5.4. Significantly enriched pathways in doxycycline-inducible GSTP1 knockdown 

MIA PaCa-2 cells predicted by the comparative proteomics experiment. The q-value is an 

adjusted p-value calculated using the Benjamini-Hochberg method for correction for multiple 

hypotheses testing. 

Enriched pathway p-value q-value 

Metabolism  1.322E-11 1.515E-08 

Pentose phosphate pathway 2.561E-08 1.464E-05 

Tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and respiratory electron transport 2.603E-07 9.891E-05 

L1CAM interactions 6.852E-07 1.953E-04 

Respiratory electron transport/ATP biosynthesis 1.838E-06 4.191E-04 

Immune system 4.072E-06 5.808E-04 

Huntington’s disease 4.427E-06 5.808E-04 

Signaling by NGF 4.816E-06 5.808E-04 

Recycling of adhesion molecule L1 5.022E-06 5.808E-04 

Axon guidance 5.451E-06 5.808E-04 

Immune system signaling by interferons, interleukins, and growth 

factors 
9.419E-06 6.375E-04 

Glucose metabolism 3.692E-05 1.619E-03 

Electron transport chain 5.635E-05 2.294E-03 

PDGFB signaling 6.567E-05 2.504E-03 

Lipid and lipoprotein metabolism 9.797E-05 3.191E-03 

Actin cytoskeleton regulation 1.456E-04 4.245E-03 

Protein metabolism 1.773E-04 4.594E-03 

Mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis 3.767E-04 8.102E-03 

Purine metabolism 4.933E-04 9.696E-03 

Fas signaling pathway 5.437E-04 0.011 

Focal adhesion 5.632E-04 0.011 

Activated NOTCH signaling in nucleus 6.551E-04 0.011 

Glutathione metabolism 7.955E-04 0.013 

MAPK signaling pathway 9.552E-04 0.014 

Phospholipid metabolism 6.461E-03 0.048 

 

We report significant downregulation of various solute carrier proteins (including 

SLC2A3, SLC6A12, SLC44A1, SLC2A3, SLC27A2, SLC16A3, and SLC25A16) and 

cytochrome proteins, such as CYP4A22 and CYP26B1 that primarily contribute for reduced 

metabolic efficacy in GSTP1 knockdown cells. Further, we found increased expression of ITGB8 

and CYR61 that positively promote cellular senescence. In addition, we report decreased 

expression of PDIA6 and UBASH3B, suggesting impaired post-translational modifications and 

protein metabolism. 
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Figure 5.5. GSTP1 knockdown affects the metabolic efficacy of PDAC cells. (A, B) The bar charts show the top 10 enriched terms 

identified in our comparative transcriptomics and proteomics datasets using Enrichr. The x-axis shows the corresponding p-values. (C) 

Heatmaps showing differential expression of genes associated with cellular metabolism, (D-G) and pathways linked to lipid transport 

and metabolism in our RNA-Seq experiment. (H) Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) of the transcriptomics data showing 

enrichment plot for decreased fatty acid metabolism in GSTP1 knockdown cells. White color indicates downregulation of genes in 

GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and dark blue indicates upregulation of genes. (I) Heatmaps showing 

differential expression of proteins associated with cellular metabolism (J-L) and pathways linked to lipid and lipoprotein metabolism in 

our LC-MS/MS based proteomics experiment. (M) GSEA of the proteomics data showing enrichment plot for decreased fatty proteins 

genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control. 
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Figure 5.5. GSTP1 knockdown affects the metabolic efficacy of PDAC cells (continued). (A, 

B) The bar charts show the top 10 enriched terms identified in our comparative transcriptomics 

and proteomics datasets using Enrichr. The x-axis shows the corresponding p-values. (C) 

Heatmaps showing differential expression of genes associated with cellular metabolism, (D-G) 

and pathways linked to lipid transport and metabolism in our RNA-Seq experiment. (H) Gene Set 

Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) of the transcriptomics data showing enrichment plot for decreased 

fatty acid metabolism in GSTP1 knockdown cells. White color indicates downregulation of genes 

in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and dark blue indicates 

upregulation of genes. (I) Heatmaps showing differential expression of proteins associated with 

cellular metabolism (J-L) and pathways linked to lipid and lipoprotein metabolism in our LC-

MS/MS based proteomics experiment. (M) GSEA of the proteomics data showing enrichment plot 

for decreased fatty proteins genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the 

control. 
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Figure 5.5. GSTP1 knockdown affects the metabolic efficacy of PDAC cells (continued). (A, 

B) The bar charts show the top 10 enriched terms identified in our comparative transcriptomics 

and proteomics datasets using Enrichr. The x-axis shows the corresponding p-values. (C) 

Heatmaps showing differential expression of genes associated with cellular metabolism, (D-G) 

and pathways linked to lipid transport and metabolism in our RNA-Seq experiment. (H) Gene Set 

Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) of the transcriptomics data showing enrichment plot for decreased 

fatty acid metabolism in GSTP1 knockdown cells. White color indicates downregulation of genes 

in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and dark blue indicates 

upregulation of genes. (I) Heatmaps showing differential expression of proteins associated with 

cellular metabolism (J-L) and pathways linked to lipid and lipoprotein metabolism in our LC-

MS/MS based proteomics experiment. (M) GSEA of the proteomics data showing enrichment plot 

for decreased fatty proteins genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the 

control. 
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Figure 5.5. GSTP1 knockdown affects the metabolic efficacy of PDAC cells (continued). (A, 

B) The bar charts show the top 10 enriched terms identified in our comparative transcriptomics 

and proteomics datasets using Enrichr. The x-axis shows the corresponding p-values. (C) 

Heatmaps showing differential expression of genes associated with cellular metabolism, (D-G) 

and pathways linked to lipid transport and metabolism in our RNA-Seq experiment. (H) Gene Set 

Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) of the transcriptomics data showing enrichment plot for decreased 

fatty acid metabolism in GSTP1 knockdown cells. White color indicates downregulation of genes 

in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and dark blue indicates 

upregulation of genes. (I) Heatmaps showing differential expression of proteins associated with 

cellular metabolism (J-L) and pathways linked to lipid and lipoprotein metabolism in our LC-

MS/MS based proteomics experiment. (M) GSEA of the proteomics data showing enrichment plot 

for decreased fatty proteins genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the 

control. 
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Figure 5.5. GSTP1 knockdown affects the metabolic efficacy of PDAC cells (continued). (A, 

B) The bar charts show the top 10 enriched terms identified in our comparative transcriptomics 

and proteomics datasets using Enrichr. The x-axis shows the corresponding p-values. (C) 

Heatmaps showing differential expression of genes associated with cellular metabolism, (D-G) 

and pathways linked to lipid transport and metabolism in our RNA-Seq experiment. (H) Gene Set 

Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) of the transcriptomics data showing enrichment plot for decreased 

fatty acid metabolism in GSTP1 knockdown cells. White color indicates downregulation of genes 

in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control and dark blue indicates 

upregulation of genes. (I) Heatmaps showing differential expression of proteins associated with 

cellular metabolism (J-L) and pathways linked to lipid and lipoprotein metabolism in our LC-

MS/MS based proteomics experiment. (M) GSEA of the proteomics data showing enrichment plot 

for decreased fatty proteins genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the 

control. 
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lipid macromolecules (including lipoproteins, glycerophospholipids, phospholipids, fatty acids, 

and ketone bodies), lipid digestion, and lipid transport were most significantly affected in GSTP1 

knockdown cells.  

Among the 550 genes and 69 proteins that were significant and differentially expressed in 

GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells compared to the control, we found 41 genes that were 

similarly upregulated or downregulated at the mRNA and the protein level (Figure 5.6A and B). 

We then focused on the genes that play critical roles in lipid metabolic pathways and energy 

metabolism. Using qPCR and western blotting techniques, we validated the mRNA and protein 

expression, respectively, of aldehyde dehydrogenase 7A1 (ALDH7A1) and solute carrier 2A3 

(also known as glucose transporter 3 or GLUT3). Apart from maintaining cellular homeostasis by 

detoxification of aldehydes, ALDH7A1 facilitates ATP production via fatty acid oxidation [24]. 

Likewise, GLUT3, responsible for cellular glucose uptake, controls the overall glycolytic process 

[25]. We report a more than 90% reduction in the mRNA and protein levels of (ALDH7A1). 

Similarly, the mRNA and the protein levels of GLUT3 were reduced by 70% in GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells (Figures 5.6C-E). 
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Figure 5.6. GSTP1 knockdown reduces the expression of ALDH7A1 and GLUT3. (A) Venn 

diagram showing the number of genes that are differentially expressed at the mRNA and the 

protein level identified by the RNA-Seq and proteomics experiment, respectively. (B) Table of 18 

differentially expressed genes and corresponding KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 

Genomes) class. Note-ALDH7A1 and SLC2A3 (GLUT3) are identified as differentially expressed 

by comparative transcriptomics and proteomics experiments. (C) qRT-PCR was used to validate 

the mRNA expression of ALDH7A1 and SLC2A3 in GSTP1 knockdown cells. (D, E) The protein 

levels of ALDH7A1 and SLC2A3 were quantified by western blotting. Protein and mRNA levels 

of ALDH7A1 and SLC2A3 in NS control MIA PaCa-2 cells were compared to shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2. The images are representative of three independent experiments. The Student’s t-test 

was used to evaluate the significance in the difference of GSTP1 expression among different 

groups. * denotes statistically significant differences between either GSTP1 knockdown and the 

control (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 5.6. GSTP1 knockdown reduces the expression of ALDH7A1 and GLUT3 

(continued). (A) Venn diagram showing the number of genes that are differentially expressed at 

the mRNA and the protein level identified by the RNA-Seq and proteomics experiment, 

respectively. (B) Table of 18 differentially expressed genes and corresponding KEGG (Kyoto 

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) class. Note-ALDH7A1 and SLC2A3 (GLUT3) are 

identified as differentially expressed by comparative transcriptomics and proteomics experiments. 

(C) qRT-PCR was used to validate the mRNA expression of ALDH7A1 and SLC2A3 in GSTP1 

knockdown cells. (D, E) The protein levels of ALDH7A1 and SLC2A3 were quantified by western 

blotting. Protein and mRNA levels of ALDH7A1 and SLC2A3 in NS control MIA PaCa-2 cells 

were compared to shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2. The images are representative of three independent 

experiments. The Student’s t-test was used to evaluate the significance in the difference of GSTP1 

expression among different groups. * denotes statistically significant differences between either 

GSTP1 knockdown and the control (p < 0.05). 
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in PDAC cell lines, we evaluated the protein expression of ALDH7A1 in various pancreatic cell 

lines. Interestingly, we found higher expression of ALDH7A1 in human pancreatic carcinoma cell 

lines (MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, and AsPC-1) compared to the normal Human Pancreatic 

Nestin-Expressing ductal cells (hTERT-HPNE) (Figures 5.7A and B). Additionally, to compare 

the ALDH7A1 mRNA levels in healthy pancreas and PDAC tissues, we retrieved publicly available 

expression data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and Genotype-Tissue Expression 

(GTEx) projects. Similarly, we found significantly higher levels of ALDH7A1 mRNA in basal and 

classical PDAC subtypes compared to the healthy pancreas (Figure 5.7C). Furthermore, using the 

mRNA gene expression and survival data from The Human Protein Atlas, we determined that the 

higher expression of ALDH7A1 is negatively correlated with PDAC patient survival post-diagnosis 

(Figure 5.7D). 
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Figure 5.7. ALDH7A1 is overexpressed in human PDAC cells and tissues, and its expression 

is negatively correlated with patient survival. (A) Western blotting was used to determine the 

ALDH7A1 protein expression in a normal pancreatic cell line (Human Pancreatic Nestin-

Expressing ductal cells (hTERT-HPNE)) and a panel of human PDAC cell lines (MIA PaCa-2, 

PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3). GAPDH protein levels were used as loading control. 

The images are representative of three independent experiments. (B) ALDH7A1 expression levels 

in MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3 cells were compared to ALDH7A1 

expression in hTERT-HPNE cells. Densitometry values were determined using ImageJ software 

and normalized to GAPDH values. Student’s t-test was used to identify potential significant 

differences in expression in the tumor cell lines compared to hTERT-HPNE cells. Significant 

changes in GSTP1 protein expression are denoted with * (p < 0.05). ns: non-significant. (C) 

ALDH7A1 mRNA expression of healthy pancreatic tissue was compared with that of the basal and 

classical subtypes of PDAC tissue using the publicly available datasets in The Cancer Genome 

Atlas (TCGA) and Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) projects. Student’s t-test was used to 

analyze potential differences in ALDH7A1 mRNA expression for PDAC tissue compared to 

normal pancreas tissue. Significant changes in ALDH7A1 mRNA expression levels are denoted 

with * (p < 0.05). (D) The Human Protein Atlas was mined for ALDH7A1 mRNA expression in 

PDAC patients (n = 176) relative to their corresponding years of survival post-diagnosis. The cut-

off value of 5.6 FPKM was used to categorize patients in high- (red) and low- (blue) ALDH7A1-

expressing groups. The Kaplan–Meier survival plot was constructed in RStudio using the 

survminer package.  
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Figure 5.7. ALDH7A1 is overexpressed in human PDAC cells and tissues, and its expression 

is negatively correlated with patient survival (continued). (A) Western blotting was used to 

determine the ALDH7A1 protein expression in a normal pancreatic cell line (Human Pancreatic 

Nestin-Expressing ductal cells (hTERT-HPNE)) and a panel of human PDAC cell lines (MIA 

PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3). GAPDH protein levels were used as loading 

control. The images are representative of three independent experiments. (B) ALDH7A1 

expression levels in MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, HPAF-II, AsPC-1, and BxPC-3 cells were compared 

to ALDH7A1 expression in hTERT-HPNE cells. Densitometry values were determined using 

ImageJ software and normalized to GAPDH values. Student’s t-test was used to identify potential 

significant differences in expression in the tumor cell lines compared to hTERT-HPNE cells. 

Significant changes in GSTP1 protein expression are denoted with * (p < 0.05). ns: non-significant. 

(C) ALDH7A1 mRNA expression of healthy pancreatic tissue was compared with that of the basal 

and classical subtypes of PDAC tissue using the publicly available datasets in The Cancer Genome 

Atlas (TCGA) and Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) projects. Student’s t-test was used to 

analyze potential differences in ALDH7A1 mRNA expression for PDAC tissue compared to 

normal pancreas tissue. Significant changes in ALDH7A1 mRNA expression levels are denoted 

with * (p < 0.05). (D) The Human Protein Atlas was mined for ALDH7A1 mRNA expression in 

PDAC patients (n = 176) relative to their corresponding years of survival post-diagnosis. The cut-

off value of 5.6 FPKM was used to categorize patients in high- (red) and low- (blue) ALDH7A1-

expressing groups. The Kaplan–Meier survival plot was constructed in RStudio using the 

survminer package. 
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ALDH7A1 responds to the overall redox state of the cell 

To interpret the mechanism through which GSTP1 knockdown reduces the expression of 

ALDH7A1, first, we restored GSTP1 expression by removing doxycycline from the culture media 

and evaluated the protein expression of ALDH7A1. We show that returning GSTP1 protein level 

to an unrepressed state restores the expression of ALDH7A1 (Figures 5.8A and B). Next, we 

treated MIA PaCa-2 cells with ezatiostat and piperlongumine (PL), which are known inhibitors of 

the catalytic activity of GSTP1. Our western blotting data show that 20 µM ezatiostat (for 48 and 

72 hours) or 5 µM PL (for 24 and 48 hours) independently reduce the protein expression of 

ALDH7A1 (Figures 5.8C and D). Because genetic and pharmacological inactivation of GSTP1 

cause oxidative stress, we then investigated the effects of adding an antioxidant, N-acetyl cysteine 

(NAC), to the GSTP1 knockdown cells. Interestingly, we found that treating the GSTP1-

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells with 5 mM NAC for 48 hours increases the protein expression of 

ALDH7A1 by at least three fold (Figures 5. 8E and F). Lastly, to elucidate the effects of GSTP1 

knockdown on lipid metabolism and fatty-acid oxidation (FAO), we evaluated the levels of 4-

hydroxy nonenal (4-HNE), which is a byproduct of lipid peroxidation and a substrate of ALDH 

enzyme family for FAO, in GSTP1 knockdown cells. We show that GSTP1 knockdown increases 

the expression of 4-HNE by approximately twofold (Figures 5.8G and H). Collectively, our data 

suggest that the redox imbalance caused by GSTP1 knockdown reduces the expression of 

ALDH7A1. 
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Figure 5.8. The redox state of the cell regulates the expression of ALDH7A1. (A) Western 

blotting showing expression of ALDH7A1 is restored upon removal of doxycycline for 120 hours 

(dox +-). (B) Protein expression in three independent experiments was quantified using 

densitometry. ALDH7A1 protein levels were compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2, independently. Relative levels of ALDH7A1 protein expression after 96 hours of dox 

treatment and after dox withdrawal for 120 hours are shown. (C) Effects of inhibiting enzymatic 

activity of GSTP1 on the protein expression of ALDH7A1 were determined using western blotting. 

GAPDH was used as loading control for the experiment. The figure shows one representative 

image of three independent experiments. Similar results were obtained in duplicate experiments. 

(D) Protein expression in three independent experiments was quantified using densitometry. 

ALDH7A1 protein levels were compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2, 

independently. Relative levels of ALDH7A1 protein expression after 48 and 72 hours of ezatiostat 

(20 µM) treatment and 24 and 48 hours of piperlongumine (PL) (5 µM) treatment. (E) Effects of 

N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) treatment on the protein expression of ALDH7A1 were determined using 

western blotting. GAPDH was used as loading control for the experiment. The figure shows one 

representative image of three independent experiments. Similar results were obtained in replicate 

experiments. (F) Protein expression in two independent experiments was quantified using 

densitometry. ALDH7A1 protein levels were compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2 independently with and without NAC treatment. (G) Western blotting showing the 

overexpression of 4-hydroxy nonenal (4-HNE) in GSTP1 knockdown cells. (H) Protein expression 

in two independent experiments was quantified using densitometry. 4-HNE protein levels were 

compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. Relative levels of 

4-HNE protein expression after 96 hours of dox treatment. The Student’s t-test was used to identify 

the significant differences in protein expression. * denotes statistically significant differences 

between either GSTP1 knockdown and the NS control (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 5.8. The redox state of the cell regulates the expression of ALDH7A1 (continued). (A) 

Western blotting showing expression of ALDH7A1 is restored upon removal of doxycycline for 

120 hours (dox +-). (B) Protein expression in three independent experiments was quantified using 

densitometry. ALDH7A1 protein levels were compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2, independently. Relative levels of ALDH7A1 protein expression after 96 hours of dox 

treatment and after dox withdrawal for 120 hours are shown. (C) Effects of inhibiting enzymatic 

activity of GSTP1 on the protein expression of ALDH7A1 were determined using western blotting. 

GAPDH was used as loading control for the experiment. The figure shows one representative 

image of three independent experiments. Similar results were obtained in duplicate experiments. 

(D) Protein expression in three independent experiments was quantified using densitometry. 

ALDH7A1 protein levels were compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2, 

independently. Relative levels of ALDH7A1 protein expression after 48 and 72 hours of ezatiostat 

(20 µM) treatment and 24 and 48 hours of piperlongumine (PL) (5 µM) treatment. (E) Effects of 

N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) treatment on the protein expression of ALDH7A1 were determined using 

western blotting. GAPDH was used as loading control for the experiment. The figure shows one 

representative image of three independent experiments. Similar results were obtained in replicate 

experiments. (F) Protein expression in two independent experiments was quantified using 

densitometry. ALDH7A1 protein levels were compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and 

shGSTP1-2 independently with and without NAC treatment. (G) Western blotting showing the 

overexpression of 4-hydroxy nonenal (4-HNE) in GSTP1 knockdown cells. (H) Protein expression 

in two independent experiments was quantified using densitometry. 4-HNE protein levels were 

compared between NS control and shGSTP1-1 and shGSTP1-2 independently. Relative levels of 

4-HNE protein expression after 96 hours of dox treatment. The Student’s t-test was used to identify 

the significant differences in protein expression. * denotes statistically significant differences 

between either GSTP1 knockdown and the NS control (p < 0.05). 
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Discussion 

GSTP1, a key antioxidant enzyme, maintains cellular homeostasis by conjugating GSH to 

the byproducts of aerobic respiration [36]. In addition, increasing evidence suggests that GSTP1 

plays critical role in signaling [37], metabolism [21], and resistance to chemotherapy [38, 39] in 

cancer cells. We report that GSTP1 knockdown suppresses the growth of various PDAC cell lines 

and elevates the ROS levels. Additionally, our previous study demonstrated that GSTP1 

knockdown causes PDAC cell death by activating the JNK signaling pathway [19]. The apoptotic 

phenotype upon GSTP1 knockdown was likely due to the disruption of redox homeostasis; 

however, the precise contributions of GSTP1 in promoting cancer cell growth are insufficiently 

characterized.  

ROS are byproducts of aerobic respiration and cellular metabolism [40]. Higher 

accumulation of ROS causes macromolecular damage and promotes tumorigenesis [41]. The redox 

homeostasis in the cells is maintained by the meticulous activity of the antioxidant system [42]. 

Cancer cells, unlike their normal counterparts, are characterized by elevated levels of ROS [43], 

and, therefore, require a highly active antioxidant system [17]. The antioxidant system in cancer 

cells is rewired to scavenge excess ROS while maintaining pro-tumorigenic ROS levels allowing 

resistance to apoptosis and disease progression [44]. Therefore, therapies designed to cause redox 

imbalance by targeting the antioxidant system in cancer cells have shown potential in various 

tumor models [45, 46]. To demonstrate that GSTP1 is crucial in maintaining the redox balance in 

PDAC cells, we developed a doxycycline-inducible GSTP1 knockdown system. We show that 

knocking down GSTP1 expression for 96 hours can cause a significant elevation in the ROS levels. 

Interestingly, restoring GSTP1 protein levels returns the ROS levels to the inherent state. Thus, 
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our data provide convincing evidence that GSTP1 directly regulates the redox balance in PDAC 

cells and is a potential therapeutic target.  

Intrigued by our previous observations, we next employed the multi-omics approaches to 

evaluate the comprehensive effects of GSTP1 knockdown in PDAC cells. Bulk RNA sequencing 

and mass spectrometry-based proteomics revealed significant changes in the global transcriptomic 

and proteomic signatures of the PDAC cells upon GSTP1 knockdown. Moreover, we found a 

strong overlap in differentially expressed genes identified by our transcriptomics and proteomics 

analyses. In particular, we found genes associated with cellular pathways such as energy 

metabolism, cellular signaling, and extracellular matrix organization to be substantially altered 

upon GSTP1 knockdown. Our data are supported by previous findings that suggest that GSTP1 

binds to and increases the activity of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), thus 

modulating glycolysis in triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) cells [21]. These results provide 

strong evidence that GSTP1 resides at the intersection of redox homeostasis and cellular 

metabolism, two important and highly dysregulated elements in cancer cells.  

Because cellular metabolism refers to broad physiological functions [47], we next wanted 

to identify the specific genes responsible for the altered metabolic state in GSTP1 knockdown 

PDAC cells. Consistent in our comparative transcriptomics and proteomics analyses, we found 

significant downregulation of ALDH7A1 in GSTP1 knockdown cells compared to the control. 

Like other aldehyde dehydrogenases, ALDH7A1 is an important detoxification enzyme [48]. To 

be specific, ALDH7A1 attenuates oxidative stress by metabolizing reactive aldehydes, including 

4-HNE [49]. Further, ALDH7A1 contributes to energy metabolism by catabolizing 4-HNE to 4-

hydroxy-2-nonenoic acid (4-HNA) and NADH, ultimately synthesizing acetyl Co-A for fatty acid 

oxidation [24]. Interestingly, recent evidence suggests that ALDH7A1 is associated with cancer 
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stem cell-like characteristics [50, 51] and provides resistance to chemotherapy and radiotherapy 

[52, 53]. Therefore, it is not surprising that a higher expression of ALDH7A1 is associated with 

poor patient survival. We speculate that downregulation of ALDH7A1 in GSTP1 knockdown cells 

contributes to oxidative stress, as seen by an increase in 4-HNE, and impairs the fatty acid 

oxidation mechanism. Further, our data suggest that the expression of ALDH7A1 is regulated by 

the general redox state of the cell. Our results show that increasing the oxidative stress in the PDAC 

cells reduces the expression of ALDH7A1, which can be restored by introducing an antioxidant in 

the growth media. In addition to impaired fatty acid oxidation, gene set enrichment analyses of our 

RNA-Seq and proteomics experiments reveal GSTP1 knockdown alters various lipid metabolism 

pathways, such as lipid transport, breakdown of triglycerides, ketone bodies, phospholipids, 

glycerophospholipids in PDAC cells. Although we show strong association of GSTP1 function 

with maintaining optimal lipid homeostasis in PDAC cells, to comprehensively understand this 

dependency, further validation of corresponding genes and pathways is critically needed. 

Next, we directed our attention to GLUT3, which showed reduced mRNA and protein 

expression in GSTP1 knockdown cells. GLUT3 is a membrane protein that belongs to a family of 

solute carriers [54]. The primary function of GLUT3 is to enable the entry of glucose across the 

hydrophobic cell membrane [55]. Because most cancer cells depend extensively on glycolysis for 

ATP production [56], GLUT3 is often overexpressed in neoplastic tissue to accelerate metabolism 

[57]. In particular, comparative gene expression datasets show that GLUT3 is overexpressed in 

breast carcinoma, lung adenocarcinoma, ovarian carcinoma, colorectal carcinoma, and 

glioblastoma, where it contributes to tumorigenesis and results in poor patient outcomes [58, 59]. 

Although glucose intermediary breakdown has been a focus of recent investigations [60-63], the 

glucose uptake and the regulation of GLUT proteins remain poorly understood. Here, for the first 
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time, we show that mRNA and protein expression of GLUT3 are regulated by GSTP1. However, 

whether GLUT3 expression is affected by the overall redox state of the cell or through other 

functions of GSTP1 remains undetermined.  

In addition to energy production, our comparative RNA-Seq and proteomics experiments 

reveal a set of genes associated with protein homeostasis are differentially expressed in GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells. In particular, we report the downregulation of protein disulfide isomerase 

A6 (PDIA6) upon GSTP1 knockdown. Canonically, PDIA6 is crucial for protein folding and 

chaperone-mediated quality control of secretory and membrane proteins [64]. However, recent 

reports suggest that PDIA6 promotes tumorigenesis by modulating apoptosis in non-small cell 

lung cancer [65] and contributing to aerobic glycolysis in oral squamous cell carcinoma [66]. 

Further, mRNA expression data show higher levels of PDIA6 in the lung [65], bladder [67], and 

hepatocellular carcinoma [68], where it is believed to promote tumorigenesis. Similarly, our 

transcriptomics and proteomics datasets coincide in predicting a reduced expression of ubiquitin 

associated and SH3 domain containing B (UBASH3B). UBASH3B is a ubiquitin receptive, 

tyrosine phosphatase [69] that is aberrantly expressed in aggressive breast and prostate cancer cells 

and contributes to tumorigenesis and metastasis [70]. Therefore, it is possible that GSTP1 

knockdown-mediated reduction in the expression of PDIA6 and UBASH3B is negatively 

associated with tumorigenesis and restores the near-normal phenotype in PDAC cells.  

Collectively, our in vitro and multi-omic characterization of GSTP1 knockdown PDAC 

cells suggest a significant role of GSTP1 in the energy production processes of PDAC cells. For 

the first time, we show that GSTP1 knockdown not only causes oxidative stress but also affects 

lipid and carbohydrate metabolism by reducing the expression of ALDH7A1 and GLUT3, 

respectively. Because redox pathways and energy production mechanisms are significantly 
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rewired in cancer cells [71] and drive oncogenic phenotype [16], developing treatment modalities 

that target these vulnerabilities hold promise for disease-free survival in cancer patients. Our 

results identifying GSTP1 as an interjectory protein that regulates two important dimensions of 

cancer cell physiology are the first steps towards validation of GSTP1 as a novel therapeutic target 

to treat pancreatic cancer patients. Taken together, our observations suggest the efficacy of 

conventional antineoplastic drugs in pancreatic cancer patients can be improved by targeting 

GSTP1. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), the most common form of pancreatic cancer, 

is a lethal malignancy with a five-year survival rate of less than 10% [1]. The dismal clinical 

outcomes for PDAC patients are primarily due to the lack of early detection markers, rapid 

metastasis, and inadequate response to conventional antineoplastic drugs [2]. Because the majority 

of the PDAC patients develop resistance to chemotherapy, there is a pressing need to develop 

therapeutic modalities based on the characteristic physiology of pancreatic cancer. The present 

studies evaluated the antitumor activity and mechanisms of glutathione S-transferase pi-1 (GSTP1) 

knockdown in PDAC cells.  

GSTs, a family of phase II detoxification enzymes, are essential constituents of the 

mammalian antioxidant system [3]. GSTs maintain cellular homeostasis by conjugating 

glutathione (GSH) to reactive electrophiles generated by cytochrome P450 metabolism [4]. 

Although most cell types express GST isoforms, different human organs are believed to present 

unique expression signatures. Using publicly available expression datasets, we found that GSTK1 

and GSTM1 were abundantly expressed in hepatic tissues while GSTP1 was mostly found in extra-

hepatic tissues. Further, we report that some GST isoforms such as GSTK1 and GSTP1 are 

overexpressed in neoplastic tissue and contribute to poor patient survival post-diagnosis. However, 

these observations are not uniformly consistent with all GST isoforms.  

We then focused our attention on GSTP1, the most abundant isoform of the GST enzyme 

family, and found it is overexpressed in PDAC cells and tissue. To determine the role of GSTP1 

in promoting PDAC cell growth and survival, we generated three knockdown PDAC cell lines 

(MIA PaCa-2, PANC-1, and HPAF-II). Using in vitro and in vivo PDAC models, we show that 

GSTP1 is crucial in maintaining cellular homeostasis and inhibits apoptotic signaling in PDAC 
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cells. In particular, we report that GSTP1 knockdown activates the JNK signaling pathway, 

reduces the phosphorylation of ERK, and decreases the expression of Sp1 [5]. Our observations 

provide convincing evidence that GSTP1 plays a crucial role in PDAC cell growth, which was 

previously unknown. To determine the molecular mechanisms underlying the growth-inhibitory 

effects of prolonged GSTP1 knockdown, we used bulk RNA sequencing. Our findings suggest 

that long-term knockdown of GSTP1 impairs the mRNA translation machinery. Further, we show 

that the redox imbalance due to GSTP1 knockdown creates a cascade of events, such as aberrant 

cell-cycle checkpoint regulation and senescence, which leads to the activation of cell death 

pathways.  

Because GSTP1 is instrumental in maintaining redox homeostasis, we next wanted to 

evaluate the short-term effects of GSTP1 knockdown in PDAC cells. To address this, we generated 

doxycycline-inducible GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. Using this model, we show that, similar 

to long-term knockdown, short-term GSTP1 knockdown increases the reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) in the PDAC cells. Furthermore, restoring GSTP1 levels to an unrepressed state rescues the 

cells from oxidative stress, suggesting GSTP1 directly influences the redox homeostasis of PDAC 

cells. To comprehensively characterize GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells, we next used a multi-

omic approach. Our comparative bulk RNA sequencing and LC-MS/MS proteomics experiments 

revealed significant global transcriptomic and proteomic changes in PDAC cells upon GSTP1 

knockdown. A thorough gene set enrichment and pathway analysis revealed genes associated with 

cellular metabolism and energy production to be most differentially expressed in GSTP1 

knockdown PDAC cells compared to the control. Interestingly, our transcriptomics and proteomics 

dataset showed a significant reduction in critical metabolic genes, such as aldehyde dehydrogenase 

7A1 (ALDH7A1) and solute carrier 2A3 (SLC2A3), also known as glucose transporter 3 
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(GLUT3). These results were validated using qPCR and western blotting techniques, and we 

indeed found a significant reduction in the expression of these genes. ALDH7A1, another 

antioxidant enzyme, is crucial for ATP production via fatty acid oxidation [6] and is directly 

regulated by the levels of GSTP1 in the cell. Because ALDH7A1 utilizes 4-hydroxy nonenal (4-

HNE) for ATP production via fatty acid oxidation, we next investigated the levels of 4-HNE in 

GSTP1 knockdown cells. We report a significant increase in 4-HNE in GSTP1 knockdown cells, 

suggesting lipid peroxidation and impaired fatty oxidation pathways in GSTP1 knockdown cells. 

Our observations from these studies are intriguing because they provide preliminary evidence that 

GSTP1 resides at the junction of cellular redox and metabolic mechanisms. 

The dire clinical outcomes for PDAC patients are primarily due to poor response and 

resistance to conventional chemotherapy [7]. The recent understanding of rewired cancer cell 

metabolism has shown that targeting metabolic vulnerabilities of cancer cells is a potential 

treatment strategy for PDAC patients [8, 9]. Taken together, our findings highlight the crucial role 

of GSTP1 in PDAC cell growth and metabolism. The loss of GSTP1 causes oxidative stress, 

affects the cell cycle pathways, and induces apoptotic-signaling mechanisms. Further, we report 

significant changes in the global transcriptomic and proteomic signature of PDAC cells upon 

GSTP1 knockdown. Our data suggest that GSTP1 is a potential and novel therapeutic target to 

treat pancreatic cancer patients. However, the precise mechanisms underlying the GSTP1 action 

in PDAC cells are still not fully understood. Therefore, to comprehensively characterize the 

diverse functions of GSTP1 in cancer cells, the following future directions are recommended.  

1. Because we found genes associated with cellular metabolism and energy production  

pathways to be most differentially expressed in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells, we 

propose executing a real-time assay to measure and quantify the rate of ATP production 
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from glycolytic and mitochondrial systems using a Seahorse Bioanalyzer. We speculate a 

reduction in metabolic efficacy of GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells. Specifically, we expect 

a reduction in ATP levels in GSTP1 knockdown cells due to the reduced levels of 

ALDH7A1. Moreover, because we observed a significant reduction of glucose transporter-

protein, GLUT3, we predict impaired glycolysis in GSTP1 knockdown cells.  

2. Our data provide convincing evidence that GSTP1 knockdown causes oxidative stress in 

PDAC cells. The free radicals produced by redox imbalance cause oxidative damage to 

cellular membranes, lipoproteins, and other molecules that contain lipids. To 

comprehensively evaluate the effects of GSTP1-knockdown mediated oxidative stress on 

lipid peroxidation, we will use a mass spectrometry-based approach to identify the 

phospholipid composition in control and GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells.  

3. We saw a significant increase in 4-HNE, which is a metabolic byproduct of lipid 

peroxidation, in GSTP1 knockdown cells. This observation suggests that GSTP1 

knockdown induces a differential metabolic response in PDAC cells. Therefore, we 

propose to compare the bulk metabolome of GSTP1 knockdown cells to the control. For a 

comparative metabolomics experiment, the methanol extract of control and GSTP1 

knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells will be used to evaluate hydrophilic metabolites in the two 

groups  

4. Significant evidence suggests that GSTP1 provides resistance to platinum-based 

chemotherapy in various neoplastic tissues. However, this function of GSTP1 remains 

undetermined in PDAC cells and tissues. We propose to evaluate the combined effects of 

GSTP1 knockdown and cisplatin or oxaliplatin treatment on PDAC cell death, redox 
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imbalance, and cell signaling using the in vitro cell culture and patient-derived xenograft 

(PDX) models. 

5. Our bulk RNA sequencing and LC-MS/MS-based proteomics experiments revealed a 

significant reduction in ALDH7A1 and GLUT3 mRNA and protein levels. These results 

were validated using RT-qPCR and Western blotting. However, the precise mechanism 

through which GSTP1 regulates the expression of these metabolic genes is currently 

unknown. Therefore, we propose to restore ALDH7A1 and GLUT3 levels and investigate 

the effects on cell growth and oxidative stress in GSTP1 knockdown PDAC cells.  

6. We [5, 10], and others, have previously shown that GSTP1 inhibits apoptotic signaling by 

binding to JNK [11]. Additionally, evidence suggest that GSTP1 plays crucial role in cell 

signaling by binding to tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-receptor-associated factor 2 (TRAF2) 

[12]. Further, GSTP1 post-translationally modify various proteins through 

glutathionylation [13]. However, the comprehensive interactome of GSTP1 remains poorly 

characterized. We suggest that identifying the interacting partners of GSTP1 and 

investigating the significance of these interactions will substantially expand the existing 

knowledge about GSTP1. 
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APPENDIX A: DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED GENES IN GSTP1 KNOCKDOWN 

CELLS 

The most significant, differentially expressed genes in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells 

compared to the control as reported by bulk RNA sequencing experiment. The log₂-fold change, 

p-adjusted, and the raw count values for four replicates of each group are shown here. 

 
Gene log2-fold 

change 

Adjusted 

p-value 

NS 

control 

Rep 1 

NS 

control 

Rep 2 

NS 

control 

Rep 3 

NS 

control 

Rep 4 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 1 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 2 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 3 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 4 

EHF -7.51012 7.8E-152 2922.522 2010.653 1845.445 1991.265 11.78259 14.18768 7.256729 15.00266 

FAM71D -6.57144 8.85E-96 842.0491 664.2125 632.8963 713.2364 6.284046 9.458456 9.675639 5.000886 

FAM46A -6.40533 1.86E-92 2227.388 1240.699 1283.875 1263.974 23.56517 11.82307 24.1891 10.00177 

TLE1 -6.20256 1.2E-106 626.1138 649.3304 717.2824 747.4928 11.78259 4.729228 7.256729 12.50222 

GRAMD2B -6.01841 5E-197 2991.542 2166.523 2085.544 2186.263 43.98832 34.2869 33.86474 31.25554 

P2RY6 -6.00328 8.06E-11 1566.764 736.2733 592.7124 756.2765 34.56225 16.5523 2.41891 2.500443 

SH3BGRL -5.90161 8.44E-47 608.3657 405.7336 375.7194 303.0376 4.713035 4.729228 4.83782 15.00266 

TCF7 -5.80483 8.2E-249 7688.875 6513.669 7052.273 7405.537 103.6868 101.6784 129.4117 181.2821 

SCG2 -5.69391 0 5638.968 5530.666 6859.39 6797.705 139.82 107.5899 104.0131 125.0222 

C15orf48 -5.19805 1.49E-67 289.8858 331.323 367.6826 343.4426 9.426069 7.093842 7.256729 12.50222 

OAS2 -5.19481 1.78E-06 821.343 290.593 381.747 251.2138 29.84922 7.093842 0 10.00177 

FAM198B -5.07857 7E-212 1830.027 1839.9 2138.788 1950.86 45.55933 61.47997 48.3782 77.51374 

MDFIC -4.99098 3.5E-47 228.7534 293.7261 345.5815 312.6997 4.713035 7.093842 16.93237 10.00177 

KLK6 -4.88173 3.4E-118 7615.91 6451.791 6334.99 7042.77 136.678 261.2899 232.2153 305.0541 

CCL5 -4.82618 3.5E-12 379.6123 104.1748 140.6436 83.44514 1.571012 11.82307 9.675639 2.500443 

KLK7 -4.81799 2.42E-10 1590.428 693.1935 674.0848 750.1279 70.69552 23.64614 4.83782 31.25554 

NTSR1 -4.66628 4.18E-45 1664.378 2312.995 2678.256 2539.368 152.3881 61.47997 102.8037 42.50753 

VWA5A -4.59239 1.53E-16 564.9814 245.9466 180.8275 198.5116 12.56809 9.458456 2.41891 25.00443 

ADAMTSL1 -4.58233 1.93E-10 40.42625 35.24713 42.19308 59.72916 2.356517 2.364614 2.41891 0 

LIFR -4.3862 4.41E-63 3489.475 2852.667 2855.065 2855.581 193.2344 165.523 65.31056 150.0266 

MARCKS -4.37975 1.96E-27 267.2076 196.6006 306.4022 327.632 10.99708 28.37537 7.256729 6.251108 

TMEM158 -4.35287 9.7E-136 761.1966 802.8512 970.4409 930.1938 38.48978 46.10997 45.95929 40.00709 

KLK5 -4.3243 1.3E-262 4426.181 3885.8 4438.311 4711.576 240.3648 232.9145 172.952 222.5394 

JAG1 -4.26045 3E-103 1199.969 1376.988 1774.119 1937.684 93.47519 78.03226 70.14838 85.01507 

F2R -4.22631 3.9E-70 6783.721 5383.411 5474.05 6202.17 475.231 288.4829 187.4655 318.8065 

TMEM173 -4.18319 2.47E-09 414.1225 195.0341 147.6758 137.0257 32.99124 7.093842 4.83782 2.500443 

OXR1 -4.11064 2.96E-70 431.8706 400.2507 416.9079 358.3749 32.99124 22.46383 15.72291 18.75332 

PMAIP1 -4.07979 3.02E-37 537.3733 382.2355 349.5998 261.7542 26.7072 16.5523 31.44583 15.00266 

AFAP1L2 -3.96918 8.8E-115 2085.403 3239.603 3316.176 2895.107 201.0895 199.8099 174.1615 160.0284 

GPR39 -3.95449 7.23E-08 19.72012 66.57791 46.21147 36.01317 1.571012 4.729228 2.41891 2.500443 

RASAL2 -3.85756 1.73E-47 259.3196 245.9466 215.9884 274.9298 15.71012 14.18768 12.09455 27.50488 

SLC2A3 -3.76502 1.41E-11 3158.177 1445.132 1503.882 1515.188 273.356 102.8607 64.10111 118.7711 

APOL1 -3.72532 7.36E-10 388.4864 161.3535 129.593 111.553 23.56517 11.82307 2.41891 21.25377 
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Gene log2-fold 

change 

Adjusted 

p-value 

NS 

control 

Rep 1 

NS 

control 

Rep 2 

NS 

control 

Rep 3 

NS 

control 

Rep 4 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 1 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 2 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 3 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 4 

SAMD9 -3.70641 3.45E-27 219.8793 133.1558 152.6988 173.0389 18.85214 11.82307 12.09455 7.50133 

SYTL2 -3.64222 1.35E-66 339.1861 306.2584 296.3562 310.943 31.42023 22.46383 24.1891 20.00355 

PDE1A -3.62185 1.38E-40 216.9213 223.2318 183.8413 228.3762 23.56517 11.82307 12.09455 20.00355 

PIK3CG -3.55991 1.94E-09 43.38426 43.86309 37.1701 46.55361 6.284046 2.364614 0 5.000886 

NRP1 -3.55615 3.5E-45 459.4788 536.5396 616.8227 689.5204 43.98832 30.73998 48.3782 73.76308 

PRICKLE1 -3.55347 5.55E-10 35.49622 39.16347 66.30342 55.33731 6.284046 2.364614 2.41891 5.000886 

CORO2B -3.53564 4.61E-74 564.9814 439.4142 484.2159 458.5091 32.99124 49.6569 38.70256 48.75864 

SERPINE2 -3.49927 1.79E-08 68.03441 64.2281 36.1655 28.10784 3.142023 2.364614 7.256729 5.000886 

PNMA2 -3.47268 7.93E-13 731.6165 306.2584 278.2734 299.5242 69.91001 34.2869 21.77019 17.5031 

PRSS23 -3.47148 4.72E-35 2863.361 2505.679 2508.479 2615.786 382.5413 256.5606 133.04 170.0301 

DDX60 -3.41577 2.13E-11 631.0438 271.7945 269.2321 231.8897 65.19698 24.82845 12.09455 27.50488 

GSTP1 -3.37029 8.8E-115 15834.27 13740.11 15369.33 15024.52 1058.862 1481.431 1704.122 1560.277 

GBP3 -3.36994 2.78E-11 57.18835 43.86309 44.20228 42.16176 4.713035 5.911535 4.83782 2.500443 

CPEB2 -3.32146 5.22E-08 85.78252 70.49425 65.29882 50.06709 15.71012 2.364614 4.83782 2.500443 

MGAT5B -3.3013 1.2E-105 757.2526 766.8208 839.8433 863.4377 95.8317 67.3915 70.14838 91.26618 

DPYSL2 -3.29399 1.85E-82 2379.232 2183.755 1916.772 1775.186 253.7184 221.0914 152.3913 211.2875 

ALDH7A1 -3.29361 3.57E-60 27199.96 17750.45 18078.73 18413.27 2750.056 2098.595 1631.555 1821.573 

PTPRK -3.2669 1.22E-05 31.55219 36.0304 39.17929 21.08088 1.571012 0 7.256729 5.000886 

VWA2 -3.20639 2.42E-07 49.3003 42.29655 38.1747 29.86458 3.142023 7.093842 7.256729 0 

CNIH3 -3.16917 7.9E-246 4496.187 3932.013 3961.127 4086.177 508.2222 430.3598 446.2889 441.3282 

OAS1 -3.15872 9.95E-06 305.6619 97.12542 100.4597 108.0395 39.27529 16.5523 3.628365 7.50133 

IFITM3 -3.1585 2.59E-10 15833.28 7620.429 7633.935 7611.076 1816.089 975.4033 605.9369 935.1658 

GBP2 -3.13911 4.6E-13 251.4315 148.0379 124.5701 126.4853 32.99124 14.18768 12.09455 12.50222 

F2RL1 -3.12118 4.74E-12 350.0321 131.5893 139.639 158.1066 21.99416 28.37537 29.02692 10.00177 

ACOX2 -3.10743 5.45E-23 332.284 209.9162 313.4343 223.106 45.55933 35.46921 21.77019 20.00355 

TENM3 -3.03742 4.82E-12 66.0624 60.31175 46.21147 58.85079 10.21158 7.093842 4.83782 5.000886 

44265 -3.03631 1.62E-05 35.49622 27.41443 20.09195 25.47273 1.571012 2.364614 2.41891 7.50133 

HKDC1 -3.03114 1.68E-16 211.9913 125.3231 113.5195 133.5122 14.1391 28.37537 16.93237 12.50222 

TGM2 -3.00254 7E-142 5921.952 4848.438 4608.088 4468.268 672.3929 586.4243 603.518 611.3584 

UBASH3B -2.99152 1.1E-277 3638.362 3509.047 3770.253 3793.68 435.9557 457.5528 446.2889 513.8411 

PALM2-

AKAP2 

-2.96257 1.67E-12 781.9028 341.5055 292.3378 361.8884 91.11867 62.66227 41.12147 31.25554 

CDCP1 -2.93354 3.98E-74 3109.863 2811.154 3182.564 2841.527 502.7237 417.3544 321.715 316.3061 

B4GALT6 -2.92972 4.02E-07 41.41225 43.86309 30.13792 28.10784 6.284046 7.093842 2.41891 2.500443 

PARP10 -2.90057 4.2E-09 444.6887 223.2318 215.9884 209.9304 70.69552 36.65152 13.304 23.75421 

EGLN3 -2.874 1.66E-05 87.75453 39.16347 33.15171 55.33731 11.78259 11.82307 2.41891 2.500443 

SH3PXD2A -2.83692 6.63E-29 1267.018 1138.091 1384.335 1343.028 285.9241 135.9653 122.1549 170.0301 

SLC6A12 -2.80823 1.17E-12 710.9103 444.1138 415.9033 438.3066 100.5447 106.4076 50.79711 27.50488 

NOS3 -2.77152 1.76E-13 69.02042 85.37637 82.37697 63.24264 14.92461 11.82307 6.047274 10.00177 

JAM2 -2.7702 8.39E-08 97.61459 85.37637 83.38157 42.16176 19.63764 11.82307 7.256729 5.000886 

MID1IP1 -2.74938 3.87E-10 233.6834 113.5741 140.6436 123.8502 30.63473 29.55768 7.256729 22.50399 

PMP22 -2.68449 2.83E-39 214.9493 224.7983 220.0068 202.0251 31.42023 26.01075 37.4931 40.00709 
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Gene log2-fold 

change 

Adjusted 

p-value 

NS 

control 

Rep 1 

NS 

control 

Rep 2 

NS 

control 

Rep 3 

NS 

control 

Rep 4 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 1 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 2 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 3 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 4 

IGFBP4 -2.65757 1.67E-52 714.8544 856.8968 779.5675 790.533 110.7563 120.5953 169.3237 98.76751 

PDIA6 -2.65556 7.6E-159 14380.9 12059.22 13081.87 12884.81 2239.477 2168.351 2097.195 1807.82 

ZMAT1 -2.58078 2.71E-09 391.4444 314.8743 278.2734 223.106 102.1158 37.83383 29.02692 30.00532 

TANC2 -2.5463 5.67E-53 4136.295 3213.755 3711.987 3730.437 845.9897 550.9551 573.2816 556.3486 

ISG15 -2.54065 4.56E-11 1278.85 578.8361 677.0985 510.3329 224.6547 99.31379 96.75639 100.0177 

ZNF703 -2.53473 9.78E-21 158.747 202.8668 257.1769 220.4709 44.77383 23.64614 33.86474 41.25731 

SEMA6B -2.5128 0.001025 3526.943 2146.158 2281.44 2596.462 1024.3 388.979 104.0131 330.0585 

SLC16A3 -2.5121 3.64E-16 2928.438 2320.044 2697.344 2690.447 809.8565 409.0782 250.3572 391.3194 

FZD4 -2.50062 7.37E-16 83.81051 89.29272 94.43214 98.37743 18.06663 21.28153 9.675639 15.00266 

OSR1 -2.48795 1.45E-46 904.1675 1002.585 1008.616 934.5856 170.4548 198.6276 114.8982 202.5359 

CNTNAP2 -2.48679 2.88E-13 242.5575 149.6045 171.7861 111.553 27.4927 41.38075 21.77019 30.00532 

NTN1 -2.45999 1.58E-45 830.2171 758.9881 750.4341 911.748 194.0199 127.6892 123.3644 141.275 

CASP4 -2.44635 3.3E-34 1207.857 860.0299 821.7606 743.9793 201.0895 154.8822 170.5331 137.5244 

C13orf46 -2.40704 0.005298 11.83207 11.74904 18.08275 44.79687 3.142023 3.546921 4.83782 5.000886 

IFITM2 -2.39082 0.000163 2017.368 920.3416 1066.882 1047.017 498.7962 197.4453 104.0131 161.2786 

GINS4 -2.35282 3.31E-22 9339.449 11073.08 11172.13 11330.97 1128.772 2072.584 2692.247 2511.695 

AMOTL1 -2.34985 1.17E-09 112.4047 101.0418 121.5563 72.90471 10.99708 16.5523 31.44583 22.50399 

MCHR1 -2.34888 1.27E-10 329.326 296.0759 374.7148 316.2132 91.11867 61.47997 21.77019 82.51463 

ETS2 -2.32632 0.000172 72.96444 108.8745 120.5517 89.59373 4.713035 9.458456 27.81746 37.50665 

LONRF3 -2.31713 7.87E-21 169.593 150.3877 146.6712 167.7687 42.41731 28.37537 31.44583 22.50399 

PDP1 -2.29853 8.19E-14 315.5219 260.0455 319.4619 333.7806 100.5447 47.29228 36.28365 62.51108 

SERPINF1 -2.26369 1.88E-05 8138.494 4380.826 4667.359 4639.55 2120.08 1068.806 547.8831 806.3929 

SATB2 -2.25215 1.87E-06 281.9977 299.9922 302.3838 242.4301 124.8954 49.6569 25.39855 33.75598 

CEBPD -2.23357 0.000201 127.1948 40.73001 58.26664 33.37806 9.426069 11.82307 19.35128 15.00266 

SH2D6 -2.21971 2.9E-07 141.9849 117.4904 76.34939 114.1881 32.99124 35.46921 16.93237 10.00177 

C1S -2.18901 7.15E-05 730.6304 386.9351 377.7286 378.5774 215.2286 96.94918 29.02692 67.51197 

CD68 -2.17508 5.83E-32 974.1739 745.6725 803.6778 823.0326 239.5793 153.6999 194.7222 148.7764 

MT1M -2.16829 9.82E-06 58.17435 159.0037 64.29422 154.5931 16.49562 21.28153 30.23637 30.00532 

PSMB9 -2.16442 0.000157 262.2776 148.0379 170.7815 156.3499 94.26069 28.37537 16.93237 22.50399 

CACNA1A -2.16098 1.77E-05 722.7424 426.8819 402.8435 476.9549 241.9358 98.13148 43.54038 67.51197 

FAM155B -2.14988 0.003812 24.65015 28.1977 22.10114 12.29718 3.142023 9.458456 2.41891 5.000886 

GOLGA8Q -2.12927 0.001868 39.44024 25.06462 59.27124 19.32414 6.284046 14.18768 3.628365 8.751551 

TSPAN1 -2.10218 0.001967 6210.852 2819.77 2923.378 2761.595 1702.977 879.6364 390.6539 452.5802 

WSCD1 -2.09453 5.73E-05 37.46823 42.29655 55.25285 45.67524 18.85214 9.458456 4.83782 7.50133 

RTN1 -2.08897 0.008881 25.63616 10.96577 24.11033 15.81066 1.571012 4.729228 7.256729 5.000886 

CA14 -2.07464 8.25E-09 244.5295 141.7718 156.7172 182.7009 54.1999 62.66227 29.02692 25.00443 

MYBPH -2.06937 0.000873 38.45423 48.56271 46.21147 80.81004 7.855058 4.729228 26.60801 12.50222 

DOC2B -2.0373 0.005576 119.3067 45.42963 42.19308 87.83699 29.84922 23.64614 2.41891 15.00266 

EPHB2 -2.02801 3.47E-44 2697.712 2099.162 2527.567 2630.718 670.0364 647.9043 471.6874 648.865 

RBM47 -2.02324 1.29E-10 902.1955 495.0263 610.7951 593.7781 243.5068 166.7053 94.33748 132.5235 

AP1S3 -1.99777 2.47E-35 1007.698 1119.292 1087.979 1021.544 194.0199 263.6545 319.2961 288.8012 
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CACNG8 -1.99757 1.78E-08 160.719 132.3725 91.41835 113.3097 43.20282 26.01075 36.28365 17.5031 

PPFIBP2 -1.96089 1.46E-24 1017.558 1378.554 1370.271 1751.47 284.3531 365.3329 396.7012 373.8163 

MUC1 -1.95858 5.92E-06 477.2269 258.4789 238.0895 252.9705 136.678 56.75074 38.70256 81.2644 

CALB2 -1.95168 7.06E-12 876.5593 487.1936 471.1561 448.847 145.3186 198.6276 116.1077 130.023 

CXXC5 -1.9511 2.66E-22 529.4852 521.6575 495.2664 600.805 189.3069 126.5069 102.8037 132.5235 

TBC1D9 -1.9038 0.005331 25.63616 50.12925 18.08275 19.32414 6.284046 4.729228 9.675639 10.00177 

CSF3 -1.88264 0.000106 69.02042 62.66156 47.21607 39.52665 9.426069 26.01075 14.51346 10.00177 

PLCE1 -1.8715 9.2E-137 2445.295 2324.744 2221.165 2235.452 622.1206 615.982 651.8962 632.6121 

SIGLEC10 -1.87009 8.91E-07 55.21634 68.14444 52.23906 61.4859 12.56809 21.28153 21.77019 10.00177 

PSMB8 -1.84517 4.73E-10 401.3044 246.7299 245.1217 232.768 96.61721 75.66765 48.3782 91.26618 

P2RY2 -1.77748 2.01E-16 570.8975 404.1671 397.8205 423.3743 160.2432 144.2415 95.54694 121.2715 

OAS3 -1.76949 9.36E-27 1176.305 861.5964 950.349 884.5185 340.9095 290.8475 261.2423 238.7923 

STK39 -1.75219 2.46E-07 155.7889 153.5208 143.6574 97.49906 28.27821 30.73998 43.54038 62.51108 

WT1 -1.74467 1.39E-17 213.9633 181.7185 169.7769 182.7009 63.62597 47.29228 48.3782 62.51108 

RUNX1 -1.74411 2.29E-37 2802.229 3256.051 3236.812 3404.562 772.9377 885.548 1037.712 1100.195 

44258 -1.74342 7.47E-10 266.2216 329.7565 329.5079 384.726 56.55642 126.5069 123.3644 87.51551 

SDC1 -1.73781 4.09E-30 3695.55 3709.564 4242.414 4002.732 864.0563 1382.117 1238.482 1212.715 

ITGA3 -1.72603 9.2E-48 26553.14 18944.16 20859.46 21434.86 7085.262 6636.289 6425.834 6387.382 

DSG2 -1.70315 2.28E-36 2937.312 2587.922 2851.047 2815.176 1070.644 825.2503 726.8824 807.6432 

SOCS3 -1.69546 1.55E-13 508.7791 323.4903 323.4803 292.4972 106.0433 100.4961 123.3644 117.5208 

PALM3 -1.67934 0.001185 77.89447 37.59693 53.24365 47.43198 25.13618 21.28153 9.675639 10.00177 

FBXO27 -1.67293 1.62E-11 1587.47 1221.9 1322.05 1397.487 634.6887 471.7405 314.4583 308.8047 

PGM1 -1.67263 2.41E-28 4295.042 3305.397 3650.706 3453.751 1424.907 1149.202 956.6788 1076.441 

NDRG1 -1.65962 8.13E-06 419.0526 278.8439 309.416 270.5379 179.8808 66.20919 72.56729 82.51463 

LZTS1 -1.65545 6.12E-05 213.9633 92.4258 112.5149 77.29656 40.8463 44.92767 36.28365 35.00621 

PCGF5 -1.65123 1.09E-13 452.5768 422.9655 410.8803 374.1856 186.9504 118.2307 96.75639 122.5217 

ROBO4 -1.65087 2.75E-09 393.4164 215.3991 253.1585 222.2276 109.1853 85.12611 74.9862 73.76308 

OPHN1 -1.64489 3.14E-18 996.8521 899.1934 852.9031 1047.017 402.9645 314.4937 250.3572 241.2928 

MVP -1.62642 2.11E-06 6485.947 3953.161 4283.603 4219.689 2683.288 1425.862 944.5843 1077.691 

TUBB2B -1.60234 2.69E-59 5696.157 4969.062 5634.786 5994.875 1632.281 1886.962 1970.202 1857.829 

SHROOM3 -1.59437 5.39E-11 560.0514 416.6994 541.4779 618.3724 120.1824 185.6222 162.067 242.543 

GGH -1.59125 1.89E-16 977.1319 1232.866 1149.259 1101.476 254.5039 357.0567 419.6808 453.8304 

C5AR1 -1.58404 0.000655 29.58018 72.06079 43.19768 53.58057 15.71012 20.09922 14.51346 16.25288 

ITGA10 -1.57492 0.003603 408.2065 210.6995 154.708 157.2282 128.0374 94.58456 55.63493 32.50576 

LMO4 -1.57151 7.92E-07 99.58661 133.1558 140.6436 87.83699 47.13035 26.01075 45.95929 35.00621 

TRIB2 -1.57112 1.27E-24 4344.342 3476.15 3444.764 3532.804 1345.571 1431.774 951.841 1248.971 

TBC1D2 -1.56476 6.1E-37 3624.558 3873.268 3710.982 3702.329 1128.772 1183.489 1565.035 1166.457 

MAPK11 -1.55775 7.87E-19 432.8566 372.053 365.6734 375.064 159.4577 137.1476 124.5739 100.0177 

CCDC71L -1.54414 1.08E-17 1881.299 1408.319 1522.969 1333.366 657.4683 477.652 546.6736 421.3247 

ENDOD1 -1.53716 9.16E-16 295.8018 379.8857 349.5998 267.9028 102.1158 99.31379 133.04 112.5199 

ICOSLG -1.53655 9.32E-05 50.28631 91.64253 91.41835 66.75612 17.28113 26.01075 26.60801 35.00621 
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ARNTL2 -1.5347 8.75E-65 1760.021 1803.086 1883.62 1807.685 555.3526 637.2635 676.0853 641.3637 

C1QTNF6 -1.50127 1.14E-16 2873.221 2253.466 2394.96 2505.111 1178.259 887.9126 703.9027 766.3858 

KCNAB3 -1.49805 0.002769 78.88048 90.07599 73.3356 50.06709 12.56809 36.65152 16.93237 38.75687 

PPARG -1.49504 6.93E-05 118.3207 79.89349 88.40456 60.60753 42.41731 22.46383 26.60801 30.00532 

PRRG4 -1.48431 1.34E-43 12862.45 13766.74 14983.57 14255.07 4359.557 4672.477 5455.851 5485.972 

SLFN5 -1.48269 5.24E-10 655.694 613.3 574.6296 514.7248 301.6342 212.8153 181.4182 143.7755 

GALNT6 -1.47856 0.000677 930.7897 805.201 941.3076 872.2214 590.7003 340.5044 126.9928 212.5377 

KIAA1549L -1.47728 0.004645 47.32829 39.94674 40.18389 35.1348 25.13618 11.82307 12.09455 7.50133 

TMEM154 -1.42943 0.000127 103.5306 64.2281 59.27124 86.08025 20.42315 30.73998 38.70256 27.50488 

CPT1A -1.42737 1.2E-17 2898.858 3387.64 4100.766 3977.259 1365.209 1046.342 1561.406 1367.742 

ABLIM3 -1.40917 0.001671 98.6006 64.2281 56.25745 48.31035 36.13327 18.91691 26.60801 17.5031 

FGFR1 -1.40889 3.47E-17 739.5045 990.8359 1006.606 1106.746 421.0311 319.2229 339.8568 365.0647 

PDGFA -1.40802 4.27E-06 825.287 586.6688 652.9882 548.9812 375.4718 264.8368 152.3913 188.7835 

SLC46A3 -1.40517 3.13E-07 418.0665 416.6994 356.632 368.037 230.1532 119.413 105.2226 130.023 

PARM1 -1.40391 0.003667 48.31429 54.04559 58.26664 43.9185 8.640563 30.73998 19.35128 20.00355 

GRAMD1B -1.38916 2.96E-64 4789.031 4899.351 5266.099 4983.871 1726.542 1969.724 2047.607 1874.082 

SLC20A1 -1.34984 6.38E-20 31095.67 33007.76 30436.28 30013.9 9063.951 12720.44 14504.99 12583.48 

SPON1 -1.3488 0.000605 150.8589 79.11022 84.38617 82.56677 29.84922 30.73998 41.12147 55.00975 

PLPPR3 -1.32891 0.00756 717.8124 471.5282 515.3584 526.1436 463.4484 177.3461 141.5062 102.5182 

TBL1X -1.32595 9.34E-06 1810.307 1128.691 1277.848 1253.434 838.9202 552.1374 348.323 438.8278 

BACE2 -1.32491 2.44E-19 1071.789 757.4216 880.0272 774.7223 350.3356 365.3329 333.8096 340.0603 

BTC -1.31326 1.47E-07 592.5896 655.5966 598.74 643.8452 358.1906 277.8422 191.0939 171.2804 

PTPN3 -1.30993 4.38E-31 8220.332 6474.506 6380.197 6602.707 2691.143 3010.154 2614.841 2848.005 

STX12 -1.26369 7.37E-16 1463.233 1190.57 1305.976 1261.339 648.0423 530.8559 573.2816 417.574 

KIAA1755 -1.26011 0.002411 65.0764 48.56271 53.24365 40.40502 25.13618 26.01075 12.09455 22.50399 

CTSC -1.25272 1E-10 604.4217 585.1023 580.6572 723.7768 211.3011 211.633 321.715 305.0541 

ZFP3 -1.22954 1.22E-14 298.7598 311.7413 394.8067 336.4157 150.0316 152.5176 130.6211 137.5244 

GOLGA8H -1.21994 5.6E-07 580.7575 476.2278 378.7332 383.8477 206.588 247.1022 136.6684 190.0337 

IZUMO4 -1.21831 0.00289 112.4047 97.12542 66.30342 96.62069 64.41147 34.2869 29.02692 30.00532 

SQOR -1.20835 8.74E-07 479.1989 381.4522 421.9308 334.6589 241.1503 135.9653 137.8779 181.2821 

CTNNBIP1 -1.20292 2.15E-12 2108.081 1960.524 2199.063 2224.033 1218.319 919.8349 801.8686 742.6316 

RASL11A -1.2016 4.99E-07 1239.41 1388.737 1487.809 1503.769 352.6921 704.655 667.6191 722.6281 

PCDH1 -1.1958 6.33E-24 11818.27 10887.45 12339.47 12935.75 4287.291 5717.637 5500.601 5445.965 

TPK1 -1.1903 2.6E-13 537.3733 462.129 424.9446 433.9148 229.3677 171.4345 183.8371 227.5403 

SPNS2 -1.17425 0.002685 149.8729 244.3801 258.1815 269.6596 56.55642 80.39688 147.5535 126.2724 

OSMR -1.17087 2.15E-16 8798.132 6215.243 6234.531 6058.118 3057.188 2917.934 3085.319 3066.794 

NUCB2 -1.16456 1.04E-14 7346.731 6776.848 7237.119 6773.989 4084.63 2778.422 2709.179 2971.777 

POLE3 -1.16049 4.05E-06 4709.165 6454.141 6926.698 6901.353 1767.388 2521.861 3722.702 3171.812 

PSMB10 -1.15887 0.00188 99.58661 114.3573 95.43674 69.39123 35.34776 43.74536 27.81746 63.7613 

SORT1 -1.1564 6.94E-38 2664.188 2645.884 2699.353 2675.515 1304.725 1252.063 1048.597 1182.71 

SPHK1 -1.15612 0.000512 275.0957 428.4484 487.2297 525.2652 137.4635 137.1476 267.2895 230.0408 
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FAM20C -1.14535 5.31E-07 585.6876 568.6536 543.4871 644.7235 380.9703 243.5552 232.2153 197.535 

ARMCX2 -1.14531 1.56E-17 4464.635 4521.031 4872.297 4917.993 2565.462 2084.407 1716.216 2116.625 

ADORA1 -1.13992 0.006624 679.3581 1207.018 1295.93 1223.569 201.0895 489.4751 711.1595 600.1064 

GPAT3 -1.12828 7.1E-30 6838.938 7144.201 7454.112 7235.133 2795.615 3271.444 3544.912 3511.873 

DLK2 -1.12748 0.007954 215.9353 162.9201 121.5563 136.1473 109.1853 60.29766 36.28365 83.76485 

TNS2 -1.12666 3.86E-05 1537.183 1020.6 1002.588 1102.354 690.4596 639.6281 335.019 467.5829 

DHRS3 -1.11772 0.002266 479.1989 280.4105 328.5033 398.78 268.643 166.7053 95.54694 151.2768 

NXN -1.10469 1.61E-11 1414.919 1063.68 1084.965 1170.867 541.999 669.1858 453.5456 536.3451 

ARTN -1.10108 5.39E-06 178.4671 195.8174 148.6804 150.2013 100.5447 78.03226 70.14838 62.51108 

RNF167 -1.09634 1.25E-26 2559.672 2536.227 2783.739 2764.23 1238.743 1223.688 1417.481 1097.695 

PRKAR2B -1.09121 1.83E-13 2968.864 2478.265 2437.153 2345.248 1433.548 1139.744 985.7057 1237.719 

GLCCI1 -1.08817 0.001542 389.4724 287.4599 327.4987 308.3079 250.5763 150.153 96.75639 116.2706 

HSPA13 -1.08536 7.64E-54 3602.866 3479.283 3584.403 3380.846 1743.037 1557.098 1701.703 1612.786 

TUBB2A -1.08004 0.000134 12815.12 16011.59 18428.33 19512.99 4303.001 7958.109 10086.85 9237.887 

NT5E -1.07335 1.2E-41 31154.83 30515.4 32132.04 31710.03 14450.95 13466.48 16096.64 15634.02 

SERPINH1 -1.07197 2.52E-24 9418.329 9200.283 10216.75 9641.867 4716.962 3848.409 5072.454 4663.327 

PIK3R1 -1.06859 0.002305 88.74054 99.47522 74.3402 84.32351 32.99124 49.6569 26.60801 57.51019 

ECM1 -1.06132 0.000362 649.778 431.5815 428.963 432.158 351.1211 183.2576 181.4182 211.2875 

RAC3 -1.04404 3.32E-05 674.4281 536.5396 474.1699 543.711 326.7704 341.6867 182.6277 227.5403 

TMEM220 -1.04397 7.2E-13 497.933 669.6954 584.6756 536.684 295.3502 258.9252 296.3164 258.7959 

TSPAN4 -1.04291 2.06E-12 3527.929 2759.458 2596.884 2810.784 1588.293 1525.176 1181.637 1377.744 

ANKRD18A -1.04115 0.000806 136.0688 168.4029 142.6528 105.4044 44.77383 70.93842 67.72947 87.51551 

ZFYVE28 -1.04069 0.005097 401.3044 340.7222 348.5952 286.3486 252.9329 206.9037 100.3848 106.2688 

BTG3 -1.02805 2.81E-29 1277.864 1340.174 1312.004 1281.542 622.9061 593.5181 622.8693 718.8774 

TAPBP -1.02552 8.3E-06 9520.874 6613.144 6842.312 6889.055 5015.454 3873.238 2922.043 2855.506 

GATM -1.02443 0.000362 171.565 101.825 138.6344 147.5662 87.97665 59.11535 60.47274 65.01152 

FP565260.1 -1.02406 3.7E-10 661.61 581.9692 585.6802 665.8044 231.7242 334.5929 328.9717 336.3096 

C21orf2 -1.02367 7.59E-06 1030.376 1817.185 1870.56 1987.751 732.0914 800.4219 934.9086 832.6476 

FAM111A -1.0133 5.06E-09 1545.071 2246.417 2012.208 1936.806 754.0855 1043.977 1094.557 946.4178 

CTXN1 -1.01099 1.29E-13 539.3453 438.6309 569.6066 498.0358 245.8633 257.7429 272.1274 238.7923 

NPAS2 -1.00837 7.67E-26 7258.976 6289.654 6039.639 5726.094 3199.365 3121.291 3211.103 3050.541 

SH3D21 -1.00241 1.86E-05 1038.264 1133.391 837.8341 891.5455 673.1784 483.5636 440.2416 346.3114 

TMEM179 -1.0024 0.006218 201.1452 311.7413 345.5815 339.9292 95.8317 222.2737 171.7426 110.0195 

RILP -1.00233 2.02E-07 279.0397 269.4447 295.3516 262.6326 170.4548 109.9546 118.5266 150.0266 

SUSD4 1.000097 0.00141 116.3487 61.09502 90.41375 77.29656 213.6576 143.0592 194.7222 135.0239 

POU5F1B 1.009263 2.51E-08 267.2076 210.6995 190.8735 167.7687 461.0919 396.0729 413.6336 410.0727 

ARHGEF28 1.010915 1.24E-37 1347.87 1502.311 1508.905 1364.109 2999.847 2725.218 2905.111 2901.764 

C12orf56 1.014363 3.98E-09 251.4315 173.1026 175.8045 180.9442 384.1123 390.1613 429.3565 372.566 

LGALSL 1.014466 1.45E-05 658.652 460.5625 495.2664 406.6853 1340.858 1021.513 777.6795 937.6662 

COL6A3 1.014596 7.63E-11 7877.202 5278.453 5275.14 5652.311 12627.01 11644.54 11453.54 12927.29 

BMI1 1.016671 0.00019 145.9289 286.6766 275.2596 295.1323 395.8949 520.2151 543.0452 573.8517 
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TOX2 1.018327 0.004435 111.4187 107.3079 82.37697 110.6746 277.2835 236.4614 105.2226 213.7879 

TRGV4 1.018705 0.003667 42.39826 40.73001 48.22067 29.86458 56.55642 101.6784 91.91857 77.51374 

KLHL29 1.020088 1.23E-05 69.02042 56.3954 57.26204 47.43198 104.4723 131.2361 118.5266 112.5199 

TRABD2A 1.03041 1.32E-05 1331.108 773.8702 796.6456 767.6953 2085.518 2044.209 1450.136 1911.589 

IGSF3 1.032388 0.000159 305.6619 175.4524 241.1033 237.1599 652.7553 507.2097 341.0663 456.3309 

CAV2 1.035612 2.17E-37 3857.255 3577.975 3720.024 3629.425 8393.129 7050.097 7359.533 7495.079 

ABCA10 1.046497 3.93E-10 5041.449 4067.518 3328.231 3321.117 8595.79 8695.868 7001.534 8253.963 

MAP1LC3B2 1.049058 0.001803 231.7114 169.1862 167.7677 139.6608 576.5612 313.3114 253.9855 317.5563 

CA12 1.05154 8.41E-05 45.35628 42.29655 39.17929 40.40502 77.76507 83.9438 77.40511 108.7693 

HOXA3 1.054838 0.000467 203.1172 155.0874 101.4643 106.2828 375.4718 273.1129 258.8233 266.2972 

SAMD4A 1.055691 1.3E-08 271.1517 299.2089 369.6918 291.6188 560.8511 524.9443 765.5849 710.1259 

FBXO25 1.058703 4.25E-06 182.4111 139.422 161.7402 115.9448 395.1094 309.7644 261.2423 277.5492 

RIMS4 1.078205 5.5E-06 206.0753 143.3383 126.5793 149.3229 412.3905 339.3221 264.8706 300.0532 

VASH2 1.095409 0.001178 58.17435 51.69579 52.23906 56.21568 160.2432 133.6007 73.77675 96.26706 

REEP1 1.096908 0.001551 27.60817 36.0304 29.13332 27.22947 51.84338 81.57919 72.56729 52.50931 

CNNM1 1.103062 0.000248 117.3347 68.14444 71.32641 57.09405 196.3764 178.5284 148.763 147.5262 

DGKA 1.104862 0.006555 375.6683 219.3155 206.947 160.7417 764.2971 597.0651 309.6205 396.3203 

KLF4 1.114154 1.54E-09 570.8975 597.6346 615.8181 649.1154 935.5374 1267.433 1619.46 1450.257 

IL1RAP 1.135545 0.001062 37.46823 45.42963 66.30342 50.06709 78.55058 89.85533 131.8306 138.7746 

UPP1 1.14061 2.21E-21 640.9039 738.6231 828.7927 729.9254 1466.539 1610.302 1823.858 1580.28 

PHLDB2 1.147259 5.3E-13 11618.11 14088.67 14279.35 12878.66 22829.15 26831.28 35388.65 32048.18 

PAQR5 1.155416 0.005916 124.2368 95.55888 84.38617 67.63449 357.4051 140.6945 171.7426 155.0275 

CCDC3 1.179955 4.26E-10 199.1732 170.7527 209.9608 179.1875 556.1381 381.8852 372.5121 402.5714 

CKMT1A 1.192615 0.000577 76.90847 53.26232 56.25745 40.40502 164.1707 156.0645 101.5942 93.76662 

HEG1 1.194039 3.95E-24 325.382 336.8059 387.7745 370.6721 811.4275 815.7919 724.4635 897.6591 

ADGRG1 1.199793 2.79E-09 351.0181 469.9617 545.4963 519.1166 970.0996 867.8134 1331.61 1163.956 

APLF 1.203538 0.000193 57.18835 59.52848 50.22986 35.1348 152.3881 126.5069 89.49966 95.01684 

SOX8 1.203676 6.86E-06 197.2012 126.1064 106.4873 156.3499 439.8832 310.9468 269.7084 326.3078 

NFIA 1.205995 5.79E-27 338.2001 331.323 321.4711 268.7812 692.8161 738.9419 736.558 738.881 

FAM107B 1.214168 1.48E-14 222.8374 179.3687 147.6758 187.9712 449.3093 444.5474 395.4918 421.3247 

LARGE1 1.21687 0.003342 19.72012 36.0304 24.11033 24.59436 62.84046 62.66227 38.70256 80.01418 

ADRB2 1.223588 0.003667 17.74811 23.49808 33.15171 28.98621 67.5535 52.02151 81.03348 40.00709 

GULP1 1.223803 1.67E-35 689.2182 626.6156 622.8503 613.9806 1402.128 1441.232 1446.508 1674.047 

ADGRE2 1.228739 3.57E-07 176.4951 111.2243 106.4873 108.0395 318.9153 289.6652 233.4248 332.5589 

MGAT4A 1.232029 0.001898 57.18835 39.16347 26.11953 33.37806 126.4664 89.85533 65.31056 82.51463 

LIPC 1.234094 3.69E-06 91.69856 72.06079 53.24365 108.9179 176.7388 221.0914 181.4182 188.7835 

SPTBN2 1.237437 1.83E-09 1084.607 684.5775 657.0066 628.9129 2093.373 1775.825 1629.136 1700.301 

PLCXD2 1.242475 2.05E-05 67.04841 57.17867 58.26664 52.7022 175.1678 145.4238 87.08075 146.2759 

PTPRZ1 1.261294 4.86E-08 2128.787 1407.535 1233.645 1225.326 4368.983 3825.946 2739.415 3433.109 

SORBS2 1.263972 1.93E-23 702.0363 581.9692 539.4687 606.0753 1578.081 1512.171 1252.995 1487.764 

RNF38 1.266857 3.9E-30 704.0083 716.6916 648.9698 732.5605 1889.141 1468.425 1617.041 1766.563 
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FSTL1 1.270068 0.008843 279.0397 120.6235 130.5976 158.1066 730.5204 404.349 206.8168 315.0558 

AGPAT4 1.270903 0.00063 314.5359 157.4372 162.7448 124.7285 605.625 522.5797 304.7826 396.3203 

AL031777.3 1.289325 0.007319 24.65015 20.36501 18.08275 14.93229 74.62305 41.38075 37.4931 35.00621 

NKX1-2 1.304036 2.56E-12 72.96444 93.99234 87.39996 89.59373 178.3098 223.456 237.0532 215.0381 

PTPRU 1.307364 2.45E-06 168.607 98.69195 132.6068 129.9988 435.9557 358.239 229.7964 282.5501 

TBC1D4 1.3075 1.62E-14 476.2409 393.2013 434.9906 309.1862 1071.43 1126.739 869.5981 921.4133 

NKD1 1.319991 1.57E-06 130.1528 81.46003 127.5839 108.9179 384.1123 268.3837 203.1884 257.5457 

SLC16A10 1.322389 2E-13 165.649 110.441 122.5609 130.8771 323.6284 378.3383 318.0866 301.3034 

SOCS2 1.329167 2.1E-12 78.88048 79.89349 111.5103 84.32351 221.5126 206.9037 209.2357 251.2945 

SOX4 1.336068 4.73E-06 49.3003 36.81367 46.21147 28.98621 118.6114 95.76687 81.03348 108.7693 

JCAD 1.341101 1.27E-21 331.298 257.6957 299.37 318.8483 791.7898 637.2635 810.3348 815.1445 

CARMIL1 1.346259 0.000203 21.69213 24.28135 25.11493 21.08088 69.12451 37.83383 66.52002 60.01064 

GADD45A 1.347609 5.81E-29 1153.627 1278.296 1359.22 1335.122 3329.759 2713.395 3696.094 3306.836 

PCDH9 1.362804 4.49E-08 71.97844 70.49425 114.5241 93.10721 172.0258 221.0914 256.4044 251.2945 

GPC2 1.389913 0.003603 57.18835 28.98097 44.20228 25.47273 152.3881 114.6838 56.84438 81.2644 

PPP3CA 1.39572 2.3E-12 679.3581 506.7754 550.5193 361.8884 1430.406 1429.409 1180.428 1477.762 

CPPED1 1.397793 7.45E-09 126.2088 113.5741 72.331 81.68841 213.6576 251.8314 301.1543 273.7985 

E2F5 1.412359 7.65E-07 87.75453 46.2129 83.38157 76.41819 246.6488 202.1745 172.952 155.0275 

STOM 1.413087 4.53E-42 958.3978 800.5014 838.8387 813.3706 2336.88 2265.3 2024.627 2451.685 

GLB1L2 1.420428 3.14E-16 436.8007 299.9922 351.609 307.4295 1122.488 926.9287 818.801 860.1525 

SLC27A2 1.434947 0.001723 21.69213 17.23193 22.10114 14.05392 33.77675 73.30304 38.70256 57.51019 

WNT11 1.442535 0.001736 15.7761 16.44866 9.041375 12.29718 32.99124 49.6569 31.44583 32.50576 

DUSP8 1.446062 0.000106 89.72655 50.12925 52.23906 35.1348 211.3011 151.3353 134.2495 118.7711 

IGKV1OR2-

108 

1.486729 0.006886 8.874054 6.266156 19.08735 17.5674 38.48978 33.1046 43.54038 28.7551 

APLN 1.516322 3.86E-05 65.0764 73.62733 102.4689 67.63449 141.391 143.0592 299.9448 300.0532 

ST6GAL1 1.517657 1.01E-09 602.4497 390.0682 360.6504 338.1724 1593.006 1237.875 913.1384 1093.944 

COL27A1 1.534431 2.74E-08 122.2647 102.6083 71.32641 74.66145 338.553 305.0352 224.9586 203.7861 

WDR63 1.534696 0.000148 23.66414 16.44866 20.09195 14.05392 66.76799 35.46921 50.79711 60.01064 

ACKR3 1.535219 1.46E-18 242.5575 214.6158 251.1493 187.9712 548.283 743.6711 745.0242 560.0993 

SLC47A2 1.545038 0.005541 35.49622 18.79847 16.07356 21.95925 102.9013 76.84996 27.81746 60.01064 

CD302 1.56279 0.001736 46.34228 14.09885 20.09195 17.5674 94.26069 72.12073 58.05383 62.51108 

SLITRK3 1.565272 0.001997 46.34228 20.36501 38.1747 36.89154 183.8084 80.39688 55.63493 96.26706 

HRASLS 1.596626 9.02E-17 124.2368 165.2699 146.6712 124.7285 355.8341 483.5636 364.0459 497.5882 

SLC19A2 1.613497 6.7E-27 129.1668 115.9239 107.4919 109.7962 311.8458 398.4375 356.7892 350.0621 

IL12A 1.61353 3.27E-11 37.46823 39.94674 26.11953 36.89154 110.7563 98.13148 105.2226 117.5208 

ABHD17C 1.619674 1.53E-09 50.28631 45.42963 52.23906 68.51286 150.8171 228.1853 142.7157 143.7755 

EGR2 1.649485 8.38E-05 17.74811 12.53231 22.10114 12.29718 36.13327 49.6569 65.31056 51.25909 

RGS2 1.653371 3.93E-10 57.18835 86.15964 70.32181 45.67524 224.6547 154.8822 228.587 208.787 

TNFAIP3 1.658872 1.79E-05 19.72012 26.63116 16.07356 14.05392 51.84338 52.02151 82.24293 57.51019 

COL17A1 1.659648 1.5E-154 4416.321 4797.526 4985.816 4632.523 14742.37 14517.55 15124.23 15116.43 

ANKRD20A1 1.685762 0.004635 15.7761 6.266156 12.05517 15.81066 47.13035 61.47997 24.1891 26.25465 
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TMEM236 1.701519 1.16E-05 173.5371 82.2433 78.35859 80.81004 518.4338 315.676 215.283 296.3025 

ARHGAP15 1.703866 1.38E-09 67.04841 36.0304 34.15631 42.16176 141.391 139.5122 130.6211 171.2804 

ITGB6 1.721099 1.99E-12 50.28631 42.29655 78.35859 54.45894 177.5243 193.8984 159.648 208.787 

FOXL1 1.723949 0.000413 13.80408 14.09885 10.04597 10.54044 48.70136 54.38612 24.1891 32.50576 

FAM171B 1.726395 7.92E-07 21.69213 28.1977 23.10574 12.29718 60.48394 70.93842 82.24293 70.01241 

SPAG6 1.742433 1.69E-05 15.7761 16.44866 16.07356 17.5674 73.83754 63.84458 36.28365 45.00798 

BNC1 1.757852 1.17E-07 38.45423 31.33078 21.09654 24.59436 78.55058 112.3192 123.3644 77.51374 

CLDN1 1.795403 4.24E-75 996.8521 901.5432 954.3674 780.8709 3045.406 3301.001 3186.914 3074.295 

KLHL4 1.802973 8.1E-06 8.874054 23.49808 18.08275 22.83762 56.55642 66.20919 53.21602 82.51463 

CYP26B1 1.834127 8.87E-06 18.73411 51.69579 32.14711 47.43198 79.33608 141.8768 171.7426 146.2759 

RGMB 1.865573 4.45E-45 805.5669 657.9464 609.7905 577.0891 2578.815 2357.52 2566.463 2150.381 

ERCC6 1.884714 7.1E-16 1923.698 1528.159 1257.756 1038.233 7137.891 5355.851 4314.126 4413.282 

MPZL3 1.900921 1.35E-11 21.69213 28.1977 27.12413 28.98621 98.18822 105.2253 74.9862 118.7711 

RGS16 1.916317 7.49E-10 29.58018 29.76424 24.11033 17.5674 78.55058 85.12611 96.75639 122.5217 

SYDE2 1.927591 7.31E-25 160.719 123.7566 143.6574 96.62069 489.3701 449.2767 579.3289 473.834 

DUSP6 1.992745 0.000151 15.7761 9.399234 20.09195 10.54044 65.98248 23.64614 67.72947 62.51108 

ADRB1 1.995063 0.003151 6.902042 8.615964 6.027584 2.63511 30.63473 26.01075 12.09455 27.50488 

PECAM1 2.007157 8.43E-06 25.63616 10.96577 10.04597 15.81066 67.5535 47.29228 84.66184 50.00886 

EPHA8 2.012843 4.66E-09 49.3003 23.49808 26.11953 22.83762 135.107 137.1476 88.29021 127.5226 

CYP4Z1 2.014015 8.5E-10 67.04841 72.06079 42.19308 28.98621 249.7908 245.9199 181.4182 172.5306 

ITGB8 2.031947 2.11E-39 123.2508 135.5056 161.7402 174.7956 605.625 529.6736 656.734 642.6139 

CD55 2.046647 9.3E-20 309.6059 234.1976 206.947 224.8627 1430.406 829.9795 904.6723 860.1525 

GPM6A 2.051749 0.00882 25.63616 7.832695 6.027584 7.02696 87.19114 54.38612 24.1891 25.00443 

ADM 2.05663 4.78E-21 70.00643 94.77561 99.45513 91.35047 265.501 445.7298 373.7216 398.8207 

NDST3 2.063337 9.28E-05 7.888048 14.09885 8.036778 7.02696 34.56225 26.01075 36.28365 60.01064 

WIPF3 2.088256 7.61E-05 72.96444 30.54751 27.12413 31.62132 331.4834 131.2361 112.4793 111.2697 

RYR2 2.090593 1.22E-20 234.6694 169.1862 124.5701 161.6201 926.8968 718.8427 597.4707 692.6228 

CCDC80 2.099994 3.83E-29 145.9289 87.72618 113.5195 107.1611 523.1468 465.829 416.0525 535.0949 

LPAR3 2.107939 4.44E-09 150.8589 112.7908 100.4597 46.55361 629.1901 424.4482 353.1608 360.0638 

TES 2.130752 5.94E-11 36.48222 63.44483 20.09195 43.9185 183.0228 164.3407 178.9993 197.535 

CDHR1 2.1345 6.87E-05 13.80408 9.399234 6.027584 8.783699 65.98248 33.1046 38.70256 27.50488 

PELI1 2.144213 6.1E-17 35.49622 57.17867 51.23446 42.16176 252.1474 156.0645 228.587 186.283 

OPCML 2.170291 2.24E-48 814.441 806.7676 676.094 557.7649 3395.741 3260.803 3442.109 2751.738 

FAM241A 2.21078 7.36E-59 112.4047 101.825 96.44134 93.98558 432.8137 448.0944 482.5725 511.3406 

PKD1L1 2.240401 0.000209 817.399 467.6119 348.5952 298.6458 4209.525 2247.566 1130.84 1540.273 

SLITRK6 2.26114 4.04E-33 68.03441 72.84406 69.31721 75.53982 363.6892 370.0621 256.4044 380.0674 

ITPKB 2.305033 1.07E-19 132.1248 83.02656 60.27584 92.22884 560.0656 441.0005 366.4648 446.3291 

ADD3 2.384347 1.84E-22 218.8933 151.171 157.7218 122.0934 1134.27 815.7919 599.8896 836.3983 

MYO1B 2.39059 2.15E-57 577.7995 436.2811 401.8389 360.1317 2326.668 2290.129 2256.843 2434.181 

KCND3 2.396347 0.000137 25.63616 7.832695 12.05517 9.662069 125.6809 66.20919 67.72947 27.50488 

PAX8 2.411721 3.04E-21 2742.083 1713.01 1544.066 1443.162 13494.2 10502.43 7291.804 8306.472 
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MPP7 2.416426 1.01E-12 29.58018 17.23193 38.1747 45.67524 234.0807 154.8822 146.344 157.5279 

ELOVL7 2.419619 2.66E-12 51.27231 21.14828 34.15631 35.1348 269.4285 157.2468 137.8779 187.5332 

TNN 2.426581 1.48E-07 11.83207 24.28135 30.13792 22.83762 51.84338 120.5953 152.3913 156.2777 

ZNF525 2.479804 5.79E-05 8.874054 7.832695 3.013792 1.75674 36.13327 28.37537 25.39855 30.00532 

ELMOD1 2.49814 3.04E-27 33.5242 36.0304 40.18389 45.67524 171.2403 205.7214 252.7761 251.2945 

RGCC 2.508063 0.006907 11.83207 3.133078 2.009195 1.75674 43.98832 24.82845 9.675639 26.25465 

AL603750.1 2.520661 4.92E-05 3.944024 17.23193 2.009195 8.783699 51.84338 42.56305 47.16874 46.2582 

DDAH1 2.529898 2.9E-132 1070.803 992.4024 930.2571 794.9248 5470.262 5450.435 5603.405 5350.949 

PNLIPRP1 2.569645 0.001008 6.902042 2.349808 2.009195 5.27022 19.63764 43.74536 21.77019 12.50222 

PTGFRN 2.590312 1.09E-18 214.9493 115.1406 148.6804 108.9179 1283.516 905.6472 626.4976 715.1268 

ADGRL3 2.611603 1.27E-48 299.7458 204.4333 249.1401 209.052 1780.742 1380.935 1190.104 1517.769 

KRT13 2.629728 6.14E-10 272.1377 130.806 100.4597 111.553 1247.383 1292.262 395.4918 867.6538 

CDH10 2.669247 2.52E-40 261.2916 179.3687 191.8781 148.4445 1351.855 1384.482 950.6315 1272.726 

RAPGEF4 2.697937 3.24E-05 41.41225 14.09885 2.009195 22.83762 179.8808 124.1422 113.6888 102.5182 

CYR61 2.756298 3.46E-41 1233.494 1207.802 1333.101 1097.962 11885.49 7314.934 7861.457 5851.037 

MEST 2.776626 5.96E-06 7.888048 7.832695 8.036778 8.783699 112.3273 47.29228 31.44583 30.00532 

HMSD 2.809452 7.74E-11 59.16036 46.2129 31.14251 45.67524 531.0019 371.2444 126.9928 246.2937 

CLDN16 2.899065 2.13E-30 47.32829 39.94674 28.12872 23.71599 303.2052 260.1075 212.8641 260.0461 

TTC39C 2.903509 7.09E-42 78.88048 38.3802 59.27124 56.21568 453.2368 401.9844 396.7012 477.5847 

SLC39A8 2.943905 3.05E-86 153.8169 153.5208 143.6574 122.0934 909.6157 1106.639 1274.765 1122.699 

TMTC2 3.019386 2.66E-48 311.5779 189.5512 202.9286 196.7549 2350.233 1732.08 1513.028 1696.551 

GAS2 3.07109 3.4E-27 31.55219 28.1977 19.08735 29.86458 157.8867 224.6383 237.0532 298.803 

FRMD6 3.127972 2.84E-28 140.0129 97.12542 66.30342 50.06709 662.9669 770.8642 786.1457 868.904 

MEFV 3.2833 2.07E-05 3.944024 4.699617 0 5.27022 23.56517 33.1046 61.6822 20.00355 

CDA 3.285702 3.48E-11 117.3347 44.64636 52.23906 64.99938 1408.412 598.2474 290.2692 420.0745 

LIPG 3.323385 0.000403 314.5359 75.19387 48.22067 50.06709 2389.509 1178.76 443.8699 870.1542 

KANK4 3.342784 3.8E-91 279.0397 184.0683 184.8459 194.9981 2188.419 2275.941 1780.318 2295.407 

WDR17 3.359075 1.95E-10 7.888048 14.09885 12.05517 3.51348 148.4606 47.29228 84.66184 105.0186 

SYTL4 3.643375 4.9E-80 41.41225 33.68059 46.21147 41.28339 439.8832 470.5582 611.9842 501.3389 

NRIP1 3.649707 2.32E-42 61.13237 32.89732 38.1747 32.49969 384.8978 443.3651 581.7478 648.865 

ANKRD29 3.704025 5.52E-08 1.972012 6.266156 4.018389 0 43.98832 54.38612 31.44583 32.50576 

CYP4X1 3.763468 1.41E-06 7.888048 3.133078 0 10.54044 138.249 73.30304 43.54038 37.50665 

RPS6KA6 3.812709 2.59E-10 3.944024 3.133078 2.009195 1.75674 34.56225 30.73998 37.4931 50.00886 

SRPX2 3.854557 0.000866 0 0 4.018389 1.75674 6.284046 26.01075 29.02692 20.00355 

SLC9C1 3.867376 2.14E-09 23.66414 14.88212 6.027584 5.27022 391.9674 156.0645 82.24293 95.01684 

COL3A1 3.949953 2.84E-87 1160.529 697.1098 710.2503 593.7781 12951.42 12915.52 10680.7 12293.43 

COLEC10 4.037145 4.01E-75 21.69213 20.36501 17.07815 22.83762 297.7067 331.046 330.1812 392.5696 

ADM2 4.543129 0.000648 6.902042 1.566539 0 0 136.678 30.73998 19.35128 7.50133 

RBMS3 4.586941 1.09E-10 3.944024 1.566539 2.009195 0 60.48394 42.56305 33.86474 37.50665 

TSPAN6 4.69977 6.1E-05 1.972012 0 0 1.75674 25.13618 18.91691 7.256729 43.75776 

NEUROG2 4.702122 0.004749 0 1.566539 0 0 14.1391 2.364614 14.51346 15.00266 
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Gene log2-fold 

change 

Adjusted 

p-value 

NS 

control 

Rep 1 

NS 

control 

Rep 2 

NS 

control 

Rep 3 

NS 

control 

Rep 4 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 1 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 2 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 3 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 4 

LAMB1 4.748397 1.5E-115 393.4164 245.1633 200.9195 216.9574 8404.912 6609.096 6516.543 6844.963 

AFF3 4.814775 1E-05 0 2.349808 0 0.87837 36.13327 17.73461 12.09455 32.50576 

NRCAM 5.073576 1.12E-16 5.916036 3.133078 2.009195 0 90.33316 80.39688 59.26329 137.5244 

TRGV5 5.219152 0.008113 0 0 0 0 12.56809 7.093842 2.41891 2.500443 

DDIT4L 5.488146 1.07E-22 7.888048 4.699617 0 0 168.0982 165.523 112.4793 120.0213 

LHFPL6 6.158145 2.7E-29 0 6.266156 0 1.75674 172.0258 132.4184 164.4859 166.2795 

MAL2 6.170303 1.56E-05 0 0 0 0 14.1391 11.82307 14.51346 7.50133 

PLXNA2 6.309936 5.2E-14 3.944024 0 0 0 78.55058 62.66227 74.9862 72.51285 

CD200 6.330353 9.76E-07 0 0 0 1.75674 55.77091 40.19844 14.51346 35.00621 

ADGRF5 6.534704 3.01E-06 0 0 0 0 25.13618 14.18768 12.09455 10.00177 

TMPRSS15 7.007854 1.21E-09 0 0 0 1.75674 51.05788 76.84996 48.3782 57.51019 

PTGIS 7.700124 6.46E-09 0 0 0 0 67.5535 16.5523 31.44583 22.50399 

CYP4A22 7.864922 2.04E-08 0 0 0 0 72.26653 53.20382 9.675639 20.00355 

MACC1 7.973208 4.6E-24 0 3.133078 0 0 210.5155 266.0191 188.675 238.7923 

LAMB4 8.201434 1.19E-48 3.944024 1.566539 2.009195 0 628.4046 524.9443 407.5863 571.3513 

EMCN 10.518 5.06E-53 1.972012 0 1.004597 1.75674 2130.292 1619.761 1318.306 1569.028 
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APPENDIX B: DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED PROTEINS IN GSTP1 

KNOCKDOWN CELLS 

The most significant, differentially expressed proteins in GSTP1 knockdown MIA PaCa-2 cells 

compared to the control as reported by LC-MS/MS based proteomics experiment. The log₂-fold 

change, p-adjusted, and the log₂ Cyclic Loess normalized intensities for TMT values for four 

replicates of each group are shown here. 

 
Protein log2-

fold 

change 

Adjusted 

p-value 

NS 

Rep 

1 

NS 

Rep 2 

NS 

Rep 3 

NS 

Rep 4 

NS 

Rep 5 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 1 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 2 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 3 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 4 

shGSTP

1-1 Rep 

5 

MARCKS -10.08 0.0653474 17.74 17.99 18.61 18.29 18.26 0.00 12.49 13.01 14.97 0.00 

QPRT -4.441 1.835E-05 20.96 21.65 20.45 21.93 21.69 17.14 17.77 15.84 16.82 16.91 

GSTP1 -3.820 5.555E-06 26.67 26.74 26.56 26.85 26.67 23.41 23.38 22.78 23.04 21.78 

SLC2A3 -3.437 0.0001393 19.49 20.28 19.58 20.25 20.45 15.80 16.99 15.82 16.43 17.81 

OASL -3.255 1.155E-06 17.64 18.04 17.23 18.09 17.66 14.41 14.22 14.31 14.59 14.86 

ALDH7A1 -3.217 8.601E-06 26.64 27.16 26.38 27.32 27.00 23.88 24.15 22.96 23.94 23.49 

TCF7 -3.162 8.286E-07 17.50 17.61 17.50 17.51 17.14 14.26 14.24 13.91 14.87 14.17 

DPYSL2 -3.156 1.758E-06 23.54 23.36 23.37 23.47 23.12 19.99 20.33 19.65 20.28 20.82 

IFIT2 -2.716 6.721E-05 20.79 20.88 20.33 21.02 20.98 18.64 18.50 17.15 18.34 17.79 

IFITM1 -2.714 7.925E-05 23.38 23.51 23.19 24.02 23.57 21.16 21.46 19.82 20.90 20.76 

SH3BGRL -2.651 0.0005376 20.26 20.12 19.66 19.93 19.21 17.55 17.62 17.71 17.24 15.80 

TGM2 -2.578 2.567E-08 24.10 23.95 23.84 23.95 24.04 21.28 21.38 21.32 21.34 21.65 

PDIA6 -2.538 8.286E-07 26.10 26.38 26.02 26.40 26.30 23.76 23.74 23.32 23.64 24.05 

ISG15 -2.374 4.784E-06 22.47 22.89 22.16 22.99 22.87 20.31 20.40 19.94 20.42 20.43 

SLC16A3 -2.365 1.155E-06 22.49 22.68 22.77 22.47 22.61 20.12 20.37 19.87 20.21 20.64 

UBASH3B -2.301 1.889E-06 20.96 21.13 21.02 21.16 20.98 19.00 19.00 18.20 18.81 18.73 

SERPINA3 -2.284 0.0010628 21.92 22.77 20.95 22.67 21.48 19.62 20.15 19.29 19.90 19.42 

IFIT3 -2.155 8.286E-07 21.68 21.79 21.34 21.92 21.92 19.68 19.60 19.39 19.66 19.54 

TSPAN1 -1.982 0.0110034 18.76 18.43 18.30 19.47 18.59 17.25 17.96 15.53 17.09 15.80 

TUBB2B -1.960 3.936E-05 22.18 21.93 22.26 22.07 21.63 20.21 20.30 20.37 19.93 19.46 

IFIT1 -1.893 1.155E-06 21.06 21.26 20.76 21.27 21.30 19.38 19.15 19.12 19.27 19.27 

ADIRF -1.722 0.0022265 24.00 24.25 23.29 24.49 24.09 22.64 22.66 21.32 22.59 22.30 

MVP -1.639 0.0001159 25.37 25.65 25.06 25.87 25.46 23.97 24.11 23.29 23.91 23.92 

GGH -1.479 3.147E-06 22.19 22.38 22.04 22.52 22.15 20.79 20.93 20.60 20.82 20.75 

CALB2 -1.442 0.0001070 21.92 22.05 21.48 21.77 21.35 20.46 20.51 19.98 20.35 20.07 

TBC1D2 -1.416 7.898E-06 22.15 22.11 22.10 21.86 21.71 20.80 20.59 20.46 20.63 20.37 

STX12 -1.384 3.640E-06 20.97 21.03 21.13 21.17 21.21 19.72 19.66 19.61 19.56 20.04 

ITGA3 -1.380 0.0026366 23.55 23.74 23.13 24.08 23.47 22.33 22.77 21.51 22.47 22.01 

PGM1 -1.373 1.736E-06 23.79 23.86 23.71 23.99 23.95 22.62 22.51 22.36 22.31 22.61 

SERPINF1 -1.369 0.0001358 19.44 19.82 19.31 19.79 19.48 18.55 18.10 18.47 17.90 17.97 

AFAP1L2 -1.367 0.0079548 17.15 16.13 17.67 16.48 16.27 15.34 15.87 15.19 15.05 15.42 

CPT1A -1.260 1.840E-06 22.17 22.23 22.24 22.50 22.34 21.06 21.09 20.89 20.98 21.16 
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Protein log2-

fold 

change 

Adjusted 

p-value 

NS 

Rep 

1 

NS 

Rep 2 

NS 

Rep 3 

NS 

Rep 4 

NS 

Rep 5 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 1 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 2 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 3 

shGSTP1-

1 Rep 4 

shGSTP

1-1 Rep 

5 

HLA-A -1.226 0.0109119 16.89 17.13 16.36 17.49 17.24 15.51 16.17 14.99 16.04 16.28 

PCDH1 -1.173 0.0015951 20.72 20.58 20.46 20.63 20.15 19.55 19.80 19.22 19.40 18.71 

TSPAN4 -1.163 3.200E-05 17.90 17.63 17.73 17.93 17.53 16.71 16.79 16.33 16.51 16.58 

CCDC71L -1.127 5.136E-06 18.70 18.66 18.54 18.54 18.54 17.22 17.54 17.52 17.42 17.64 

ZNF532 -1.125 0.0620328 16.57 15.00 16.08 15.41 16.55 14.77 14.71 14.28 15.86 14.35 

DSG2 -1.108 2.427E-06 19.28 19.44 19.35 19.18 19.12 18.21 18.27 18.17 18.07 18.10 

TWF2 -1.095 1.527E-06 22.99 23.11 22.84 23.16 23.04 21.94 21.99 21.88 21.96 21.91 

PSMB9 -1.081 0.0011825 19.51 19.91 19.20 20.01 19.90 18.63 18.89 18.32 18.53 18.75 

VAMP8 -1.065 0.0004191 20.32 20.52 20.28 20.64 20.14 19.39 19.49 19.01 19.64 19.07 

UBE2L6 -1.055 0.0063319 20.37 20.65 19.84 20.90 20.68 19.57 19.74 18.86 19.58 19.40 

PRKAR2B -1.027 0.0001681 21.48 21.79 21.22 21.68 21.42 20.43 20.66 20.22 20.63 20.51 

SIAE -1.015 0.0134196 20.29 20.43 19.64 20.91 20.49 19.52 19.65 18.69 19.40 19.43 

TBC1D4 1.0202 5.980E-05 17.48 17.68 17.28 17.54 17.31 18.60 18.65 18.34 18.54 18.27 

PPP3CA 1.0458 1.407E-05 20.94 20.70 20.61 20.61 20.45 21.81 21.73 21.65 21.72 21.62 

CPPED1 1.0797 2.247E-05 18.90 18.89 18.61 18.65 18.46 19.87 19.73 19.72 19.91 19.68 

SORBS2 1.1187 0.0029833 15.63 15.31 15.05 15.21 15.23 16.89 16.69 16.05 16.54 15.85 

LAMB1 1.1392 3.462E-07 19.41 19.43 19.40 19.35 19.41 20.57 20.55 20.64 20.53 20.41 

STOM 1.1413 6.460E-06 19.31 19.14 19.45 19.12 19.29 20.25 20.42 20.53 20.52 20.29 

UPP1 1.1471 6.17E-06 19.47 19.42 19.34 19.68 19.26 20.63 20.65 20.42 20.66 20.54 

ENC1 1.1814 0.0191522 16.77 15.99 17.41 16.26 17.44 17.82 17.51 18.32 17.82 18.32 

CAV2 1.2355 0.0001310 16.90 16.65 17.28 17.02 17.06 18.23 18.14 17.94 18.18 18.59 

MYO1B 1.4374 1.958E-06 20.18 20.16 20.39 20.34 19.92 21.49 21.64 21.65 21.72 21.68 

ERCC6 1.5012 9.714E-05 18.65 18.53 18.22 18.36 17.93 20.06 19.91 19.57 20.12 19.56 

ADD3 1.6465 5.144E-07 17.60 17.51 17.37 17.39 17.27 18.93 19.07 19.05 19.23 19.10 

C4orf32 1.9506 7.851E-06 16.27 16.66 16.82 16.45 16.01 18.17 18.42 18.37 18.60 18.41 

PTX3 2.0358 5.907E-05 16.41 16.29 16.46 16.31 15.48 18.26 18.40 18.19 18.51 17.78 

DDAH1 2.2903 1.36E-07 20.98 20.91 20.87 20.94 20.52 23.21 23.20 23.05 23.16 23.05 

ADAM17 5.1881 0.2911827 0.00 12.77 12.70 0.00 12.52 11.94 12.92 13.33 13.29 12.43 

 


